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USER'S MANUAL FOR THE ARMLID
(ARGONNE METALLIC L1THIUM/1SOTOPIC DILUTION)

TRITIUM ASSAY SYSTEM

KG. Forges,MM.Bietscher,E.F.Bennett,G.Dilorio,
R.F. Manas, and E.F. Lewandowski

A B S T R A C T

The ARgonne Metallic Lithium - Isotopic Dilution (ARMUD) system described in this
report, originally developed at ANLfcr other purposes, was recently redeployed to
measure the tritium production rate (TPR) in a series ofUSIJapanese collaborative fusion
blanket integral experiments, involving large assemblies of fusion breeder blanket materials
that were irradiated with a fusion neutron source at FNSfJAERl, Japan.

Whereas previous uses of the ARMUD scheme involved just a few samples, its application
infusion blanket TPR mapping called for large sample numbers per experiment, implying a
commensurate scale of sample fabrication and encapsulation, on one hand, and tritium
extraction and counting on the other hand. To shorten the time required for these various
tasks, yet still yield reliable and accurate results, both the sample fabrication - encapsulation
facility and the tritium extraction system had to be extensively revised from original
versions that were designed for accuracy, but not necessarily for speed. The present report
describes overall revisions in sufficient detail to serve as a User's Manual for this facility,
and/or suggest how a new system might be put together. Either possibility may develop in
the near future, in support of TIER design studies.

Preliminary and partial descriptions of various aspects and features of the system were
presented orally, in the course of annual ANUJAER1IUCLA "workshops", over the last 3-
4 years, as well as elsewhere.
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I INTRODUCTION

One of the many problems that will require satisfactory solutions: before
Fusion Energy can become a practical option is the design of blankets lhai ef-
ficiently convert the primary energy into heat and reproduce the tritium fuel
consumed by the fusion reaction. While the relative importance of tritium
breeding and other concerns may be a matter of opinion, vented in reviews that
have become a standard feature of Fusion Technology Topical Meetings, there
seems to be general agreement that, provision having been made for energy con-
version and structural integrity, tritium fuel cost considerations strongly fa-
vor designs that offer high blanket breeding ratios.

At the present level of computational skill and uncertainties in thermal
and radiation properties of materials, the choice of the most effective among a
large variety of different blanket designs cannot as yet be made with confi-
dence. This observation applies, more specifically, to predictions of the
breeding ratio of a given configuration of lithium-rich and neutron multiplying
materials and structural elements. However, a change in this picture is slowly
emerging: the database, compiled in libraries such as ENDF/B or JENDL, is being
gradually improved and refined through more accurate microscopic cross section
as well as integral measurements and more sophisticated evaluation-correlation
schemes. Progress in calculational techniques is more difficult to track: while
computer technology has made great strides, Multigroup Transport or Monte Carlo
programs that allow detailed geometry and materials modelling have changed very
little in the last decade. The cost of running these programs is declining but
still high enough to require the calculator to use his best, informed judgement
in simplifying or eliminating all non-essential detail. The difficulty and un-
certainty of these calculations, together with remaining questionable areas in
the database, make comparison with experiment an important step on the path to
progress. This is the essential purpose of integral experiments, based on
pulsed or steady-state neutron irradiation of selected material assemblies in a
simple geometry(l-12).

Beginning more than 15 years ago, such integral experiments have not only
fostered more sophisticated computation procedures but also stimulated the de-
velopment of experimental apparatus and techniques. A brief list of Ihe latter
would include direct NE-213 neutron spectroseopy(13-16) for steady-stale and/
or pulsed sources, indirect spectrum measurements through sample activation and
spectrum unfolding(17-20), proportional counter neutron spectroscopy(21-3l).
dosimetry and other means of measuring local energy deposition(32-4§) and di-
verse techniques for measuring the Tritium Production Rale (TPRX41-57).

Measurement of the local energy deposition has recently come in for some
attention as energy input and heating calculations are (at this writing) espe-
cially uncertain. Attempts to provide experimental data through direct caloriin-
etry have been only partly successful. TLD's(32-38) cannot deal satisfactorily
with non-linear response and other inherent problems(34>. A more promising
dosimeter is under deyelopment(39-41). When available, this absolute-reading
device could support a direct mapping of ihe gamma energy deposition component.



Techniques; fur measuring the TPR have had varying success.. Recently devel-
oped lithium glass traversing detectors yield the 6Li TPR(42-46); the 7ti TPR
cai. he inferred from the neutron spectrum (measured with a traversing, minia-
turized NE-2J3 detector! 16)) and the 7Li cross section. Both of these travers-
ing schemes ore now very accurate and have other advantages. Track foil -
lithium sandwich detectors have been tried, but appear to be too strongly
affected by high-energy recoil tracks. Inference of the TPR from the readout of
lithium fluoride TLD*s(38) has been found a convenient, yet somewhat inaccurate
scheme, limited by response uncertainty.

The experimental method discussed in this report, emplacement and irradia-
tion of samples containing lithium followed by extraction and counting of the
tritium produced, has seen much use, especially for large assemblies (where a
TPR map affords a sensitive comparison with calculations). To fabricate and
process a large number of samples, pressed pellets of lithium salts (oxide,
carbonate, aluminale, silicate) have been found convenient and ate widely used.
Tritium is extracted by Wet-Chemical procedures: after dissolving the pellets,
unwanted chemical components are precipitated while tritium is retained in the
liquid phase; alternatively the aqueous component is separated by cold
distillation(47-49). Differing in detail, the pellet/Wet-Chemistry schemes have
three common generic problems with regard to accuracy and reliability: Firstly,
the extraction yield can only be estimated on the average, for a "typical" pro-
cedure, hence accuracy of results critically depends on how closely that proce-
dure is followed in individual extractions. Secondly, wet-Chemistry inevitably
results in a substantial dilution of THO produced. In consequence, only an ali-
quot can be mixed with scintillator and counted, yielding typical overall
counting efficiencies of only 10-25%. Thirdly, results must be corrected for
tritium escape from the pellet surface. When samples are irradiated at a
temperature above ambient that may also vary with sample location, this cor-
rection becomes increasingly uncertain.

Apart from Fusion blanket TPR mapping, tritium assay of neutron-irradiated
lithium samples has been used in lithium cross section measurements(5#-53). a
task that requires a particularly accurate determination of the tritium yield,
as well as in fast-reactor critical assembly studies, where 6Li is useful as a
reference absorber{54). In turn, such a reference absorber supports evaluation
of the perturbation denominator(55) and breeding ratio(56). In the cited cross
section measurements as well as in a series of critical assembly experiments at
ANL. concern for measurement accuracy led to the use of encapsulated, Metal
lithium samples, from which tritium was extracted by thermal digestion in a
hydrogen atmosphere, then converted to THO on a hot copper oxide surface. Iso-
topic Dilution of the tritium by the carrier thus allowed an accurate yield
determination (combined extraction and conversion) on a sample-by-sample basis.
The process yields a highly concentrated THO product of less than 5 ml (1.6 nil
in the scheme tailored for fusion blanket work); mixed with 15-18 ml of scin-
tillator in a 20 ml LS-counting vial, efficiencies up to 46% are obtained. Fi-
nally, tritium retention until the entire package melts in the extraction fur-
nace is a natural concomitant of encapsulation. A comparison of the lithium
salt pellet and encapsulated metal versions of inserted-sample TPR assay would
thus concede lower cost, considerably greater convenience and processing speed
to the former while admitting the latter to be inherently more accurate.



Techniques and apparatus for lithium metal foil fabrication am! encapsula-
tion as well as tritium extraction already had been developed when the method
was first used in a fusion blanket TPR assay; overall system accuracy had been
verified through calibration at a level of about I%(57,58). The time and ef-
fort required for both tasks was not excessive as long as the scheme was ap-
plied in measurements requiring only a few samples(5©-59), but seemed incommen-
surate with the sample numbers and enrichment types requiredC*) for the series;
of fusion blanket assays that began in 1984, as a collaborative USDOE-JAERI ef-
fort focussing on solid blanket materials, principally lithium oxide with be-
ryllium multiplier!**).

In the first two experiments of the series, the existing fabrication/ex-
traction hardware was used while plans for system modifications that would al-
low enhanced processing speed without loss of accuracy were considered. Begin-
ning in I98S, these and further plans were gradually implemented as some of the
original components began to fail. Only minor changes were made in the sample
fabrication and encapsulation system, described in the next chapter. More sys-
tem modifications were introduced in the extraction/conversion facility, depic-
ted in FIG (IU-1) in its original version(59) and described in its present
form in chapter III. Sensitivity of the ARMLID system was greatly enhanced
through the acquisition of a state-of-the-art LS counting system (1986) that is;
described, together with some notes on LS technique, in chapter IV. Chapter V
sums up a chained set of computation programs that processes the information
related to fabrication, extraction and counting. The FORTRAN programs, repro-
duced in Appendix C, are available on Disks. A somewhat controversial calcula-
tion of the quantities T-6 and T-7 (TPR/alom/source neutron) is commented on in
this chapter and in Appendices D & E: to take full advantage of the inherent
accuracy of the ARMLID scheme, the measured TPR/granVneutron should be compared
with its calculated value; alternatively, measured values must be corrected for
selfshielding and flux depression by calculations that, if these effects are
more than trivial, inevitably mix calculation and measurement, hence, make it
difficult to interpret discrepancies. To produce these local corrections calls
for a program that models the blanket and embedded samples in sufficient de-
tail, and then repeats calculations for the undisturbed assembly. When

(*) up to 60 samples of 2-3 different isotopic compositions per experiment at
the initially planned rate of two irradiations per year.

(**> In that series of integral experiments, JAERI (Tokai-Mura/Japan) personnel
performed both experiments and calculations; US participation was divided
between experimental (ANL) and calculation^ (UCLA). The neutron source(6Z),
associated experimental facilities and equipment were made available at the FNS
laboratory, JAERI; other experimental facilities (involving lithium sample
fabrication/encapsulation, tritium extraction/counting, proportional counter
and electronics design/fabrication/software, process development/fabrication of
lithium carbonate blocks, cleaning/sorting of beryllium) were contributed by
ANL. Both JAERI and ANL provided various materials for assembly construction
and developed or adapted additional instrumentation systems: ANL. a miniature,
traversing PC neutron spectrometer system (26-31), JAERI a TPR assay scheme
based on lithium oxide pellet samples that was eventually enlarged to entire
blocks of material (63). A complementary set of miniature traversing TPR detec-
tors (1M2-46) developed by JAERI has been mentioned above.
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7Li-cnriched or "natural lithium"" samples of various thickness, or, very thin
6Li enriched samples, are emplaced deep within the assembly, these corrections
can be estimated to come to less than 5%, For those samples, an alternative
correction "formula", based on an ad-hoc adaptation of the "MS" scheme that
was originally developed for ihermal-isotropic neutron environments, seems
acceptable. Corrections are reviewed in Appendix B. Chapter VI provides a dis-
cussion and conclusion. Preliminary, partial descriptions of the ARMLID system
may be found in refs. (60) and (61).

The ARMLID system has now reached a rate of sample fabrication of about 60
/week and processing of 2(Vweek; further changes are expected to be minor. It
thus seems opportune to provide a comprehensive description of the complete
experimental facility in iss present configuration, to serve also as a user's
manual. This is the purpose of the present report

II SAMPLE FABRICATION

As briefly outlined in the preceding general Introduction, metallic
lithium samples offer a number of advantages over lithium salt samples, at the
cost of requiring fabrication and encapsulation of every sample (whereas salt
pellets can be ordered from a Chemical Supply vendor). Development of fabri-
cation techniques entails the availability of not only equipment but, perhaps
more importantly, of exj-rt advice in a variety of technical areas: Metallurgy.
Fabrication techniques. Chemistry, Thermodynamics. Both equipment and exper-
tise can be found at a National Laboratory such as ANL, but may be more diffi-
cult to obtain elsewhere. The design of equipment and procedures described in
the following was guided by advice from many experts; to keep the Acknowledge-
ments section within reasonable length, it was not possible to mention more
than a few of these specifically. Conforming to the intended purpose of this
report as a User's Manual, different aspects of the fabrication process are de-
scribed under separate headings, and in reasonably full detail.

(A) CAPSU1E BLANKS

Design Considerations

Welding - more specifically, cold-welding - is a readily available means of
producing a reliable, clean hermetic seal without introducing materials that
may activate or, decomposing when the sample is digested in hydrogen, contami-
nate the systenK*). Concerning package dimensions, the principal consideration
is clearly the shape of available cavities in tbr- assembly for which the sam-
ples are intended. For the JAER1/USDOE Fusion Blanket experiments, spaces of

(*) Some of the experiments described in refs (54)-(56) employed electron-beam
welded capsules. This calls for special capsule designs and is practical only
where the necessary equipment and especially skilled personnel are available.
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FIG (II-la) Foil Cover Blanks: (A) Standard, (B) Special for 6-Li enriched samples, (C) Finished Standard Capsule



2.5 mm depth and 4.6 by 4.6 cm length and width (formed by rim-welding a lid on
the rectangular box SS cladding of FNS-JAERI lithium oxide blocks) weir provid-
ed. The indicated cavity depth suggested a 2.4 mm maximum sample package
thickness hence, with a minimum practical capsule wall thickness of about 0.13
nun, lithium foil thickness was limited to 2 mm or less. To place two sample
packaes diagonally inside the cavity, the package radius had to be less than
12.5 mm; a peripheral rim of 2.2 mm, accomodating the weld, thus limited the
sample foil diameter to 19 mm. With that arrangement, sufficient room was left
for the considerably smaller JAERI lithium oxide or TLD packages. Minimization
of selfshielding/flux depression effects, important for 6Li-enriched samples,
required another capsule style of same diameter but only 0.5 mm thickness,
keeping selfshielding effect within about 5% for foils of this enrichment
(n.b., when eplaced in lithium oxide: for emplacement in beryllium, selfshield-
ing is apt to be large for all types of enrichment).

The choice of aluminum encapsulate was determined by three considerations:
(a) cold-welding capability, (b) a suitably high (n,t) cross section threshold
and (c) meSting point convenient for thermal digestion, yet sufficiently above
ambient to guarantee retention of gases within the package until the digestion
process is initiated(*).

The machined(**) Al 2-S capsule half-blanks, used in pairs, arc shown in
FIG (11-la). Dimensions indicated in FIG (1Mb) leave a 0.6 mm wide expansion
space around the foil edge to allow for a certain amount of lithium cold-flow
as pressure is applied to the capsule to weld the lim. Capsule side-wall stress
is accomodated by reinforcing the sidewall. to a thickness of 0.9 mm; the rim.
clamped and welded by the peripheral jaws of the die (as shown schematically in
FIG (11-2)), was similarly reinforced. This "standard" capsule geometry applies
to foils of 2 mm thickness and 19 mm diameter. The capsule geometry for 6-Li-
enriched samples, of 0.5 mm thickness, has only minimal sidewalls; a heavier
(0.25 mm thick) top surface was thus provided to support stress.

Preparation of Blanks for Fabrication

Machined foil cover blank halves are degreased by washing with ethylene
trichloride and rinsing with alcohol, then annealed at 350 deg C for about 2 h
in a vacuum furnace. Mating rim surfaces are lightly abraded with "SkotchclouY
to remove surface oxide. Sequential code numbers ace written on pairs of blanks
with a felt pen (ink must be soluble in alcohol or acetone); numbered pairs are
assembled in "Ziplok" bags and stored in a desiccator under argon, or intro-
duced into the Glovcbox.

(*) Aluminum melts at 660 deg C, however, lithium melts at 180 deg C; there-
upon, it vigorously attacks and soon broaches the capsule walls.

(**). In some preliminary fabrication studies and tests, capsule blank shaping
by die-pressing/punching had been considered but was rejected since traces of
lubricant (needed for pressing) became embedded in the nietal and impeded the
formation of a good metal-to-metal bond in cold-welding. Machined capsule
blanks were found to produce reliable welds and were thus adopted, even though
their per-unit cost was relatively high.



FIG (II-1b) Foil cover blank dimensions: (A): Standard, (B): Special
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FIG (II-2) Covetbiank pair & Sample foil emplaced in welding die (schematic)
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(B) GLOVEBOX OPERATIONS

Glovcbox and Equipment

All operations in the fabrication and encapsulation procedure take place
in a 1.6 m by 1.4 m by 1 m high Glovebox equipped with a pumping/gas back-
filling system, airlock for introducing small pieces of equipment without
contami-nating the interior atmosphere and large Port Tor introducing bulky
pieces of equipment. To allow evacuation, the four Glove Ports are provided
with cover plates that are clamped in place prior to pumpout and removed after
backfilling with US Grade 8 argon.

The glovebox is shown in FIG (ll-3a) and FIG (ll-3b); manifolds are shown
in FIG (11-4) and wiring in FIG (II-S). As indicated in these Figures. TC
vacuum gauges are provided on the Manifold, Interlock and the Glovebox itself:
Bourdon gauges read the pressure near atmospheric; lights, mounted behind win-
dows, illuminate the box from above; circuit breakers prevent current over-
load. 115 V AC and 6V DC are provided within the Glovebox via Fecdthrough con-
nectors. AH electrical wiring within the box features Teflon-insulated, solid
copper wire to minimize outgassing or air entrapment. Inner glovebox surfaces
are exclusively of glass or stainless steel. A semi-micro analytical balance
(operating from an external 6 VDC supply and providing both alphanumeric dis-
play and RS-232 linkage to an external PC), together with supporting stand, is
the largest piece of equipment normally located within the box. Fabrication
equipment, consisting of Cradle* Hydraulic Ram rod Cold-welding Fixture, also
must be introduced before pumpdown and argon backfilling. The hydraulic ram is
connected (via port in the Glovebox wall) to a footswitch-operatcd. shop air-
assisted pump (ENERPAC).

Tools that are normally introduced beforehand include:
Large (16 in) screwdriver.
Small hotplate (adjustable to 500 deg) for metal stock melting.
Lithium foil punches (2 ea) and Teflon punching pad,
Forceps and metal shears for metal ribbon handling and cutting.
Enamelled pan to hold ribbon pieces,
Tweezers to handle punched foils and weighing pans.
Large (16 in) screwdriver,
Allen wrenches to fit equipment bolts.
Scrapers, Scalpels, Stirrers and Skimmers, SS soupspoons, spatula.
4 250 ml pyrcx, 2 500 ml SS beakers.
Inspection mirror,
Pie-cut plastic weighing boats (of minimum weight).
Swiss files for sample rim polishing.

Stock SS beakers should be washewd with 6N HCI. sandblasted and worked
over with "Skotchcloth" to remove oxide and organic material. To minimize out-
gassing. Plastic or wooden tool handles should be coaled with Epoxy paint.



Preparations for Fabrication

To prepare for a production run, the Glovebox is stocked as described
and equipped with new gloves; a fresh bottle of US Grade 8 argon is attached to
the manifold. With Port coven in place and valve A (connecting spaces between
gloves and port covers to the manifold) open, the system is pumped down to 30 mTorr
(allow 24 h). After flushing the gas supply line, box and manifold, pumping
and backfilling to atmospheric pressure, valve A is closed and port covers are removed: the
Glovebox is now filled with pure argon.

The balance is relevelled (using the inspection mirror to view the bubble
from directly above) and calibrated, noting that this balance does not read
absolutely and must therefore be set with the accurate 20 g calibration weight
provided by the manufacturer (calibration procedure is given in the Manual).
Desiccators holding the metal stock and the foil cover half-blank pairs,
normally filled with argon at atmospheric pressure, are now pumped down, using a
valved hose connection provided on the pump manifold, then introduced through
the interlock.

Lithium Metal Extrusion

Once inside, desiccators are vented to the argon atmosphere and opened. The
beaker containing the lithium metal stock is removed and placed on the hot-
plate. As the metal melts, oxide will form and must be repeatedly skimmed from
the surface, scraping the oxide from the skimming tool into a pyrex beaker.
Fully liquefied and cleaned of most of the oxide, the melt is decanted into a
clean SS beaker, skimmed again until a clean surface is maintained, and stirred
(to prevent gravity-separation of the heavier isotope). About 60 ml of the
molten metal is poured into the extrusion die and allowed to cool. The piston is
inserted into the die which in turn is set into the cradle, opposite the
hydraulic ram. Extrusion dies are shown in FIG 01-6) (two dies of different slot
width are provided to extrude 2 mm by 30 mm and 0.5 mm by 30 mm ribbon,
respectively). Cradle and hydraulic ram are shown in FIG (If-7). To extrude the
lithium ribbon, the air pressure is set to about 40 psi and the pump started
(footswitch). Grasping the end of the emerging ribbon with forceps, 30-ctn
pieces are cut off and dropped into the enamelled pan. With steady pressure, the
ribbon surface should be adequately smooth (a further step, formerly
considered, of passing the extruded ribbon through a set of rollers turned out to
be unnecessary).

Foil Cutting and Weighing

Circular foils are punched! from the ribbons by means of a simple
"cookie cutter" tool and plunger, shown in FIG (II-6), that proved to be more
effective than the formerly used conventional foil punch. Cutters must occasionally be
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resharpencd. Each foil is weighed to 0.1 mg, using a light weighing boat cut
from a 2-ml plastic beaker, and emplaced within a pair of pre-numbered foil
Monks whose number is entered opposite the weight (*).

Cold-Welding

Cradle setup for cold-welding is shown in FIG (11-8): a steel block is
bolted into the front end of the cradle; a Piston, constrained by that Mock,
forms the top jaw of the welding die while the corresponding anvil (bottom jaw)
is confined by the die Housing and rests on a neoprene pad on the housing bot-
tom. In turn, the steel housing bottom tests on the hydraulic ram that moves
the housing upwards, forcing the anvil jaws against the piston jaws such that
ihe package rim, clamped between the jaws, is welded. The piston slides within
the housing top plate within an O-ring seal; the housing connects to a vacuum
manifold, allowing the housing to be pumped down before cold-welding(**); a
rubber hose connects the manifold to an external pump through a port in the
Glovebox wall. FIG (11-9) shows the welding fixtures in more detail. Cold-
welding is effected by pre-setting Shop air pressure at maximum (80 - 100 psi)
and starting the auxiliary pump via foot-switch. Hydraulic pressure (as read on
the gauge attached to the pump) thus rises to 8-10 kpst and is held there for
10 seconds; reversing the foot-switch relaxes the pressure and allows the
spring-return of the hydraulic ram to release the welding fixture, which is
thereupon removed from the cradle and opened. Capsule packages are exchanged
and the cycle is repeated. Under specified conditions, the ram (189 sq cm sur-
face area) delivers a force of 1.3 metric tons or, for a rim of 2 cm diameter
and 1 mm effective width, a rim pressure of 2000 atm, sufficient for welding
2S-alutninum. The final step is to trim the capsule edge manually, carefully
working the rim beyond the weld until it breaks off and filing it down as
needed. Finished samples are weighed and stored under an argon atmosphere. Just
before use in an experiment, samples are reweighed; those that have gained
weight (presumably through oxidation) are rejectcd(***).

(*) in automated mode, the weight as read by the balance is sent via RS-232 to
a PC equipped with a footswitch that duplicates the "enter" key, and runs a
FORTRAN program that automatically increments the sample number, described fur-
ther in Section V; the screen display may also be printed out via APRNT SCRN to
obtain an immediate record.

(**) This step avoids possible loss of capsule integrity when the tritium ex-
traction system furnace containing the sample is pumped down prior to back-
filling with carrier hydrogen; cf. next chapter.

(***) An external bench-press equipped with a manually operated "bottle jack"
was originally used for encapsulation. In that scheme, lithium foils were un-
avoidably exposed to ambient air as the package was transferred from the Glove
box to the welding die. Fabrication operations were thus counierindicated
during the high-humidity summer months; when attempted, a relatively large num-
ber of rejects was produced. Rejects have not bees eliminated entirely but at
least considerably reduced by the internal welding scheme.
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FIG(II-7) Supporting cradle with extrusion die and hydraulic ram, set up for
lithium ribbon extrusion
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FIG (II-8a) Cradle set up for cold-welding (Weldinj; die. chamber pans removed
and .shown in foreground: lop and boitom of housing, piston, pad)
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(STL-CR)

FIG (H-8b) Cold-welding fixture assembled in cradle; front view.
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Fig (II-9) Cold-welding Die Parts: Chamber (top & bottom; pumpout valve removed), Anvil, Plunger.



Post-Fabrication Tasks

Throughout the fabrication process, Hthium ribbon punching* and other re-
maining pieces of lithium are left in the glovebox and thus help to keep its
atmosphere dry. When fabrication is done, this metal is remelted and added lo
the stock beaker; the latter is returned to the stock desiccator: the desicca-
tor is closed. A few punching samples are sealed into bags for mass spectrome-
ter analysis (especially important for "natural" lithium stock, as discussed
elsewhere in this report). Tools used in fabrication are removed from the box
and thoroughly cleaned. The extrusion die headplate is unbolted; the lithium
metal plug within the head cavity and slot is removed by chiselling and
scraping. A water bath and, finally, an alcohol rinse restore the head for its
next use. With a steel plunger tool and benchpress, the piston is forced out of
the die; both parts can then be cleaned and stored in a desiccator (note here
that rust acts as an oxidizing agent for lithium).

m TRITIUM EXTRACTION

(A) EXTRACTION SYSTEM DESIGN

As mentioned earlier, the tritium extraction system described here is based
on a simpler prototype that produced highly reliable results, but required one
working day per extraction. A freshly activated CuO charge was used in every
extraction; tritiated water samples of 5 ml were collected in ampoules and then
transferred to vials. As this careful but time-consuming operation cycle became
difficult to maintain in processing the large number of samples demanded by
blanket assembly mapping, every step in the procedure was reviewed to determine
how it might be speeded up without sacrificing accuracy. The system described
below thus gradually evolved and now allows processing of up to 5 samples/day
or, 20 samples/week, including CuO activation in a separate unit. This appears
to be the maximum rate feasible with a single system and operator.

Extraction Process and System Hardware Design Review

The basic configuration required by the isotopic dilution scheme for tri-
tium extraction from metal samples, including a melting furnace, hydrogen
reservoir, pass-through conversion (CuO) furnace and back-manifold featuring a
coldtrap collector, is shown in FIG (111-1).

Processing is initiated by pumping down and filling a reservoir bottle of
exactly known volume with pure hydrogen to an accurately read pressure. The
melting furnace is opened and the sample capsule (and stainless steel furnace
liner) inserted; the furnace is pumped down, backfilled with an aliquot of
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FIG (111-1) : Sample Processing Scheme, prototype (1984)

hydrogen from the reservoir and valved off; die oven is turned on. With rising
furnace temperature, the capsule softens, broaches and melts, releasing its
contents which are effectively sparged as carrier hydrogen is taken up as
lithium hydride by the melt (in consequence of which die furnace pressure de-
clines sharply). Further heating decomposes the hydride such that the pressure
rises again. Eventually, the furnace temperature approaches 800 deg C and the
pressure levels off. At that point, the rest of the carrier hydrogen is admit-
ted and the hydrogen-tritium mixture is allowed to pass into the copper oxide
conversion furnace by opening a needle-valve. Converted to steam, the waler-THO
mixture passes out of the conversion furnace into a back manifold where it is
frozen onto the wall of a large coldtrap, keeping the back manifold pressure
below 10 micron and maintaining a steady draft (regulated by adjusting the
needle-valve) until the pressure in the melting furnace declines to a few mm.
When the pressure has dropped blow I mm, more dtan 99.9% of the carrier hydro-
gen and entrained tritium have been collected on the coldtrap and the process
can thus he stopped. Closing die valve connecting the hwl manifold l<» fir
passthrough conversion furnace, the sample is transferred to u pit'-wcighcd 10
ml ampoule attached to the same manifold, by air-gun heating the ooWfingcr and
bathing the ampoule in LN2. When transfer is complete, the ampoule is removed,
flame-sealed and allowed to warm to ambient temperature.
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System Modifications for Process Speedup

As the healing time constant scales with the combined heat capacity of
furnace and oven (principally, that of the oven and surrounding insulation),
separation of furnace and oven offers an opportunity for shortening the cycle
time. Accordingly, the oven was mounted on an elevator. To initiate the pro-
cessing cycle, the oven, in "down" position, is pre-heated while insertion of
the new sample and liner into a cool furnace, pumpout and and hydrogen back-
filling proceed. Having reached 350 - 400 deg, the oven is raised until it en-
closes the furnace up to its thin-wall "chimney" extension (cf. below); the
furnace temperature (read by a separate thermocouple embedded in the furnace
wall) rises rapidly, gas pressure rises briefly and almost immediately de-
clines as the capsule broaches. The heating cycle is thus reduced to 15 min.

By providing multiple reservoir bottles that are filled simultaneously but
used in individual extractions, another time-consuming step can be shortened.
The system was thus equipped with a "bottle" manifold giving access to 4 reser-
voirs equipped with individual valves. The manifold can be connected to the
high-precision. quartz-Bourdon pressure gauge described below, to a hydrogen
fecdiine, vacuum pump manifold and to the furnace manifold.

The overall process could be further expedited and simplified by dis-
pensing with ampoule collection (and subsequent transfer to a counting vial);
instead, a fixture was designed, fabricated and installed to collect the THO
sample directly in a pre-weighed LS-counting vial.

System Modifications for Process Control

More rapid extraction demanded somewhat better and tighter process con-
trol, supported by additional sensors. Towards that end, another digital pres-
sure gauge as well as additional TC vacuum and Bourdon gauges were incorporated
in various manifolds; an additional vacuum pump was provided to allow selective
evacuation. On-line furnace and oven temperature and furnace manifold
display was provided through analog readout channels equipped with adjustable
gain and offset, whose output was converted to pulse trains by a set of VPC's.
Pulses were accumulated in a set of multiscalers incorporated in an 8.000 chan-
nel, IM/channel MCA (T/N 17I0A) that featured a convenient Front panel - con-
trolled CRT display and sufficient RAM memory for temporary storage.(F6r perma-
nent retention of the extraction record, the contents of mis memory can be
transferred via RS-232 to & PC memory). Furnace operation was partly automated
by incorporating a commercial Controller in series with manually operated
VARIAC. To avoid volatilization (and re-condensation on the cool upper surfaces
of the furnace and elsewhere) of the melt, die Controller is preset to 760 deg
furnace temperature (note that lithium migration is undesirable not only be-
cause of the time-consuming cleaning it entails, but especially because Ikhtum
surface layers downstream from the furnace can retain hydrogen/tritium as the
hydride in subsequent sample rurs).
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Manifolds

Referring to FIG (II1-2) and FIG (III U the system breaks down into a
number of Manifolds MF-A to MF-F, briefly described here for reference;

MF-A features valved connections to Pump P-l, Hydrogen Supply, Quartz Bour-
don pressure gauge PG-A, spare outlet and MF-B; it includes Vaccum Gauge VG-A;

MF-B features connections to four hydrogen reservoir SS flasks and to MF-A
& MF-CI; it includes as Bourdon Gauge PG-B;

MF-C1 features connections to MF-B & MF-C2. includes Furnace F-l and moni-
tor pressure gauge PG-C,

MF-C2 features connections to MF-CI & MF-C3. coldtrap T-4 and to furnace F
2 via double (regular & needle) valves; it includes coldtrap T-l;

MF-C3 features connections to MF-C2 and a vent valve, and includes vacuum
gauge VG-C.

Furnace F-2, the copper oxide furnace, connects to MF-C2 and MF-D.

MF-D features connections to Furnace F-2. argon gas manifold MF-F and cold-
trap T-3, includes coldtrap T-2, a 20 ml counting vial, and vacuum gauge VG-D;

Coldtrap T-3 connects to MF-D and MF-E,

MF-E connects to traps T-3 & T-4 and Pump P-2 and trap T-4, includes vacuum
gauge^VrJ-E;

Coldtrap T-4 connects to MF-C2 and MF-E as well as a vent valve.

MF-F. the argon manifold, connects to MF-D and the argon supply cylinder.
It includes a 3 liter reservoir and 2 Bourdon gauges.

Furnaces

Furnace tubes, fabricated from INCONEL alloy, terminate in flanges that
form O-ring seals (Viion) with mating closure plates. 1/4 in. OD SS tubing
stubs, welded into the closure plates, are joined to the 1/4 in system tubing
via SWAGELOK or CAJON connectors. The appreciable thermal conductivity of INCO-
NEL calls for a "chimney" of 1.5-inch length between furnace body and flanged
end. where the wall was turned down to 0.032 in thickness. Small fans ate
mounted to play an air stream over the flanges, keeping the latter well below t
temperature that would endanger the seal.

The melting furnace tube is shown in cross section in FIG (III-4). The in-
let passes through the lid and ends with a series of lateral holes, directed
towards the wall so as not to cool the lithium melt; the outlet is screened by
a miniature "chamber'' into which glass wool can be stuffed, as a means of pre-
venting downstream migration of lithium/lithium oxide (cf. preceding remarks).
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As already discussed, samples are melted within SS linen (fabricated by welding a
plug into the bottom of a piece of SS-316 tubing). The linen can be cleaned and reused a
limited number of times (cf. following discussion); a supply of about 80 such linen is kept
on hand.

The pass-through conversion furnace, connecting front and back manifolds, is
filled with copper oxide in wire form, confined by plugs of quartz wool at either end to the
heated 10 inches of the tube. Filling and conditioning of the copper oxide charge is
described further on. The furnace is normally operated below 600 dcgC and replaced WJth
a spare that contains a fresh copper oxide charge every score of samples^).

Spare furnaces are provided and routinely switched as described below.
Longitudinal 0.8 mm grooves, machined into furnace bodies, accommodate thermocouples
(OMEGA SCASS-032-G6), cemented into the grooves with AREMCO or COTRONIC
high-temperature ceramic adhesive. The thermocouples require occasional replacement;
spares are therefore kept on hand.

Miscellaneous Hardware Components

System tubing is largely SS-304; valves and connectors, SS-316. The latter
include the following commercial types:

(a) Plug-valves: CIRCLE-SEAL type 9539-T;NUPROP4-T
Bellows valves: NUPRO B,H & BM
Oring-gate valve: VEECOHV-type
Ball-valve: APOLLO (Teflon gasket)

(b) Welding joints: CAJON
Standanljoints: SWAGELOK
CoMtrap joints: CAJON-VCOandCAJON-ULTRA-TORR

Unit Component!

The entire system is shown in FIG (m-S). To locale me various features discussed
in this chapter, unit components A-J are briefly described below:

(*) In the original scheme (which used carrier hydrogen equivalent to 5 ml water), a fresh
copper oxide charge was used for each run and the furnacekept at 800 degC As deduced
from activation energy tables(64), copper oxide largely consists of CuO at that
temperature, whereas at 550 deg C, a cuprous/cupric oxide mixture, richer in oxygen, is
predicted. Keeping the conversion furnace at mat temperature and reducing the carrier
hydrogen per sample to 1.5 ml water equivalent allows processing 12-20 samples per
copper oxide charge, a time-saving and still effective alternative to conversion-oven

ling with freshly activated copper oxide (65) for every run.
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A An instrument rack containing amplifiers etc. in a NIM bin, together with
a T/N I710A Multichannel analyzer, used (as described earlier) for display and
storage of pressure/temperature histories of sample processing runs.

B The enclosure attached to the Table contains part of MF-A as well as
pressure gauge PG-A within an 8 in. high relay rack box; vacuum pump P-I is lo-
cated within the enclosure below this unit.

C The adjoining tabletop enclosure contains the four hydrogen reservoir
flasks (within a thermal insulation blanket). Reservoir valves connecting to
MF-B may be seen emerging through the top coverplate. Most of MF-A is located
within the same enclosure. The front panel features the readouts of pressure
gauge PG-C and vacuum gauge VG-A as well as a Thermistor reader (connected to a
Thermistor gauge strapped to one of the hydrogen reservoir flasks). Pressure
gauge PG-C and MF-C1 emerge at the right, through the top of this enclosure.

D Furnace F-l within the Elevator Oven (cf below). The furnace is attached
to the system via CAJON joints that allow removal and cleaning of this part of
the manifold that is most exposed to tramp lithium contamination. Just down-
stream from the Melting Furnace is a miniature coldtrap whose purpose is to
stop lithium metal and oxide or other condensables that otherwise could con-
taminate the system downstream.

E The copper oxide furnace is enclosed in a Clamshell oven with added ex-
ternal insulation, attached to the frame below the Main Control Unit. The
hinged clamshell bottom drops when undamped, allowing replacement of the fur-
nace tube when the copper oxide charge is exhausted.

F The Main Control Unit, riding on top of the UNISTRUT frame, features a
number of switches, fuses and indicating lights, three TC gauge readers and two
VARIAC AC voltage controllers, AC current and voltage gauges, a digital clock,
and a 5-station thermocouple reader. Wiring is shown schematically in FIG (III-
6) and discussed further on.

G MF-D, shown in more detail in FIG (III-7), was designed to minimize gas
volume. Circle-Seal valves (the smallest reliable vacuum/pressure valves that
seem to be commercially available) connect the argon line and coldtrap T-3; the
vial attachment fixture appears to the right. Details of that fixture are shown
in FIG (1II-8).

H Across the front below the Main Control Unit can be seen a ballvalve
mounted above a molecular sieve flask whence the pump, located below the table,
connects via hose; above the ballvalve, MF-E connects to coldtraps on either
side. TC gauge VG-E is also in evidence.

J The Oven Control Unit (COLE-PARMER Model 1261c) is mounted on a panel that
is just visible to the left rear of the Main Control Box. Operation of this
Unit is described below.
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Elevator Oven

The elevator oven and furnace F-l are shown in FIG (m-9). The Oven makes
use of two "clamshells'" (joined with COTRONICS high-temperature cement and
wrapped in Johns-Manvijle FEBERFRAX to form a ceramic heating core of 1.25 in
ID). This unit is encased in an 8 in. by 8 in. box of Magnesite firebrick and Venniculite.
The core rests on a shaped firebrick that also supports an Inconel plug entering the bottom
0.8 in. of the core heater. Two thermocouples (one working, one spare) are cemented into
grooves in this plug. A rigid aluminum box with reinforced comers and bottom encloses
and supports the firebrick structure. Two sets of aluminum rollers, fitted with ball-
bearings and attached to the box, engage steel rails bolted (top and bottom) to the support
structure. Plastic-encased steel cables, passing over 23 dia idler wheels mounted on die
top of the support frame, are attached to the oven box and to a 28 lb counterweight.
Maximum elevator travel was designed to fully expose the Furnace with oven in "down"
position and expose only the top of the furnace with oven in "up" position.

As discussed in the foregoing, a processing run starts with the oven down
and turned on, so as to reach a temperature of about 350-400 deg C. Upon raising the
oven, the furnace heats to 600 deg within 10 minutes. When transfer is complete, the
oven is turned off and lowered; both furnace and oven thus cool down rapidly during the
final sample transfer from coldtrap to vial.

Temperature Sensing and Control

To monitor furnace and oven temperatures, type K thermocouples are
provided as follows: TC-I attached to the melting furnace, TC-II to the melting oven, TC-
III and TC-IV to each end of the copper oxide furnace and TC-V to a sleeve heater than
keeps the 10-cm exit tube of the conversion furnace above 100 deg C. TC-I steers the
temperature control unit that switches the melting oven current off and on and thus keeps
the melting furnace temperature close to a set maximum of 750 deg C. A series Variac is
also provided and the Control Unit can be bypassed by switching to Manual Override.
Current and Voltage is the melting oven circuit are monitored by FJ\ meters. Only manual
(VARIAC) control and light indication are provided for die copper oxide oven and die
sleeve heater. The control circuit is shown in FIG (Ett-6). Oven and furnace TC readouts
are branched to the T/N monitor for online display and (if wanted) permanent recording.

Pressure Gauges

A variety of different gauges read the local pressure, ranging from 0 to
1.5 arm, at many points in die system. Vacuum TC gauges are TELEDYNE DV-23
with SARGENT-WELCH reading circuits. The quartz Bourdone pressure gauge
PG-A used for accurate reading is a TEXAS INSTRUMENTS model 145;
admittedly obsolescent, this gauge still is one of the most accurate amongst
commercially available devices. For recalibration, needed about every 5-10 years, the
entire unit must be shipped to Houston, TX. The calibration provides a Table of correc-
tions to the readout, made use of as discussed elsewhere in this report The other pressure
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gauge, PG-C, used on-line for monitoring the extraction process, is a SETRA model 205-2
capacitive device that represents a compromise between accuracy and need to minimize
gauge volume, at reasonable cost

Copper Oxide Conditioning System

Operation of the copper oxide conditioning unit, shown in FIG (III-10), is
described further on; the system includes a hydrogen and oxygen supply, a pump with
coldtrap and molecular sieve oil vapour trap, a spare pump connection, a thermocouple
vacuum gauge and a TC reading unit

ffll OPERATING PROCEDURE

In keeping with the secondary purpose of this report, to provide a User's Manual,
this section outlines the step-by-step procedure mat was adopted in the course of
processing a large number of samples and with the introduction of equipment
modifications, amplifying this description with comments as needed for clarification.

Preparations

A VIALS: The first step in a run that involves many samples is to select a set of 20 ml
low-K borosilicatc glass counting vials. Whether through design variation of the threaded
top or varying wall thickness, the weight of these vials ranges from 11 to 20 g. To secure
uniform light transmission, vials are preselected by weight as well as inspected for
blemishes or dirt under a strong light Vials(*) are weighed with caps screwed tight (cap
weight, n.b., also ranges over several gram); sample code numbers are written on the caps
beforehand. Tare weights are entered on a set of Worksheets or on a List mat is directly or
indirectly stored in the PC memory.

B GAS FILLING: After pumping overnight, all four hydrogen flasks are
refilled from a supply bottle of Grade 8 Chypcrpure') hydrogen. Flasks and other
parts of the manifold are flushed and re-evacuated with the Quartz Bourdon (TI)
gauge valved off; then this valve is opened for a final pumpdown and the
"vacuum" pressure is read (this reading tends to be somewhat below zero,
as the zero-setting potentiometer has an insufficient range). Gas is admitted to a

(*) The design as well as uniformity of standard commercial low-K vials, cost-optimized
for large-scale, routine LS monitoring rather than research, leaves much to be desired: the
top opening is considerably larger than needed for pipetting and also difficult to seal
hermetically (as desirable for bom health protection and minimum sample contamination).
Of several available cap gasket types, the best seems to be a flat metal foil gasket design
with additional TEFLON insert (ISOLAB, Elkhard, IN). A concern is the retention of
scintillator in a c/evice around the rim when the scintillator is mixed by vigorous shaking;
this is especially the case with "conical" seals.
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pressure of 12.S pstg (corresponding to about 1.5 g of equivalent water weight
of the hydrogen contained in individual flasks). Bottle temperature (read on
the Thermistor gauge) is recorded. All bottle valves are closed and the mani-
fold and Tl gauge pumped dow once more. Four measured carrier gas samples are
now ready for a typical day's sample processing.

C OTHER PREPARATORY STEPS: The oven, in "down" position, is turned on. Pyrex
traps T-2 and T-3 are exchanged for clean units, carefully tightening the com-
pression ring to obtain a hermetic seal. A fresh skein of pyrex wool is stuffed
into the basket inside the furnace top cover. An irradiated sample is removed
from a storage desiccator (or other scalable container) and cleaned with alco-
hol and acetone, dried and dropped into a clean furnace liner (removed from a
storage bottle) that in turn is dropped into one of the two available furnaces.

The furnace is attached to the system and pumped down through manifold E
by pump P-2; the connecting valve to the gauge manifold C-3 is opened to check
the pressure in C-l. Coldtrap T-4 may be cooled down to expedite pumping. When
the pressure in manifold C drops below 5 mTorr, the connecting valve to C-3,
and the valve connecting Manifolds A and B, are closed while one of the reser-
voir valves is opened, admitting hydrogen to manifolds B,C (inch furnace and
coidtrap). Coldtrap T-l is cooled down, the reservoir valve is closed again.
The Monitor (T/N-1700A) is turned on to record furnace pressure and temperature
of the run. Initial pressure and temperature readings are entered in the Work-
sheet.

While various preparations are under way, Pump P-2, when not needed to
evacuate Manifold C, is used to pump on the copper oxide furnace F-2, through
coldtraps T-2 and T-3 of which the former is left at room temperature while the
latter is cooled down (the conversion furnace, always left at 550 deg C, is
pumped on whenever it is not in use, e.g. overnight; for this, the needle valve
should be open while the shutoff valve in series with the latter remains
closed). As the melting oven temperature approaches 350 deg C, the oven is
raised into position, leaving about 1/2 in of the furnace body exposed above
the oven top cover to minimize lithium migration and keep the flanged O-ring
seal near room temperature (a small fan, mounted on the support frame, is pro-
vided for this purpose). With this, the Heating Cycle is under way.

Heating Cycle

Oven current is switched from MAN to AUTO (Main Unit FP): the Controller,
preset to level off at or near 750 deg C, takes over. As displayed on the Moni-
tor, the pressure at first rises fairly rapidly, then levels off and declines
as the capsule melts, lithium comes into contact with hydrogen and forms a
hydride, stable at temperatures below about 600 deg C. Trie pressure drops to a
bottom level, some 100 - 200 mm below maximum, near 600 - 650 deg. At that
point, the hydride begins to decompose and the pressure rises again, to reach
an equilibrium level somewhat below its initial value near 720 - 740 dcg. A
typical record is shown in FIG (111-11). During the 30-40 minutes this process
takes, some other tasks (vial weighing or record collection-transcription) can
be undertaken: as the controller keeps the furnace from overheating, undivided
personal attention is not required at this stage.
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Near 600 deg, the rising furnace surface temperature overtakes the temper-
ature of the oven-bottom plug. As the control circuit goes into action and
starts to reduce the oven heating current, Uic plug temperature begin* to
catch up with the furnace: near the end of the cycle, both temperatures should
be near 750 - 800 deg C.

Transfer and Convcgriwi

Transfer begins by cooling down coldtrap T-2 and counting vial. Note that
vacuum seals and valves must be kept well above LN temperature levels, to avoid
failure of hermeticity as the seal material stiffens (for this reason, a TEFLON
O-ring is used in the Vial fixture, another in the coldtrap in mis manifold).

Hydrogen remaining in the reservoir is admitted to the furnace manifold by
opening the reservoir valve. Pumping on the back manifold and conversion fur-
nace is stopped; the needle valve is closed and backup valve (in series with
die needle valve) fully opened. As the needle valve is cracked, hydrogen begins
to stream from the front manifold and into the conversion furnace (where it is
converted to THO steam and continues in that form towards the back manifold,
there condensing on the coldtrap surfaces). Back manifold pressure tends to
rise as THO vapour first enters the attached TC gauge (and other parts of the
back manifold near room temperature), but soon returns to 5 micron level when
the vapour is swept into the coldtrap T-2 and condenses on hs wall.

For die next 20-30 minutes, the flow m e is adjusted as needed, by
gradually opening the needle-valve. Adjustment is aided by inspecting the digi-
tal pressure-record Display, which should indicate a uniform sloped*). At the
same time, back-manifold pressure must be watched carefully; the LN2 level of
the coldtrap may need occasional topping off as LN2 boils away and the melting
oven will need manual (VAR1AC) trimming to maintain a temperature near 750-780
deg. Continuing in this manner, die needle valve will be fully open and the
slope begin to level off when Manifold C pressure registers 6 0 - 8 0 mm. Pres-
sure now drops on a logarithmic time-scale, eventually to less than 1 mm.

When pressure in the furnace manifold hat reached a few mm. the oven is
turned off and lowered; the back manifold inlet valve is closed aad the Dewar
removed from the main coldtrap. A hot-air gun is played over the coldtrap sur
face, attached tubing, valves and TC gauge, forming a pool of about 1.6 ml of
liquid in die bottom of the coldtrap while vapour is prevented from condensing
elsewhere. As mentioned, filling of the counting vial Dewar must be carefully
managed to keep die vial attachment O-ring seal near ambient temperature. As
the liquid in the main coldtrap is healed and its transfer to the vial starts.

(*) Aa automatic valve-turning scheme, responding to pressure drop rate through
a logic circuit featuring a dual add-subtract sealer, was tried but eventually
abandoned since manual valve operation appeared to be more effective.
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LN2 in the counting vial Dewar will commence boiling vigorously and require re-
placement. Completion of the transfer process takes about IS - 20 minutes, in
collect the sample, now contained in the vial, the Dewar is lowered and set
aside: argon (from a reservoir filled to 1.5 aim pressure) is admitted to the
back manifold; the vial is removed by loosening the O-ring seal damp, capped
with its original, numbered cap and placed in a desiccator (containing Silica
Gel or DRIERITE(*).

Preparations for processing another sample begin with attaching a new ore-
weighed vial to the back manifold, together with a fresh pyrex coldtrap; the
back manifold is then pumped down, the connecting valve to the conversion fur-
nace opened and the front end connecton of the latter closed, whereupon the
furnace is pumped down (to expedite this, the coldtrap in series with the pump
line may be cooled).

Meanwhile, the melting furnace will have cooled to below 100 deg C and can
be removed from the system. The used liner, containing melt and melt oxide, is
stored (with other used liners) in a fireproof box; the furnace set on a rack
for further cooling. The top closure plate is cleaned and washed with alcohol
(both lithium oxide and lithium-aluminum alloy may have precipitated on ihe
surfaces or within the inlet tubing and if so. must be removed mechanically).
The pyrex wool plug that protects the downstream manifold is replaced with a
fresh plug. The spare Furnace (with liner and fresh sample, prepared during the
preceding run) is attached; another run is on the way.

Miscellaneous Tasks

About every 20 samples, the copper oxide furnace must be replaced widi a
spare unit containing freshly activated oxydizer. Activation is described by
ref.(65) and starts with filling the spare conversion furnace with stock copper
oxide wire, lightly tamped down and secured with quartz wool plugs at either
end, and attaching it to the conditioning system (described above). The furnace
is pumped down cold; the clamshell oven temperature is raised to about 600 deg
C, the pump is valved off and hydrogen, then oxygen is slowly run through the
hot material. The furnace is pumped down again through the coldtrap, keptng the
temperature near 600 deg C After about one day, the pressure should be below S
mTorr; the unit is now ready.

The Teflon O-rings in the back manifold should be replaced every 4-5 sam-
ples; other O-rings (Viton) should be replaced every week. Upon finishing a
complete set of samples, the needle valve should be removed, disassembled and
carefully cleaned, using an assortment of needles, rods, scrapers and other
cleaning material and tools. The furnace top manifold, exposed to migrating
lithium, requires occasional disassembly and cleaning with 6N HC1, rinsing and
subsequent vacuum furnace baking.

(*) Given that available "standard" vial closures tend to leak (as discussed
earlier), vials of samples that are expected to have strong countmes and
those expected to feature low countrafes should be stored (and subsequently
handled) separately. Likewise, km-countrate (e.g. 71i-enriched) samples should
be processed first and high-countrate samples, last.
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FIG (DI-8) Back Manifold; LS-counting vial attachment fixture
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FIG (III-9) Elevator-mounted Oven, sample digestion furnace, in DOWN position
(resting on TEFLON pad). Spare furnace in rack; liner, right front; operating
furnace, mounted on System, is visible above the Oven
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Used furnace liners must be cleaned. The first step is oxidation of the
metallic residue under a running tap. Mechanical cleaning with a brush removes
loose oxide; a batch of liners is then filled with 6N HCI and left in a fume
hood until evolution of gas bubbles has stopped. Washing is followed by more
mechanical cleaning with a "flapwheeP and a special "bottom" wire brush,
mounted on a 12 in stem so as to allow use of a drillpress in this tedious
operation. After more cleaning (which may include sandblasting), liners are
stacked inside the vacuum furnace and thoroughly outgassed at 800 deg C for 3-4
hours. After several such cycles, the liner surface becomes too uneven (due to
etch pits and grooves made by abrasive methods) and the liner must be
discarded.

Coldtraps and other glassware used in sample processing must be manually
washed. A reasonably effective method cycles all glassware through a hot ALCO-
NOX bath, then through a bath of ALCONOX and 10% NaOH, heated to boiling point
within a sonic cleaner. This is followed by a tapwater, then distilled/de-
mineralized water rinse and oven drying at 110 deg C. Originally, counting
vials were also washed prior to use; however, that step did not appear to be
really effective while incurring the risk of surface adhesion of traces of
potassium.

IV LS COUNTING

(A) LS COUNTING SYSTEM. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The LS system in current use, Packard 2000CA (1986), yields aqueous sample
tritium counting efficiencies of 41-48% at background levels of 4-5 cpm; in
contrast, the two units in previous use featured tritium counting efficiencies
of 25-30% with background rates between 20 and 30 cpm. This improvement,
achieved through use of recently developed, more efficient scintillator cock-
tails, through basic design improvements of the system and through improved
photomultipliers, represents a significant enhancement of the tritium assay
capability of this laboratory.

The system is installed in the Bldg 205 basement counting facility, pro-
vided with a Motor-generator set to eliminate AC transients and fluctuations
and shielded with "old" steel plates. This facility was designed and construe
ted some years ago by the staff of the Analytical Chemistry Group at ANL and
represents yet another ANL asset that would be difficult and costly to dupli-
cate elsewhere. In the following, some of the novel features of the 2000CA unit
will be briefly described, together with a review of those aspects of LS count-
ing that have a direct bearing on the specific application considered here,
accurate counting of specified volumes (1.6 ml) of tritiated water.
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Mechanical Features

Like other typical LS counting systems, th? PACKARD 2000CA facilitates
multiple-sample counting by providing plastic "frays" with space for 12 20 ml
counting vials each; 20 or more trays can be placed onto the sample Table, to
be automatically processed: moving belts and other mechanical means cycle trays
so that individual vials are in turn placed over an elevator that runs them
down into the counting chamber, located below the table in a shielded enclo-
sure. A bar-coded "flag", inserted into the first of a family of trays, is read
by the system to determine the protocol number (cf below). The count mode spe-
cified by that protocol is then executed. A tray flagged SNC, carrying a 14C
standard is inserted ahead of sample trays, to execute a System ^normalization
before the count series gets under way.

Software: Setup Programming

All LS systems put on the market in recent years make extensive use of
software control; the Packard 2000CA implements this by means of an attached PC
that allows a large number of choices through selection from a series of pull-
down menus. The software package is stored in subdirectory C:\2000CA of the
PC/XT hard drive; System operation is initiated through AUTOEXEC (as described
in a supplement to the manual). Setup involves responding to successive menu
screens. Once a specific set of options has been selected, this protocol can be
stored in memory (to a maximum of 30 protocols). The common denominator of all
protocols is the choice of counting interval, number of repeat counts and three
choices of pulse-height spectrum integration limits or "windows"; other choices
offered by the menus generally involve specific on-line computations that are
largely proprietary. Many of these options reflect the use of LS counting sys-
tems in a steadily increasing number of different applications and thus are
tailored to specifics that are not pertinent to tritium assay.

The information processing component of protocol setup includes specifica-
tion of the printout format, storage or discard of the information contained in
the printout and/or pulse-height spectra on which the printout is based. The
system automatically sums the spectra between specified limits and divides by
time to report the countrate; with the specification of an efficiency determi-
nation scheme, the decay rate is also reported. Chemiluminescence rejection is
offered. Many other choices, not germane to tritium monitoring, are available;
efficiency conversion is further discussed below.

Software: Spreadsheet

As already indicated, the information that is reported in the printout or
Spreadhseet includes CPM for each of the 3 windows and for each repeat count.
In addition, the average over all repeat counts is printed out but not recorded
in memory. Individual spectra for each repeat count can be stored in memory.
Automatic background subtraction is provided, but only in a mode that requires
the first sample in the tray to be a background sample (whose count is sub-
tracted from the following counts but not reported). Now, for purposes of
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obtaining the most accurate count feasible from a set of weak samples, it h
expedient to provide several background vials, interspersed with the unknown*
and two or more Standards. This is evidently incompatible with the "automatic
subtraction" routine; moreover, a Standard in the first vial location allows
implementation of an efficiency verification routine and helps in setting the
windows.

The printout numbers each sample consecutively in the order it is loaded
into the tray. Unfortunately, information storage space provided by the soft-
ware is insufficient to allow typing in sample code-numbers, which thus must be
hand-written on each printout as the tray is made up (and later transcribed in
the course of data processing). A FORTRAN program was written to read spread-
sheets stored in memory, but turned out to be of little practical use: the
vendor-supplied software that writes the spreadsheets to memory omits the time-
stamp. Thus, the transcription of spreadsheet information to an offline comput-
er still requires reference to sets of printouts (that do include a time-
stamp); this is rendered only slightly more efficient by an interactive program
that prompts entry of all counts of each sample, in turn, together with back-
ground. Counting efficiency is separately determined.

SNC and PRIOSTAT

The Normalization routine (SNC) mentioned in the foregoing makes use of
an external 14C Standard beta source as well as an internal 133Ba gamma source
and evaluates certain features of the pulse-height spectra produced by these
sources in each of the two photomultipliers in turn, resetting PM voltages to
match and together produce a specified set of spectrum indices. This rakes only
about 10 minutes and is strongly recommended for routine use prior to a lengthy
count. A "Priostat" test program that produces, on demand, a spectrum plot of
reasonably good quality is provided to help in setting up the system. The Prio-
stat program interrupts any ongoing count series and returns to it upon com-
pletion of its set tasks.

AND-SUM Logic

The "Sum-Coincidence" or AND-SUM logic used by the 2000CA for dark cur-
rent pulse rejection employs a pair of selected low-noise bialkali photomulti-
pliers. These devices have improved in recent years to the point where cooling
is no longer necessary. The drawback of AND/SUM event selection is a loss of
counting efficiency: events that do not produce at least one photoelectron in
each multiplier are not counted. In addition to a severe reduction of the lower
part (up to 3-4 keV) of the tritium spectrum, this logic scheme also causes a
more or less severe distortion of higher-energy spectrum components. This is
not always recognized and therefore discussed in somewhat more detail below.

Other Electronics Features

Two specific novelties are offered by the Packard 2000CA system :
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(a) the entire pulse-height spectrum is recorded in 4k channels of 0.5 keV
width and then integrated between limits that can be specified a posteriori,
thus allowing, in principle, optimization of the signal squared to noise ratio.
Spectrum recording also makes several useful spectrum-based counting efficiency
evaluation schemes available (as discussed below). To make effective use of the
available 4096 channels, pulses below a certain height (as determined by a fast
"inspector") are routed to a booster amplifier with a gain of 32; after analysis,
the address to be incremented is shifted down 5 steps. This scheme evidently
has a certain countrate limit beyond which pileup effects become severe.
Count rate limitation is not usually an issue in tritium counting but could
produce some unrecognized error effects if the system is used for other purposes
by personnel unaware of its modus operandi. Amplifier gain drift can produce
a spurious (overlap) peak or trough in the recorded spectrum which thus
should be recorded repeatedly.

(b) rather than deploy heavy lead and anticoincidence shielding to reduce
cosmic radiation-induced background, a burst-sensing strategy, referred to by
Packard as "three-dimensional spectroscopy", is employed, taking advantage of
the presence of afterpulses due to atmospheric 'shower' effects of events generated
by Solar/Cosmic high-energy protons. This feature effectively reduces the
background, e.g., at 45% tritium counting efficiency, from 12/min to 4/min
(Picofluor-15 scintillator). Inevitably, burst sensing is limited to low rates,
however since background reduction is of little value for strong sources, that
would not seen to be a serious drawback.

Efficiency Determination

Counting efficiency is connected with what the LS literature somewhat inexactly
calls "quenching" - meaning, on one hand, attrition of secondary electron
photon production through competing processes that do not yield photons
("Chemical quenching") and, on the other hand, parasitic photon absorption
("Color quenching", generally negligible for tritium assay but a severe problem
in bioassay LS counting). The former type of effect resembles recombination
loss in gas counting and thus has the same statistical consequences, even
though the production of photons within the waveiength range sensed by the photocathode
is a highly complex process involving interaction of several chemical
components present in the "cocktail". Conflicting requirements guide the formulation
of this mixture: on one hand, a high photon yield or minimum electron
loss is desired; on the other hand, the cocktail must produce a homogeneous
liquid medium with a given amount of water while quenching by the aqueous
component should not exceed the "natural" (volume ratio) level. Steady improvements
in these formulations, now also non-toxic hence far less costly to discard,
have improved the whole-spectrum intrinsic efficiency (in the absence
of aqueous component) from 40% to well over 65%, just in the last 5 years.

These remarks suggest that a high as well as constant counting
efficiency, requiring only occasional efficiency verification, could be achieved
through a quantitative transfer of t ritium samples to an organic liquid such as
toluene. If that difficult (but perhaps feasible) conversion is impractical, introduction
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of an aqueous phase is unavoidable and thus requires an efficiency determination
in each individual sample Kor, if care is taken to equalize the aqueous
component in all vials, .or each group of samples). Pertinent aspects of
this subject are now briefly and selectively reviewed; for more general information,
the reader is referred to monographs(66-68), User's manuals provided
by equipment vendors(69) as well as the proceedings of a series of biennial LS
Counting Symposia(70).

The detection process begins with the deposition of beta particle energy.
The number of secondary electrons n generated along the beta particle track
depends on the medium and is closely proportional to the beta particle energy
E: n = ccE. At a given level of quenching, the average number m of "visible"
photons per secondary electron is likewise a constant; the mean number of photons N per
beta particle of energy E thus comes to

N = nm = (ctm)E.

Directly or after reflection (enhanced by a system of mirrors the system
provides), individual photons impinge upon either of two photocathodes that
have conversion efficiencies P as high as 30%. An average yield of 0.7 keV per
photoelectron, quoted in the literature, makes the combined factor (am) equal
to about 5. If there are not significant absorption losses, the average anode
pulse height of each photomultiplier should come to NP, hence, the measured
single-PM spectrum should be proportional to beta energy. However, the coincidence
requirement interferes with this, not only for events produced by low-energy
beta particles but throughout the spectrum(*).

To consider this briefly, we may first specify the probability that a beta
particle of given energy remains undetected, which can be deduced by elementary
statistics and conies to

F(nondet) = 2(1 - P)N - (l - 2P)N

while for detected events, the mean pulse height (computed by summing j W(j,P)
where W(j,P) is the probability of all selections that yield j photoelectrons
from N photons come to

<H> = 2hNP[l-(l-P)N-1]

where h is a constant; thus while the maximum pulse height hNP remains proportional
to beta energy, the energy-average pulse height relationship is indeed, contrary
to what is often assumed, non-linear throughout the beta energy range, but
especially so for small values of N and/or P.

With that observation, we now turn to a brief survey of available efficiency
evaluation methods and procedures. Responding to the wide range of applications
that LS counting has found in medical and industrial as well as scientific
work, the 2000CA software package offers 3 different schemes for that
purpose; 2 additional schemes are also widely used. In choosing what is most
effective for tritium counting samples of more or less fixed volume, it must be

(*) Additional notes on this subject have been collected in Appendix H.
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kept in mind that, while each scheme appears particularly useful for some spe-
cific application, it may be inappropriate for another. The schemes include:

1."External gamma source": After counting a vial, a 133Ba gamma source is
brought close to the vial by a mechanical device and the count repeated, now
including the vial tritium count and the Compton electron count from the ex-
ternal source. The difference, or pure gamma source pulse height spectrum,
shifted by quenching, is compared to a stored unqenched spectrum in a manner
that, together with other information, determines the relative efficiency for
tritium counting, assuming that the gamma source produces Compton electrons
uniformly through the vial. This scheme is rendered relatively insensitive to
variable factors that can affect external source normalization by a proprietary
spectrum transform (tSIE)invented by Packard. In tritium assay it offers a use-
ful check but, for several reasons, lacks accuracy.

2."Quench curve": A series of vials containing diluted NIS tritiated water
Standard and a small amount of CC14 is counted. The pulse-height spectrum is
recorded for each of these counts and its first moment is computed. That number
is plotted against the counting efficiency (for a certain fixed window). Fit-
ting a curve to this plot, the system deduces the counting efficiency from the
averaged pulse-height of each unknown sample. For tritium counting, this scheme
appears excessively sensitive to changes in photocathode quantum efficiencies
which strongly vary AND/SUM spectrum distortion, and thus inappropriate.

3."Efficiency tracing": this relatively new method(71-73) records the sam-
ple spectrum and the spectrum of a 14Standard and computes efficiencies within
6 energy regions for the reference spectrum; a plot of the count rate vs effi-
ciency is extrapolated to 100%. Much used because of its relatively high accu-
racy, the scheme unfortunately has, thus far, yielded poor results for tritium.

4."Internal Standard": after counting an unknown sample within a certain
pulse-height window, a known amount of Standard is added and the same sample is
counted again, presumably at the same quenching and efficiency. The difference
count, divided by the standard weight-dpm/g product, yields the efficiency. To
keep quenching constant, less than 100 ml of a toluene-based Standard (availa-
ble from NIS) must be used. Weighing a vial of 25 g with less than 0.1 mg un-
certainty is required to make this scheme accurate; the standard must be
extremely well-mixed with the previous contents of the vial. While this scheme
thus appears to have a number of pitfalls, it is, in any case, impractical for
pro- cessing 60 samples.

5."Direct Comparison": For the task of counting tritiated water samples of
fixed volume, containing no additive material, a direct comparison of counts to
one or more diluted NIS tritated water-standard(s) made up to the same volume
is the simplest, as well as the most reliable, method, even when allowance is
made for error due to physical or chemical differences in individual vials
(which therefore must be kept to a minimum). Extensive tests have established
that direct comparison reproduces results better than other schemes. With NIS
Standards diluted to yield count rates comparable to those of the stronger un-
known samples, say 10/sec to 100/sec, it also requires little additional count-
ing time. For these reasons, it was used for all tritium assays.
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Performance

Over the last several years, many series of tests have been run on the
system: scintillator cocktail and vial comparisons, response to variations in
aqueous fraction and liquid level as well as daytime and nighttime background
and stability. For reference purposes, FIG (IV-1 a,b) shows two tritium spectra,
A measured with the unquenched standard and B a typical 8% tritiated water
& 98% PICOFLUOR-15 sample. The quenching-related shift in the spectrum is more
evident when spectra arc energy-weighed, as in FIG (IV-2 a,b).

To illustrate the beneficial effect of the PACKARD "Low-Background" option,
FIG (IV-3 a,b) shows 24 h spectrum accumulations for a 20 ml vial containing
18 ml PICOFLUOR-15 and 1.5 ml distilled water, with "Low-Background"
option on and off, respectively; the scheme evidently becomes increasingly effective
as scintillations become more energetic (a common property of many discrimination
schemes).

Figure (IV-4) is a plot, for reference purposes, of the energy-weighed pulse-
height spectrum observed with a gas-proportional counter filled with argon and
a small amount of tritium gas. For comparison, the tritium beta spectrum was
energy-weighed and scaled to the data. The calculations are reviewed in Appendix H.
The measured spectrum appears essentially undistorted down to a few keV,
with perhaps some energy-ionization non-linearity as well as increased noise at
low energies. The Kurie plot of the measurement, shown in FIG (IV-5), exhibits
excellent linearity over most of the energy range, confirming the validity of
the equations and computation procedures used in this procedure. In contrast,
LS spectra match the underlying beta spectrum only above 7-8 keV but exhibit a
severe loss of counting efficiency at lower energies. It is no secret that this
loss is almost entirely due to the AND-SUM circuitry, discussed above, effecting
a tradeoff between background reduction and efficiency. For some purposes,
discussed in Appendix H, it would be useful to provide means to switch off
the coincidence gating feature; likewise, the option of spreading the tritium
spectrum over more channels would be welcome. It should not be difficult or
costly to introduce these relatively simple modifications in a future commercial
LS-System. Other observations on the pulse-height spectrum and its potential
applications ate collected in Appendix H.

The steady improvement in scintillators has been mentioned. Currently, the
most efficient formulation appears to be Packard "Ultima Gold", slightly better
than "Picofluor-15" or Beckmann "Ready-Solve" which in turn are more efficient
than Packard "Optifluor"; least efficient but tolerant of large water
fractions is Packard "Insta-Gel". A new version of "Ultima-Gold" is in preparation.
Escalating cost of disposal (not to mention a real health hazard) makes
scintillators based on environmentally benign solvents and additives almost essential;
fortunately, "Ultima-Gold" is one of these.
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FIG (IV-3 a & b) 24-h Background spectra, LS System. 0.5 keV * i channel.
Abscissa: cpnVchannel, Ordinaic; keV. Open circles: LOW-BG OFF; Black circles: LOW-BG ON.
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FIG (IV-4) Tritium spectrum. Poinu measured with PC; Line: theoret. spectrum.
Point* and theoretical spectrum were energy-weighed. Abscissa: keV; ordinate: arbitrary units.
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CB\ COUNTING OPERATIONS

Preparation of Standard and Background Vials

Tritium extraction from metallic lithium samples and conversion to THO,
described in the preceding chapter of this report, yields sets of counting
vials with about 1.5 ml of THO. With caps screwed on tightly, the vials are
reweighed to detennine THO weight needed to calculate the extraction yield of
each sample. A buoyancy weight correction is discussed, as are all calculations,
in the next chapter; here, we add a note on weighing technique: two effects
that interfere with accurate weighing, electrical charge and surface condensation,
vary strongly with temperature and ambient humidity. Weighing accuracy
is thus best served by providing really effective air-conditioning and
humidity control (electrostatic charge effects, affecting plastic more than
glass, become worse at low humidity). Vial weight reproducibility is improved
by wiping vials with a dry, lint-free paper or cloth just before weighing, setting
vials on a grounded metal surface and grounding the balance as well.
Cotton gloves, worn over surgical gloves, are recommended as they seem to prevent bom
fingerprints and electric charging.

If a balance with RS-232 transfer is available, weights can be directly
entered in a computer, thus minimizing the chance of transcription error. In
addition to the unknown sample vials, a set of Standard vials is tared. Standard
is transferred from the NIS ampoule to a mixing vial by means of a 5 ml
Pasteur pipette attached attached to a throwaway syringe (first calibrated to detennine
the relation between syringe readings and the weight of water picked up in the
pipette). NIS ampoules should be kept at room temperature but within a desiccator;
they should also be quickly resealed after each withdrawal as interchange
of vapor between air and ampoule contents is relatively rapid, thus reducing
the decay rate of the Standard. The mixing vial is capped, weighed, reopened to admit
distilled water (using an Eppcndorf Pipette), and reweighed. The Diluted
Standard vial is thereupon shaken vigorously (or, preferably, left on a
mechanical shaker) and put aside for several hours, to effect thorough mixing;
failure to mix thoroughly may well be one of the principal sources of error in
tritium counting. Eventually, 3-4 samples of 1.5 ml are transferred to empty
counting vials, and again weighed. The procedure is repeated for another dilution
either of the original NIS or of the first dilution, and again, several samples are produced.

Quenched-sample background measurement requires a set of 1.5 ml distilled
water samples from the supply that was used to dilute the NIS Standard; up to 8
such vials may be needed. The last step in preparing vials for counting is the
addition of scintillator, directly from the bottle, by means of an automatic
pipette; 18 ml of scintillator places samples within a flat region of the
quenching curve, such that individual sample quenching differences due to
component ratio variation are minimal. Vial caps are screwed on tightly and may
be wrapped with Teflon tape for further leakproofing. Vials are briefly shaken
and stored in a dark vial "safe" prior to loading into the counting system.
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For samples of exceptionally low activity, a possible difference between
the "natural" tritium content of the distilled water and US grade 8 hydrogen
couiJ be a problem that can be dealt with at the cost of a few hours labour by
producing water aliquots for background vials as well as Standard dilution in
the extraction system.

Counting

Batches of sample, Standard and Background vials are brought to the Count-
ing facility in a vial carrier. Two trays are loaded with 4 Standards, 6 back-
ground vials and 14 unknown samples; the first sample should be a Standard and
the second, a background; beyond this, the order is entirely optional. The ap-
propriate protocol flag is inserted into the first tray. Preceding the two
trays should be another tray with the SNC flag and a I4C Standard, to renor-
malize the System for every cycle. Circulation of yet another tray equipped
with a standard unquenched tritium source and an efficiency protocol flag is
useful for system surveillance.

After normalizing, the spectrum obtained with the first (standard) sample
is inspected and the integration limits set accordingly, noting that the upper
limit of quenched tritium spectra typically lies between 12 and 13 keV equiva-
lent energy after normalization has adjusted the energy scale so that the spec-
trum of trie unquenched tritium sample has an upper limit of 18.6 keV (energy is
best observed on the "log" scale spectrum display). Integration time is set.
for example, to 20 min with 2 repeats (40 min/sample): a weekend run (Fri 5 pm
to Mon 11 AM) of 64 h thus yields 4 cycles, offset over the day to equalize di-
urnal fluctuations in background. For strong samples, a single overnight count
suffices; weak samples are usually retained in their tray positions while other
samples are replaced.

The plan described above is, of course, entirely optional. Other schedules
may seem preferable; whatever the specifics, data acquisition and processing
are best managed by adhering to a fixed schedule rather than changing counting
times, vial arrangements etc. during the run. As mentioned in the foregoing,
the system offers optional memory retention of the spread-sheet as well as in-
dividual count spectra, however, in a format that omits some essential informa-
tion, hence little practical use has been made of either. With regard to the
spectrum information, post-acquisition integration of stored sample and back-
ground spectra with a set of lower limits could, in principle, achieve optimi-
zation of the signal-square-to-background ratio. However, this turns out to be
possible only for a single count cycle: the system, designed when PC memory was
relatively modest, overwrites all spectra on the next cycle. As these defi-
ciencies in the original software are being remedied, a completely automatic
data transfer to an off-line computer, as well as spectrum-supported statistics
optimization, should eventually be an available option. In other respects,
especially with regard to sensitivity, back-ground and long-term stability, the
2000CA system seems to need little improvement.
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V COMPUTATIONS

(A) INTRODUCTION

Computations directly associated with data processing were implemented in
a series of interactive FORTRAN programs that produce the TPR per gram for each
sample, then, the TPR per atom from pairs of samples of different enrichment,
at those locations within the assembly where such pairs were irradiated. The
TPR/atom calculation still requires correction for selfshielding and flux de-
pression by the sample. For the USDOE/JAERI collaboration, that correction was
to be provided by UCLA (who had the necessary information as well as funding
support, both lacking at ANL). Some comments on the correction are offered fur-
ther on, as well as in Appendix E.

Computation programs are briefly discussed below and reproduced in Appen-
dix C. The format was designed for maximum flexibility, hence, individual pro-
grams were kept short and much use was made of keyboard entry prompting in a
way that facilitates calculations for arbitrary sample numbers, - number of re-
peated counts, duplication of samples and repeated irradiations. The bulk of
these programs are straightforward arithmetic; a modicum of statistics used in
LS count processing is dealt with in Appendix B. Equations on which the pro-
grams were based are reviewed in Appendix D. To provide an orientation, the
input information and constants employed and the specific calculation objects
are listed below:

INPUT INFORMATION:

sample code number
metal weight of sample of that code number
isotopic enrichment of metal stock used (3 types)
sample disposition within the Fusion Assembly
irradiation neutron yield and date
carrier gas filling pressure, reservoir flask number and temperature
vial tare and gross weights
sample, Standard and Background counts (multiple), date of count(s)
Standard dilution factor as determined by weighing

CONSTANTS:

reservoir flask volumes (as determined by weight calibration)
water and air density vs. temperature
van der Waal's constants for hydrogen
Tl pressure gauge calibration and polynomial interpolation
vial weight buoyancy correction
NIS standard dps/g at reference date
tritium halflife
atomic conversion factors, enrichment to atoms/unit volume.
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CALCULATION OBJECTS:

Extraction yield is calculated from carrier H2 (p,T), bottle #, vial tare and gross
weight;

Counting efficiency is calculated for each "run", based on EXTERNAL
STANDARD counting & Diluted Standard vial preparation data and NIS tritiated
water Standard data;

Individual sample decay rate normalized to MCRM (count reference) date is calculated
for each sample from multiple counts, run efficiency, run date;

Sample average decay rate is calculated by a statistical error minimizing successive-
approximation algorithm that combines individual sample decay rate measurements;

Tritium production per unit foil weight combines: sample decay rate, sample
weight, calendar information, tritium half-life, etc.;

Tritium production per atom 6-Ii or 7-Li combines the above for pairs of samples
of different enrichment, irradiated at the "same" location; needs further correction
(discussed below and in Appendix E).

Programs fall into four groups, of which the first keeps track of the inventory of
fabricated samples and also their irradiation sites, the second is concerned with ARMLID
extraction yields, the third with counting operations, while the last combines all information
to produce the TPR per gram (and/or TPR per atom, uncorrected for seif-rfiiddingl
Footnotes, somewhat enlarging on specific points, are appended immediately below the
program descriptions.

(B) LIST OF PROGRAMS

Setup Programs: XFWTS, XFMAP

The preparatory fabrication of samples produces the array XFWTS in which
lithium sample weights are entered by type of enrichment1. The program thus
automatically increments the sample number, allowing interactive weight entry either
directly or by transcription from a hand-written list

The short XFMAP program registers locations where individual samples were
irradiated in the assembly; similar programs could be readily produced for any other
irradiation experiments.
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Extraction Yield Programs: XEYLD1, XEYLD2

This pair of programs starts with XEYLB1 which enters the hydrogen carrier
record in interactive mode; calculation follows immediately upon each pressure and
temperature reading. In that series of calculations, the pressure reading is first corrected
according to a fifth-order polynomial interpolation fitted to the TI gauge factory calibration
data2. Then, the corresponding gas density is computed from the hydrogen reservoir
temperature and van der Waal's equation (in a somewhat modified, convenient version).
Finally, a list of reservoir bottle volumes3 is looked up to convert to total hydrogen hence,
equivalent water weight for each carrier gas sample. Equivalent water weights are stored in
array WWT.

Program XEYLD2 prompts entry of all collected sample water weights in the form
of TARE and GROSS entries4. Retrieving equivalent water weight for given filling and
bottle # from array WWT, the extraction yield is calculated as the ratio of collected to
supplied water and stored as array YLD.

LS Counting Programs: XLSC1, XLSC2, XLSC3 and XLSC4

This set of chained programs makes use of LS counting information to produce,
eventually, a set of "count reference tune" sample activities (dpm).

XLSC1 makes use of the complete set of counting records in the form of
printouts5. Interactive keyboard entry of selected information produces the array EFF, a
listing of all run efficiencies (showing a variation that is slight but real, responding to the
state of the photomultipliers and mirrors, amongst other factors). A decay factor relative to
a "count reference date" (CR), chosen at the beginning of the count series (which typically
extends over many weeks), is calculated with a calendar program INT that yields the
number of days between any two dates (the first date here is the NIS Standard reference
date; all tritiated water standards are dilutions of that Standard). The half-life measured by
Unterweger et al(75) is used, rather than die somewhat shorter half-life quoted in the
Lederer et al. Nuclear Data Tables(76), noting that the Unterweger high value has been
confirmed more recently(77).

XLSC2 reads in EFF and then prompts manual entry of sample counts by ran and
sample number (hand-written on the LS system printout). The run number is used to
retrieve mean background from EFFDAT; this is immediately subtracted. This process
results in the set of arrays ARR, containing run number, sample number and count, the
Global Correction Factor P = efficiency/decay coir to CR, and background6.

XLSC3 now collates sample numbers and extraction yield by reading in YLD.
Starting with the first YLD sample, all occurrences of that sample number in ARR arrays
are compiled, together with the corresponding information, as a 3-dimensional array RES.

XLSC4 combines decay-adjusted count rates from RES, in a program that uses
successive approximation to produce an average from properly weighed sample values.
Weighing and Maximum Likelihood Statistics are discussed in Appendix B. The final set
of reference date sample decay values, now corrected also for extraction yield, is entered in
the arrays SET and POST.
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TPR Calculation Programs XTPR1, XTPR2

The first of these programs makes use of various experimental
information: irradiation neutron yield7, mass spectrometric analysis of the
lithium stock used in fabrication, date of the irradiation. Recalling POST
from memory, all entries are multiplied by a factor that is discussed in
Appendix D and includes enrichment information8.

It now only remains to recall XFMAP and from this, establish pairs of
6Li-enriched8 and 7Li-enriched or, "natural" and 7Li-enriched samples
irradiated at the same distance from the assembly front face. From this
pairing and the equa-tions described in Appendix D, the local T-6 and T-7
tritium production per source neutron per atom are calculated.

N O T E S

1. Weighing of lithium foils within the GJovebox makes use of a balance
equipped with RS-232 link to an external PC. Transfer makes use of a BASIC
pro-gram provided by the Vendor. A foot-switch that mimics the ENTER key makes
it un-necessary to withdraw one hand from its glove each time a sample is
weighed and thus expedites the weighing phase of sample fabrication.

2. The TI quartz Bourdon gauge, repeatedly referred to in this report, must
oc-casionally be recalibrated, for which purpose the entire unit is removed
from the manifold and shipped to Houston, TX. The result of the calibration,
for-warded with the instrument, is a Table of gauge leadings vs true pressure
in in-crements of 5.000 psi. The range from zero through 25.000 psi is fitted
by a 5th order polynomial: the fitting program XPOL, differing somewhat from
conventional polynomial fitting routines, is listed in Appendix A. The me-
chanical parts (gears are used to turn the Bourdon tube) of this gauge are now
somewhat worn, however, it still appears to read more accurately than other
available pressure gauges and agrees within 0.1% with a carefully corrected
reading of a top-quality mercury barometer that serves as a secondary
calibration standard.

3. The reservoir flask calibration routine is described in Appendix A.

4. A semi-micro balance weighs to 0.01 mg in principle, and to 0.02 mg in
prac- tice, if proper precautions are observed. At that level, a 0.1% buoyancy
cor- rection should not be neglected. Ref (74) lists water and air densities
from which this correction can be calculated.

The Tare weight of a capped vial W(T) amounts to the vial weight If and
its volume V times air density D(a) at the temperature of the weighing room;
adding a certain volume v of water, W(T) comes to v[D(w) - D(a)] + V D(a) + V,
hence difference

W(n) = W(w)[l - D(aVD(w)]

where W(w) is the true water weight vD(w). The correction thus is given by
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W(w) = W(n)/[1 - D(a)/D(w)J

and comes to 1.0012 at 24 deg C room temperature.

5. As discussed in the preceding chapter, the 2000CA system stores a replica of
the data spreadsheet on disk. While these records are readily retrieved by a
reading program formatted to fit them, omission of the date and lack of identi-
fication of individual vials (except by a sequential number) makes the exploi-
tation of such transcribed records no easier or faster than keyboard entry of
information from the printouts, and has therefore been abandoned for the time
being.

6. A statistically optimized formula for combining all counts of the same sam-
ple is derived in Appendix B.

7. As determined by the "associated alpha" system of the FNS, corrected for
anisotropy<78).

8. The use of 6Li-enriched stock is suggested by the observation that, whereas
successive analyses of that stock have come out closely identical over a number
of years, analyses of the "natural" material shows a much larger dispersion, as
may be noted from a summary of such analyses presented in Appendix F. A "sensi-
tivity" analysis of the effect of enrichment uncertainty (cf Appendix F) also
suggests continued use of 6Li. If the reported result is the "TPR per atom"
(rather than tritons/gram), the accuracy advantage offered by this strategy can
be nullified if selfshielding and related effects are inadequately corrected
for. That subject will now be briefly commented on.

As pointed out elsewhere in this report, improvement of calculational
methods and verification of cross section libraries, an indirect yet important
objective of Integral experiments, is best served by a clean confrontation of
calculation and measurement in which calculation is required to reproduce what
can be directly measured, the TPR per gram per source neutron in a sample of
given enrichment and emplacement location.

Such a calculation must model the emplaced, coin-shaped sample and its
surroundings in sufficient detail (implying 2D or 3D geometry) to produce the
Sample-modified local vector flux by means of a computation program that solves
the Boltzmann equation for this geometry, whether by a Multigroup or Monte Car-
lo simulation approach. Logically proceeding along these lines, the calculators
would thus produce a "C/E" table or plot of the TPR/g/n for one specific set of
measurements; other measurements, made by, say, another method, would require a
repetition of these calculations, producing another C/E set, for different em-
placement sites, sample enrichment and sample (or, device) shapes.

The other experimental objective, the TPR/atom/n (T-6 & T-7) in an as-
sembly whose local flux remains undisturbed (implying that samples are absent
or negligibly small), cannot be directly measured. However, it can be calculat-
ed if (a) pairs of samples of different enrichment are exposed to an essen-
tially identical neutron environment and (b) the effect of each sample on the
local flux is accounted for by a correction. Formulae that correct for flux
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depression and self-shielding are well-known and widely applied to foil activa-
tion in thermal-isotropic neutron environments and predominantly scattering
media. Unfortunately, these formulae are invalid under the very different con-
ditions encountered in a fusion blanket mockup (as discussed in detail in Ap-
pendix E).

This calls for a correction based on solutions of the Boltzmann Transport
equation with detailed sample modelling, and another such calculation in which
samples are absent. Energy and angle integration of the flux for these two
(samples present/absent) cases, averaged over sample sites and weighted by the
respective cross sections for tritium production from 6Li and 7Li, yields a
pair of numbers whose ratio constitutes the correction sought.

An alternative strategy relies on making samples exceedingly small and ap-
plying some sort of "doctored" version of the above-mentioned formula. A calcu-
lated "undisturbed" scalar flux spectrum at the sample site (together with an
ad-hoc-assumed angular distribution, e.g., isotropy) is folded with the cross
section and formula and integrated. As long as the sample is thin enough, it is
then argued, a sizeable error in this dubious procedure may still amount to on-
ly a negligible fraction of the TPR result. That strategy was employed in the
Li-Glass traversing-probe scheme. Its potential for ARMLID samples appears se-
verely limited by weighing error, sample thickness and enrichment non-uniformi-
ty and especially by counting statistics; moreover, problems attendant to the
fabrication and deployment of samples with several thicknesses as well as three
enrichments make the use of more than one thickness for each type of enrichment
inadvisable. Consequently, only 6Li-enriched samples were fabricated in 0.5 mm,
the other two types of sample, only in 2 mm thickness.

It has been pointed out that, when any calculated correction of more than
trifling magnitude is applied to measured TPR/g data to produce TPR/atom val-
ues, the result, inevitably a mixture of measurement and calculation, no longer
offers a "clean" confrontation. On the other hand, TPR/atom numbers allow a
direct intercomparison of similar measurement/calculation mixtures produced by
other methods or samples, as well as a "not quite clean" comparison to pure
calculations. As indicated elsewhere, the collaborative series of experiments
made use of a number of different TPR measurement schemes and thus opted for
the TPR/atom calculation, entirely bypassing C/E comparison of TPR/g data. At
first, the magnitude of the corrections needed by this comparison of TPR "meas-
urements", calling for serious calculations rather than crude formula esti-
mates, may not have been fully realized; at any rate, US calculators (UCLA) had
other agenda and did not provide any corrections, crude or refined, for the
first 2 year's results. Upon discussion and submission by ANL of a modified
"Bothe" correction formula(107), UCLA(116) provided corrections for one experi-
ment. To use other US data, JAERI applied corrections based on their own pro-
gram (unfortunately, not available). For the next-to-last experiment, a
detailed-modelling, 2-D Multigroup Transport calculation was provided by Wata-
nabe (UCLA)(115); no corrections were produced for the last experiment in which
ARMLID samples were deployed. As the TPR/g/n calculations that can be produced
on the basis of ARMLID samples are thus in an unsatisfactory state, no "C/E"
plots of the many experimental results the collaboration produced are shown in
this report. Some additional comments and notes on Selfshielding and Flux
Depression, including a review of its literature, are provided in Appendix E.
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VI DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

(A) ERRORS

Error of Measurement

As elsewhere in this report, the "measurement" referred to is the determi-
nation of the TPR/g/n from a single irradiated sample of known isotopic compo-
sition and weight. A detailed treatment and discussion of component sources of
this error is presented in Appendix G, where use is made of a simplified pro-
cessing equation to derive the overall random error. Table VI-1 lists the terms
of that equation together with three numerical estimates, the first of which
assumes worst-case conditions, the second, what is believed to be a sustainable
average and the third, favourable conditions and especially careful work. The
details of that assessment are discussed in Appendix G. Random error can be
estimated on the basis of measured variances; in addition, there are offset
errors whose sources are briefly discussed below.

TABLE VI-1: RANDOM ERRORS (for detail, see Appendix G)

Variable

Ps,
Ao
DF

wSl
WSa

X
1-factor

Q
TOTAL

optimistic

< 0.1 %
< 0.1 %

0.3 %2

0.2 %
0.1 %

0.17 %3, <0.1 %4

0.2 %
0.2 %

0.2 %

0.56 %

average

0.2 %
< 0.1 %

0.63 %
0.5 %
0.5 %

0.4 %, 0.1 %

0.32 %s

0.32 %

0.5 %

1.2 %

pessimistic

1.3 %>
< 0.1%

0.63 %
1.0 %
1.0 %

0.8 %, 0.2 %

0.32 %
0.6 %

1.0 %

2.47 %

Notes: 1 Assumes sample count rate = 2 x Bg, Bg count time = 3 Sig count time
2 New NIST Standard (1989), the other estimates: old (1979) Std.
3 6Li-enriched, 0.5 mm thick
4 natural or 7Li-enriched, 2 mm thick
5 see Appendix G.

Causes of systematic or offset errors (omitted in Table VI-1) include:

1. SAMPLE:

a. isotopic composition error
b. tntium loss or gain through capsule wall; sample contamination
c. tritium production through accidental irradation

2. PROCESSING:

a. tritium loss through retention in sample, on system walls; system leak
b. tritum gain through system "memory" of preceding extraction(s)
c. yield falsification through ambient moisture condensation
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3. COUNTING:

a. variation of light collection with mixture, vial light transmission

To discuss this listing in somewhat more detail:

1 a: Isotopic analysis uncertainty can be a source of appreciable error especially for
natural and 7Li-enriched stock, as discussed in Appendix F. In contrast to heavier
elements, the isotopic composition of "natural" lithium varies considerably and may be
somewhat non-uniform for die extruded ribbon from which foils are punched.

1 b: Hydrogen-tritium diffusion through the 0.13 mm thick aluminum capsule
wall, a microscopic crack, or a failed weld, is difficult to estimate but cannot be discounted.
Tritium produced in one sample may contaminate another, weakly activated sample with
which it shares a common container (e.g. in shipment). During the irradiation,
considerable amounts of tritium are released by the rotating target of the neutron generator;
additional tritium may have been released through worn surface areas in the epoxy coating
of the lithium carbonate blocks of the surround. These factors may account for
anomalously increased counts of weakly activated 7-Li enriched samples that were
occasionally observed. Bagging of individual samples in PE bags appears to be relatively
ineffective for PE thickness less than 0.2 mm. Plastic pillboxes, taped around the edges,
are recommended for shipping. Last (but not least), a considerable amount of tritium will
be lost if capsule hermeticity fails, in the course of pumping down the melting furnace
before admitting carrier hydrogen.

1 c: Accidental tritium enrichment can be the result of storing the metal stock in a
laboratory where a thermal neutron background, however mild, can be assumed to exist;
shipment exposes samples to higher neutron fluence at high altitudes but the flight duration
of a few hours is too short to cause an appreciable effect.

2 a: Error caused by retention in the system is accounted for in principle, by
Isotopic Dilution which specifies that tritium retention is exactly proportional with carrier
hydrogen retention; this has been verified to 1% and is accounted for in overall error
calculations as Yield Error. Error due to system leaks are of various type: leaking to the
outside would be detected by the TC gauge mounted on each component manifold,
however, valves may leak due to migration and lodging on the seat of valves of copper
oxide or glass fibers.

2 b: Extraction system contamination error has been discussed in the foregoing.
By limiting furnace temperature to less than 800 deg C and trapping gas-entrained
lithium/lithium oxide in glass wool and a coldtrap, system components downstream from
the furnace can be kept clean; however, hydrogen and tritium tend to penetrate into steel
walls whence they may be released during a following run. For especially important
samples, it is advisable to rerun the extraction with the same sample and a fresh carrier.

2 c: Ambient moisture condensation is a likely consequence of the loss of
hermeticity of back manifold seals that are close to or part of the collecting trap and/or
counting vial, due to failure of gaskets that are accidentally overcooled. Condensation
evidently increases the apparent extraction yield. The occasional occurrence of "yields"
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over 100% led to the redesign of the original vial attachment fixture, as well as replacement
of VITON by TEFLON O-rings. This turned out to be successful, assuming that
precautions and procedures described in the foregoing are observed.

3 a: Counting vial non-uniformity tends to be considerable. For uniformity of
light transmission, it is thus advisable to pick all Standard, Sample and Background vials
from the same batch. A further selection can be made by preweighing and visual inspection
of individual vials, using strong illumination and a magnifying glass, to eliminate vials with
non-uniform, scratched or dirty walls.

This concludes remarks on errors that are directly associated with experimental
measurement. What follows is a discussion of those errors that are rooted in the
requirement to produce a combination of measurement and calculation.

Errors Associated with T-6 and T-7 Calculation

Appendix G and other appendices review the errors involved in calculating T-6 and
T-7 from the measured triton numbers of pairs of samples (and other information). A short
list of those errors would include:

A. flux equality error
B. error in calculated flux depression and self-shielding corrections
C. error in averaging in a rapidly changing flux
D. sample location measurement error/uncertainty
E. error in total target neutron yield.

A Flux equality error is discussed in Appendix G; 1-2% would seem
reasonable for this error. 2-dimensional calculations of the local flux show about this level
of difference for different experimental drawers etc.

B Flux depression and self-shielding, discussed in Appendix E, varies
with type of foil, enrichment, thickness, and irradiation site - assembly geometry, hence
cannot be assigned a numerical value. The degree to which this error can be corrected for
varies with the amount of effort the calculators are willing to expend on this problem.

C & D Exact location error may be assumed negligible except close to,
within and on the surface of beryllium layers, where such errors can be severe. Note that
this rubric does not include errors that are believed to be caused by significant deficiencies
in the database for beryllium. At this writing, it is not certain whether such deficiencies,
often blamed for the poor fit of calculation and measurement in beryllium regions, exist at
all.

E Target neutron yield as determined by the "associated alpha" technique
requires an anisotropy correction(78) and is also affected by collimator scattering. The
latter effect can be minimized by sloping collimator edges, provided by the FNS system.
Adding to the uncertainty is the need for intercalibration of the reliable and absolute
associated alpha counting channel with a set of fission chambers that can tolerate a larger
count rate (the associated alpha channel must be blocked during "heavy" irradiations to
avoid damaging the surface barrier detector).
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ToiUustnteARMLIDpezfonnanc£,atypk^setof
experiments (the assembly was reconstructed with meticulous care for the second run) is
shown in FIG (VM).

<B) PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The most recent employment of the system was as the US participant in an
International Comparison of tritium assays involving 9 laboratories (located in 6 countries).
A preliminary report of results showed considerable disapremcnt in the data-somewhat
larger than would be expected from the reliability assigned to the various extraction
processes (of which all except ARMLJD made use of salt pellets). The investigation is
continuing, however, without US participation (terminated for lack of funding support).

Solid Fusion Blanket Investigations seem to have entered a period of consolidation
with very little new work currently in progress. If and when another major effort is
launched, it may be predicted that traversing methods (16.42-46), offering greater detail
at higher speed and less overall effort and cost, will become the primary means of TPR
mapping, with the ARMLJD sampling scheme used principally for confirmation and little,
if any, lithium salt pellet sample deployment, which for reason of its inherent inaccuracy
appears as a somewhat obsolescent technique.

Tritium assay by sample deployment in an HER blanket is still a number of years in
the future and clearly depends on die level of funding (hence, rate of progress) of that
international project Here, and in other fusion devices of intermediate size, blanket
temperature may well be too high to make salt pellet samples and chemical extraction
procedures reliable, while the mentioned traversing schemes would encounter excessive
temperatures as well as neutron fluence levels. A compromise, use of lithium salt pellets
encapsulated in aluminum, was subjected to preliminary tests in which several lithium
oxide wafers were fabricated in a pellet press located within the Glovebox, irradiated with
irorueiiei^eticneuaTxisattheANLFNGfacin'ryan^
to 1000 deg in a hydrogen atmosphere. While yields above 50% resulting from this work
appeared encouraging, much further work clearly remains to be done to make this
combined scheme practically useful. A brief account of similar preliminary work on tritium
extraction from lithium oxide was published by Bertonc(75). Sparging of the lithium
oxide samples with a helium stream that contains a small, accurately measured percentage
of hydrogen has recently been demonstrated to entrain tritium with high yield; that
technique could be readily adopted, introducing suitable modifications in the existing
extraction system. Design studies and tests required to proceed fimher depend on whether
a deployment of aluminum-encapsulated lithium oxide samples is deemed desirable and
practical in 1TER, or some other future fusion machine for whose blanket temperature
range these samples are appropriate.

Lithium metal samples should be viable up to about 150 deg C. The
aluminum encapsulant begins to tail near 350 deg C; between that temperature and
1000 deg C, copper can be used, noting that high-energy neutrons yield a
Cu(n,t) tritium background (which must be subtracted by emplacing blanks). Breeder
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blanket operation at 600 deg has been shown to promote tritium release from
lithium oxide (cf above); this suggests an operating blanket temperature near
that figure, for which a copper capsule should have adequate survivability in a
short power run. Details of capsule design and fabrication would still require
considerable experimental work and testing.
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HG (VII): Typical ARMLID data (T-6 and T-7), PHASE-1I reference assembly.
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APPENDIX A: EXTRACTION SYSTEM CALIBRATIONS

The procedures described in this manual require the water-weight equiva-
lent of the hydrogen gas aliquot used in each extraction. This is calculated
from the filling pressure, derived from readings of the TI (quartz Bourdon)
gauge with flasks and flask manifold alternatively evacuated or filled with hy-
drogen, while flask temperature is read on a Thermistor gauge. Pressure read-
ings are converted to true pressure (atm) by referring to gauge calibration
tables; then, pressure and temperatine are entered in van der Waal's law to de-
termine true gas density. Multiplying by the flask volume (which thus must be
accurately known) and the molecular weight of water, one obtains the equivalent
water weight. These steps are described here in detail, beginning with the
pressure gauge correction.

(A) Factory calibration of the TI gauge furnishes a list of points, re-
produced in Table A-I below. Listed are the quantities (1987 recalibration)

P. = true pressure in multiples of 5.000 psi; p. = readout;
Ap= 1 - p/P.

TABLE A-l: 1987 Calibration

Pi

0.000
5.000
10.000
15.000
20.000
25.000

APi
0.00000
0.00600
0.00640
0.00647
0.00670
0.00692

To translate the calibration, a fifth-order polynomial,

k=l

(A-l)

is fitted to the above set by a modified Matrix Inversion scheme: let

A. = P/p., i = 1,2,3,4,5

Ci2 =

= [A. - A^Ap. - p,), j = 2,3,4,5

P2
)j * = 3 ' 4 ' 5

- P ^ k = 4,5; (A-2)

Reversal yields the coefficients

«4 = D43 P2+ P3+
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a , » A , - P .S - P,«J - P,< ' P , < (A3)

The set given in Table A-2 was calculated from the Table A-1 calibration
by means of Program POLY.

TABLE A-2: 1987 Coefficients
i
1
2
3
4
5

o(i)
1.004095
66026854E-4

-6.8186902E-5
3.0356064E-6

-4.7229999E-8

(B) van der Waal's equation,

(p + an2Xl - bn) = nRT, (A-4)
where

n = density in moles/cm , a,b = van der Waal's constants, R = 0.08206.
T = temperature in deg K = t(dcg C) + 273.15.

can be rearranged in the convenient approximate expression ftr the true gas
density n,

n = Am/(\+m)y]fb (A-5)
where

A = (a/bRT).

m = bn,'o*

no = p/RT = "perfect gas law" density. (A-6)

For hydrogen, a = 0.2444. b = 0.02661. As an example: given t =26.4"C

RT = 24.5893 liters. A = .373517.

These equations and constants are used in the programs EYLD reproduced in Ap-
pendix C.

(C) The four Reservoir Flasks are calibrated agaiitsi a "Standard* portable
SS bottle whose volume of 3.7778 liters was calibrated by water weight as fol-
lows: with an attached plug valve, the Standard flask is mounted on the mani-
fold and evacuated, then removed from the system and weighed. Distilled water
from a reservoir at measured temperature is aspirated into the bottle through a
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hose: then, more distilled water is added with a syringe to a level above the
valve stem; the valve is closed and excess water blotted; the temperature is
measured once niore and the flask is reweighed. This process is repeated twice
(to expedite draining, it is expedient to admit air via 1,5 mm dia. Teflon tub-
ing that can be inserted through the valve plug). Atmospheric pressure is read
on a precision barometer to correct for buoyancy; the true water weight thus
obtained is converted to volume using Tables of Ref (7§) as in the example.

6050.0 g
2286.0 g
3764.0 g

Gross
Tare
Net
buoyancy correctiorK*) : - - + 0004.4 g
water weight, corrected for buoyancy : 3768.4 g

Conversion^*) 1.0025 ml/g; V« = 3777.8 ml

(*) 1.175 g/liter at 23 deg, p = 747 mm
(**) ref(74), section F-5 (1967, GS Kell)

The Standard Flask is attached to the System spare port, evacuated and
filled with hydrogen to a pressure p(l near 20 psi. The flask valve is closed.
the manifold evacuated, pump valve closed & flask valve opened to read pressure
p,. Using van der Waal's equation (cf above), the true gas densities n̂  and n,

corresponding to pu and p, are calculated:

no = f(p,/RT); n, = f(p,/RT) (A-7)

whence V is determined relative to V :
m 0

V « = Vo «no/n,> - "• <A 8>

In a like manner, valves to each of the secondary standard/reference
volume flasks are opened in turn while the pressure is read. This procedure is
repeated in a schedule described by VOLCALCA and VQLCALCB. listed below: Sub-
program PRESSURE applies the table of coefficients to convert as-read into true
pressure; VOLCALCA interactively prompts various successive readings and offers
repeat options; VOLCALCB then compiles all measurements, calculates the set of
bottle volumes (averaged over all repeats) and writes this information in file
VOL19NNX (N = 90. X = A.B....).

The most recent reservoir recalibration (August (988) yielded:

VI = 2.40970 liters.
V2 = 2.41121
V3 =- 2.40435 "
V4 = 2.41314

The volume measurement error is estimated as 1.5 ml. The programs re-
ferred to are listed below.
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C VOLCALCA.FOR to recalibrate the 4 reservoir flasks
Q ^ _ „ _ _ _
C Rds Table of gauge cal coeff(POL1987C). Rds 1st press, STLKTI gauge),zero
C press, temp of STD flask. Calc true press & density. Rds press after openg
C STD to MF, sim convts this. Rds pres after openg res.A to the MF; convts.
C Rds after B is opd, convts. Asks BOT NO.(INT)? Asks repeat ? if yes repts
C - If no quit, write 4 DENS & FL.NO (conv to FP) in 6-col Table DENS.
SNOFLOATCALLS
SNODEBUG

REAL*8COEF(5),DENS(10,6).G(5).FAC(6),Bi(4).B2(4),
1 H,AWAAL,BWAAL,TC.Q.PR,PT,ENTRU,ENZRO,SM,PRD.PZRO,PD

INTEGER NI.N2 CHARACTER DATNAME*16,DENSNAME*I6
EXTERNAL PRESSURE

C Read in the coefficients g())=dat(j,2) and write them down:
WRITE(*,I8)

18 F0RMAT(8X,' Recall Tl cal coeff Table: POL19XXY? *\)
REACH*, I2O)DATNAME
OPEN( 10,FILE=DATNAME,STATUS=*OLD')
REAIX10,125)DATNAME
WR1TE(M35)
DO 19 N=l,5

REACH 10,110)N,G(N)
WRITE(M I0)N,G(N)

19 CONTINUE
CLOSE(IO)

C Read Tl gauge pressure & temperature of STD bottle filling:
1=0

1 1=1+1
J=0

3 J=J+l
IF(J.EQ.2) GOTO 7
1F(J.EQ.3) GOTO 9
1F(J.EQ.4) GOTO 12
WR1TE(*,4)

4 FORMAT(/8X,'STD initial press readg.,TI gauge. PS1 = *V)
READ(*,*)PRD
WR1TE(*,5)

5 FORMAT(/8X/Vac readg., Tl gauge. PSI (999.9XX) = *\)
READ(*,*)PZRO
WRITE(*,6)

6 FORMAT(/8X.'STD bottle Temperature, deg C,= *\)
READ(*,*)TC GOTO 15

7 WRITE(*,8)
8 FORMAT(/8X/STD+MF pressure reading, psi = \)

READ(*,*)PRD GOTO 15
9 WRITE(*,IO)

10 FORMAT(/8X,'Number of Bottle opened first ? 'V)
READ(*.99)NI

99 FORMAT(I2)
BI(I)=FLOAT(NI)
WRITE(*.II)

11 FORMAT(/8X/STD+MF + first Bottle pressure, psi = V)
READ(*,*)PRD
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GOTO 15
12 WR!TE(*J3)
13 FORMAT(/8X,"Number of second Bottle opened ? '\)

READ(*,99)N2
B2(I)=FLOAT(N2)
WRITE(*,!4)

14 FORMAT(/8X.*STD+MF + 1st + 2d Bottle pressure , psi = 'V)
READ(*,*)PRD

15 PR=PRD+I000.-PZRO
C Calculate PT (true pressure) from PR (pressure as read), both in psi units:

SM=0.0
FAC(l)=l.
DO 21 K=2,6

FAC(K)=FAC(K-I)*PR COEF(K-I)=G(K-1)*FAC(K) SM=SM+COEF(K-I)
21 CONTINUE

PT=SM WRITE(*.I45)PR,PT
110 FORMAT(I2X,I4,,E20.8)
120 FORMAT(A)
125 FORMAT(4X,AI6)
135 FORMATS)
145 FORMAT(/2(F8.3))

C van dcr Waal correction for hydrogen:
H=.O82O536*(TC+273.16)
ENZRO=PT/H/14.69594
AWAAL=.2444/H
BWAAL=.0266l
Q=l/( I+BWAAL*ENZRO)
ENTRU=ENZRO*Q*(1+AWAAL*ENZERO*Q**3)

DENS(I,J)=ENTRU IF(J.LT.4)GOTO 3
WRITE(*,2IO)DENS(I,I)

210 FORMAW STANDARD DENSITY =\EI3.6,' moM*)
WRITE(*,21I)DENS(1,2)

211 FORMAT!/' STD+MF DENSITY =\El3.6,* moVT)
WRITE(*.212)BI(I),DENS(1.3)

212 FORMAT(/* STD + MF + BOT #\F2.0/ DENSITY =\E13.6/ moM)
WRITE(*,213)BI(I),B2(I).DENS(I.4)

213 FORMAT(/* STD + MF + BOT #\F2.0,* + BOT #\F2.0.* DENS = \
X E13.6.' mol/1')

WRITE(*.214)BI(I),B2(I)
214 FORMAT(/7X,'ST\!OX/ST+MF,IOX.F2.0,IOX.F2.0)
WRITE(*.2I5)DENS(KI).DENS(I.2),DENS(I,3),DENS(I.4)

215 FORMAT(4(EI4.6))
WRITE(*,400)

400 FORMAT(/8X.*ADD ANOTHER CALIBRATION RECORD? YES=1, NO=0 V)
REACH *,*)NUM

IF(NUM.EQ.1.)GOTO 1
C Option: repeat (another run); enough, write lo disk:

IMAX=I
WRITE(*,401)

401 FORMAT(/8X/ declare FILENAME DENSnnn '\)
READ(*J20)DENSNAME

DO 24 I=I.IMAX
DENS(I.5)=B1(I)
DENS(I.6)=B2(I)
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24 CONTINUE
OPEN( IO,FILE=DENSNAME,STATUS='NEW)
WR1TE(IO,216)IMAX

216 FORMAT(I2)
DO 25 !=UMAX

25 WRITE(IO,217) (DENS(U)J=1.6)
217 FORMAT(4(EI4.6),2(F6.0))

CLOSE(IO)
STOP
END

C VQLCALCB.FOR.Second prpgnun: 4-REFERENCE FLASK CALIBRATION

C Reads in DENS from VOLCALCA and calculates ratio RVOL of bottle vol to
C STD vol, picks out bottle numbers, averages each RVOL, converts to bot-
C tie VOL (mult by STD VOL = 3.7778 liters), writes file VOLnnn.
SNODEBUG
SNOFLOATCALLS

REAL*8 DENS( 10,6),RVOL(10,5),VST,AVE(4),SUMMA(4).VOL(4).
1 VRAT( 10,5).VM( 10,5) INTEGER L(10),M(10),N,NMAX.IMAX
CHARACTER DENSNAME*16,VOLNAME*16,RVOLNAME*I6,VMNAME*I6

WRITE(*,50) 50
FORMAT(8X,' Recall filename DENSnnn: ' \)
READ(*, 120)DENSNAME

120 FORMAT(A)
OPEN(10,FILE=DENSNAME,STATUS=*OLD*)
WRITE(*, 125)DENSNAME

125 FORMAT(/4X,A10)
135 FORMATS)

READ(IO,2I5)IMAX
215 FORMAT(I2)

DO 1 I=I,IMAX
READ( 10,216) (DENS(I,J),J=I,6)
WRITE(*,2I6) (DENS(I,J)J=1,6)

1 CONTINUE
216 FORMAT(4(EI4.6),2(F6.0))

CLOSE(10)
WRITE(*,51) 51 FORMAT(/8X,'Standanl bottle volume* liters) = \)
READ(*,217)VST

217 FORMAT(F8.4)
DO 2 I=1.IMAX

RVOL(I,l)=DENS(I.iyDENS(I,2)-l.
RVOL(I,2)=DENS(I,1)/DENS(I.3)-DENS(UVDENS(I.2)
RVOL(I,3)=DSNS(I,IVDENS(I,4)-DENS(I,1VDENS(I,3)
RVOL(I,4)=DENS(1,5)
RVOL(I,5)=DENS(I,6)

2 CONTINUE
WRITE(*.I35)
WR1TE(M55)

155 FORMAT(/14X.'COMPUTED VOLUME RATIO')
WRITE(*,156)

156 FORMAT(/5X,' MAN!FOLD\5X/1ST BOTTLE*.4X.*2D BOTTLE\5X.
2 •Br,4X,B2*)
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DO 3 I=I.1MAX
3 WRITE(*,2I8) {RVOL(IJ)J=1,5)
218 FORMAT(3(E14.5),2(F6.0))

WRITE(M35)
WR1TE(*,52)

52 FORMAT(/8X,f declare FILENAME RVOLnnn *\)
REACH*. I2O)R VOLNAME
OPEN( IO,FJLE=;RVOLNAME, STATUS='NEW)
WRITE( 10,125)RVOLNAME
WRITE(1O,2I6)IMAX
DO 4 l=d,IMAX

4 WRlTE(10,218) (RVOL(U),i=l,5)
CLOSE(I0)
WR1TE(*.135)
DO 7 K=1.4

SUMMA(K)=0
N=0
DO 6 I=I,IMAX

L(I)=RVOL(1,4)
M(1)=RVOL(I,5)
IF(L(I).NE.K)GOTO 5
SUMMA(K)=SUMMA(K)+RVOL(I,2)
N=N+I
VRAT(N,K)=RVOL(],2)
WRlTE(*,240)VRAT(N,K),N,K

5 1F(M(I).NE.K)GOTO 6
SUMMA(K)=SUMMA(K)+RVOL(I,3)
N=N+I
VRAT(N,K)=RVOL(I,3)
WRITE(*,240)VRAT(N,K),N,K

6 CONTINUE
NMAX=N
AVE(K)=SUMMA(KVFLOAT(NMAX)
VOL(K)=VST*AVE(K)

7 CONTINUE
240 FORMAT(E20.5,2(I8»

SUM=0
DO 8 I=1,IMAX

SUM=SUM+RVOL(I,1)
8 CONTINUE

VMF=SUM*VST/FLOAT(IMAX)
NMAX=IMAX/2
WRITE(*,22I)
IX) 9 N=I,NMAX

9 WRITE(*.2l9) (VRAT(N,K).K=1.4)
DO 11 N=I,NMAX

VM(N.l )=RVOL(N,1)*VST
DO 10 K=l,4
VM(N,K+I )=VRAT(N,K)*VST

10 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE

WRITE(*.135)
WRITE(*,222)

222 FORMAT(/2X,' MFD VOL RES I VOL RES 2 VOL RES 3 VOL'
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4 ,2X,'RES 4 VOL')
DO 12 N=I,NMAX

12 WRITE(*,220) (VM(N,K),K=I,5)
WRITE(*,22I)

220 FORMAT(2X,5(FI 1.5))
221 FORMAT(/5X,BOTTLE # I\5X,'BOTTLE # 2\5X,'BOTTLE # 3\5X,

3 'BOTTLE # 4*)
WRITE(*,219)AVE(I),AVE(2),AVE(3),AVE(4)
WRITE(*,222)
WRITE(* 220) VMF, VOL( I). VOL(2), VOL(3), VOL(4)

219 FORMAT(4(E15.6)
WRITE(*,54)

54 FORMAT(/8X,' declare VOLNAME VOLnnn *\)
READ(*, I20)VOLNAME
OPEN(IO, FILE=VOLNAME, STATUS=*NEW)
WRITE( 10,125)VOLNAME
WRITE(IO,2I6)NMAX
WRITE(10,219)AVE(l),AVE(2),AVE(3),AVE(4)
WRITE(10,220)VMF,VOL(I),VOL(2),VOL(3),VOL(4)
CLOSE(10)
WRITE(*.55)

55 FORMAT(/8X,' declare VMNAME VMnnn '\)
READ(*,120)VMNAME
OPEN( 10,FILE=VMNAME, STATUS='NEW)
WRITE( 10,125)VMNAME
WRITE(10,216)NMAX
DO 20 N=I,NMAX

20 WRITE(10,220) (VM(N,K),K=I,5)
CLOSE(IO)
STOP
END

C POLYFIT5.FOR: A special 5th order polynomial fit to the "Houston" calibra-
C tion of the Texas Instr Quartz Bourdon pressure gauge7/ ed & rev July 89.
C P(i) = true in mult of 5.000psi, P(i)=5i; p(i)= as read; Dp(i)=5idp(i),
C p(i) = 5i[l-dp{i)]. 1987 calibr dp(i):
C .00600,.00640,.00647,.00670,.00692.
C A(i) = l/[l-dp(i)]
C B(k) = [A(k)-A(l)Mp(k)-p(l)J
C C(j) = [B0)-B(2)]/fp(j)-p(2)]
C D(r) = [C(r)-C(3)J/[p(r)-p(3)]
C g(5) = [D(5)-D(4)]/Ip(5)-p(4)J
SNODEBUG
SNOFLOATCALLS

REAL*8 PRESS(5,3)JABL(5,2),COEF(5,5),DAT(5,5),DA(5),SM(5),A(5),
1B(5),C(5),D(5),E,PRD(5),G(5),P(5),FAC(6),DP1(5),DP2(5),DP3(5).QI2
CHARACTER CALNAME*16,DATNAME*16

DO 50 1=1,5
A(l)=0.0
G(l)=0.0

DO 49 J=l,5
DAT(I,J)=0.0
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COEF(I,J)=0.0
49 CONTINUE

50 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,2)

2 FORMAT(/8X,'recall file label CALI9XXY *\)
READCM20)CALNAME

4 OPEN( 10,FILE=CALNAME,STATUS='OLD*)
READ(10,125)CALNAME
WRITE(*,105)
WRITE(M35) WRITE(*,I25)CALNAME
DO 5,1=1,5

READ(10,100) (PRESS(I,K),K=1,3)
WRITE(*,100) (PRESS(I,K),K=1,3)

5 CONTINUE
CLOSE(IO)
WRITE(*,I35)
PAUSE
P(I)=PRESS(I,2)

DO 7 1=2,5
P(I)=PRESS(I,2)
A(I)=DBLE(!)*5./P(I)

7 CONTINUE
DO 9 K=3,5
DP2(K)=(P(K)-P(2))

C(K)=(B(K)-B(2))/DP2(K)
9 CONTINUE

DO 10 L=4,5
DP3(L)=P(L)-P(3)
D(L)=(C(L)-C(3))ADP3(L)

10 CONTINUE
G(5)=(D(5)-D(4))/(P(5)-P(4))

C remaining coefficients G(k):
S2=P(1)+P(2)
S3=S2+P(3)
S4=S3+P(4)
Q 12=S(2)*S(2)-P( 1 )*P(2) G(4)=D(4)-G(5)*S4
G(3)=C(3)-G(4)*S3-G(5)*(S(2)*S(3)-P( I )*P(2)+P(3)*P(3))
G(2)=B(2)-G(3)*S2-G(4)*Q12-G(5)*S(2)*(Q12-P(1)*P(2))
G(1)=A(!)-G(2)*P(1)-G(3)*P(1)*P(1)-G(4)*P(1)*P(I)*P(1)

4 ~G(5)*P(1)*P(1)*P(I)*P(I)
C Write these down:

WR1TE(*,I35)
WRITE(*,I5)

15 FORMAT(/8X/ Designate polynomial coeff.file POL19XXY '\)
READ(*,120)DATNAME
OPEN(IO,FILE=DATNAME,STATUS='NEW)
WR1TE( 10,125)DATNAME
DO 16 N=l,5

WRITE(l0,110)N,G(N)
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WRITE(*,1IO)N,G(N)
16 CONTINUE

CLOSE(10)
WRITE(*,I35)
DO 22 1=1.5

SM(I)=0.0
FAC(1)=1.
DO 21 K=2,6

FAC(K)=FAC(K-1)*P(I)
COEF(I,K-1)=G(K-1)*FAC(K) SM(l)=SM(I)+COEF(I,K-l)

21 CONTINUE
TABL(I,1)=PRESS(I,1)
TABL(I,2)=SM(I)

22 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,I35)
DO 23 1=1,5

23 WRITE(M30)(TABLa,K),K=l,2)
WRITE(*,I35)

C-
94 FORMAT(F8.3,F14.10)
96 FORMAT(3E18.9)
98 FORMAT(F8.3)

100 FORMAT(2(F10.3),F14.10)
105 FORMAT(/' T.I. Gauge Calibration')
110 FORMAT( 12X,I4,,E20.8)
120 FORMAT(A)
125 FORMAT(4X,AI6)
130 FORMAT(2(4X,F12.8))
135 FORMAT(/)
30 STOP

END
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APPENDIX B: OPTIMUM COMBINATION OF COUNTS

In counting a series consisting of a substantial number of samples with
widely varying activity levels by means of a system such as the PACKARD 2000CA,
it is practically necessary to recount the weaker samples several times, on a
schedule that may take several weeks. During such a long count series, not only
the activity, but also system counting efficiency and background level, tend to
change.

To calculate the best average count rate at some chosen reference time
from these data, one requires an optimized combination formula that takes the
statistical consquences of the various components from which the average is
computed into account. In much practical experience, it must be admitted, the
result obtained from a statistically optimized formula, and the result of an
ad-hoc formula, are apt to be closely the same: differences tend to be masked
by systematic error (as discussed elsewhere). Yet, as an optimized formula is
no more difficult to manage than any other, one might as well use it. As the
subject of statistical optimization, resting on the Principle of Maximum Like-
lihood (PML), is somewhat specialized, a brief discussion appears appropriate.
For the Principle itself, the reader is referred to the abundant literature
that exists (and proliferates) on the subjects of probability theory and sta-
tistics; here, only its application to the optimum combination of multiple
counts is illustrated. To introduce the subject and indicate how one proceeds,
the derivation of the full-fledged formula is preceded by several, more elemen-
tary, exercises.

The first, trivial example: repeated counts for a slowly decaying source
with different counting times T; and negligible background, has a very well-
known result (sum of counts divided by the sum of counting intervals): as spe-
cified by PMA, the optimum estimate <c> of the count rate c is the weighted
mean of individual count rate samples C/T{,

<c> = — / I wk (B-l)

with weights inversely proportional to the sample variance

w. = l/var{c.}, i = 1,2,...N;

for Poisson statistics and accurate times T, sample variances come to

var{c.} = var{Cj}/T* = E(C.)H^ - <c>/T. (B-2)

This in turn, yields the "obvious" result

<c> = £ C. / £ Tk . (B-3)
The percent statistical error attached to this result comes to
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e = • var{<o}/<c> = I ya<c>/aC.)2var{C.}| l /2/<c> = W<ox,

X = S Tk . (B-4)

We extend this now by adding a steady background b, determined from a
B i T L

y
separate count B over time Tfa. Let

<c> = <s> + <b>; m. = T / T ,
l b i

then the weight-adjusted signal count rate <s> comes to

Z
Wi(Ci - B/tOi) ~

Tt '2-V

Optimum weights again are reciprocal to the sample variances,

var{Si} = var{(CrB/mi)}/T? = [var^) + (l/m?)var(B)]nt =

[<CrB/mi)

w. = T.<s>/[1 + (l+m.)<b>/m.

y. = (l+m.)<b>/m.<s>.

This makes the signal rate

C - B/m Tk<s>= I- /I (B-5)
f l + yi f J + ^

with a jiercent error

e = •var{<s>/<s> = l/ /<s>x* , (B-6)

f = J Tk/(1 + yk) .

Next, we allow for decay (constant = X) and consider a series of runs,
of which each recounts samples j together with background and Standard vials.

Let
C = sample j count, run k,

j^

T = count interval, sample j count, run k,
t = time interval from mean of run k to reference time t,,
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Pk =
Bfc = overall background count, run k,

T = background count interval, run k, T . / T = m..,
bk bk jk jfc

<bfc> = mean background rate, run k

s = "signal" count rate, run k,

<s. > = average "signal" count rate at reference time;

Signal count rates are expressed as in the previous example, but adjusted
for multiple background counting,

adjustment for decay, to the value at reference time, yields

Sjr = sjk/pk. (B-8)

The weighted reference-time sample count rate

Z
wksjk
•j- / w, (B-9)

k ^

involves weights reciprocal to the variance

var{sjk}/p^ = [<s.k> + <bk>(mjk+

u.k = (1 + m

Rearrangement and introduction into Eq(B-9) yields the explicit formula

C B i / m ^

Jk L 1 + Ujj L 1 + Ujk

readily solved through successive approximation. The percent error is deter-
mined in analogy to the foregoing; assuming that time fluctuations are negligi-
ble and that uncertainty in the decay constant is likewise too small to be
significant in this estimate, one finds that

e = /var{<s.
* J r
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A minor modification of these formulae is needed to allow for counting
efficiency variations from one run to the next (owing to drift in the photo-
multiplier, dust on mirrors which reduces light collection, etc.):

Let

e = run k averaged counting efficiency,

then the factors p must be replaced by

p! = e. p.;

otherwise, Eqs (B-l l) and (B-12) remain unchanged. The foregoing was incorpor-
ated into the set of FORTRAN programs, generically designated as XLSCN.FOR and
reproduced in Appendix C.

In closing, we add the remark that formulae similar to Eq (B-ll) are
evidently applicable to such tasks as Indicator Foil counting, where count rep-
etition in series of runs, as well as varying halflives, some fairly short, are
typical. Added complications here are pileup and deadtime loss in early
counts, spectrum unfolding and halflife uncertainty. Each of these effects must
be properly accounted for, much as illustrated in the foregoing, by invoking
the Principle of Maximum Likelihood.
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTATION PROGRAMS

Programs whose function was described in sufficient detail in Chapter V of
the preceding test are listed here. Lines are numbered for convenience; pro-
grams are written in "plain Vanilla" FORTRAN; to save space, Headers have been
simplified from original versions.

List of programs and brief description:

record of foil weights as fabricated
record of foil irradiation experiment (locations, etc)
calculation of extr yield - I

- II
records of LS counts, calc of efficiency, dps - I

- H
- HI

final combination of dps, extr yields, foil weights
TPR(6) and TPR(7) from pairs of foils, other expt
information.

- 1 -

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

XFWTS
XFMAP
XEYLD1
XEYLD2
XLSC1
XLSC2
XLSC3
XLSC4
XTPRI
XTPR2

2 C XFWTS.FOR (22-4-88 & reed 89)*
21 Q******************************************************************
22 $NODEBUG
23 $NOFLOATCALLS
24 DIMENSION FWT(80,2)
25 REAL WT,SNO
26 CHARACTER fwtaame*16
27
• C O <

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
d.7If

48
49
50

ui--

2

3

4

50

5
6

WRITE(*,2)
FORMAT(8X,'Start a new file (=0), add to old

READ(*,*)N1
IF (Nl.EQ.0)GOTO 5

WRITE(*,3)
FORMAT(8X,' Recall file FWTMMYY.X:

REAEH*,99)FWTNAME
OPEN(10,FILE=FWTNAME, STATUS='OLD*)
REACH IO,99)FWTNAME
REACH 10,96)IMAX
DO 4 I=1,IMAX

READ(10,50) (FWT(I,J)J=1,3)
CLOSE(IO)

FORMAT( 12X,F3.0,8X,F5.3,8X,F6.5)
I=IMAX+1

GOTO 10
WRITE(*,6)

FORMAT(/4X,' Create filename FWTMMYY.X
1 : \ \)

READ(*,99)FWTNAME
1=1

file (=1) ? \ \ )

'A)

(MM=mo,YY=yr,X=6,7,8)
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51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
7n#if

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

2 *

7!
8 !
9

10
11
12 (
13
14
15
16

C- —
10
11

12

13
14

16

C
cy^. ~ - -

20

21

22

%
97
98
99

P . ^ ^ ^ . ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , , ^ , , ™ ^ ^ ^ jCtar t *»nf r v m u f i n i * , ^ ^ _. ~ - - -
„ ̂  ̂  ̂ ,, . ^^^^,^.WW.-,^T,^,,_^^.^,-r^f^jggg fciujrjp IUHIMVC' f —

WR1TE(MI)
FORMAT(/2X,* Enter sample * X.YYY (X=6,7.8; YYY=3-dig. Serial «)

las asked for; Enter weight in gram (F6,4> at right
2Prompt; Quit: Enter 0 weight*)

WRlTEf\12»
TORMAT(/SX, 'enter first sample # : *V)

READ(*,*)SNO
WRITE(*,14)SNO

FORMAWI4X,F5.3,I4X,\)
READ(*,*)WT
IF(I00.*WT)20,20,16

FWT(I,1)=FLOAT(I)
FWT(I,2)=SNO
FWT(I,3)=WT
1=1+1
SNO=SNO+0.00l
GOTO 13

- - - - . - - . - - - - - - f u l l * ! ' n n i f i c i * * . • » * - » - , , _ , _ , , ^ T ^ w . , T . T . ^ r ^ _ _

WRITE(*,97)
WR1TE(*,98)FWTNAME

!MAX=M
WR1TE(*,96)IMAX
DO 21 1=1,1MAX

WRITE(*,50) <FWT(U)J=1,3)
OPEN(10,F1LE=FWTNAME,STATUS=1NEW)
WRITE( 10,99)FWTNAME
WRITE(IO,96)1MAX
DO 22 I=l,IMAX

WRITE( 10,50) (FWT(IJ)J=1,3)
CLOSEdO)

FORMAT(I5)
FORMAT(/)
FORMAT(/5X.A10)
FORMAT(A)

STOP
END

- 2 -

C XFMAP.FOR (27-4-88) •

SNODEBUG
WOFLOATCALLS

r>

1

DIMENSION FMAP<60.5)
REAL AL0C.SNO6.SN07.SN08.SNO8A
CHARACTER frumc*16

WRITE(*.l)
FORMAT! I2X/ Number of locations (14) : \\)

READ(*,*)NL
WRITE(*.2)
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17 2 FORMAWIOX/Enter. separated by 4 spaces, the foWg iteim:7/IOX,
18 r LOCATION {F5.I, cm from Ref (front)],7IOX,
19 2\SNO7=Samp!c * of 7 U enr foil at that location//! OX.
20 ysNO6=Sai»pJe # of 6-Lt-enr foil at lhat location if prewnt,7IOX»
21 4*SNO8=Sample # of "natural" Li foil at that toc3«ion.710X.
22 5"SNO8a=Sample # of second nai Li foil at that location if present
23 67/l2X/as follows: LOC,4SP,SNO7,4SP.SNO6.4SP,SNO8,4SP,SNO8A7/)
24 C
25 DO 3 J=I,NL
26 WRITE(*,4)J
27 READ(*.*)ALOC,SNO7,SNO6,SNO8.SNO8A
28 FMAP(JJ)=ALOC
29 FMAP(J.2)=SNO7
30 FMAP(J3)=SNO6
31 FMAP(J,4)=SNO8
32 FMAP(J,5)=SNO8A
33 3 CONTINUE
34 4 FORMAT(/8X,I2,4X,\)
35 WRITE(*,97)
36 WRITE(*,5)
37 5 FORMAR/IOX/crcate filename FMAPMOYR.XXY (MO.YR offrrad) : \\>
38 READ(*,99)FNAME
39 OPEN(IO,FILE=FNAME,STATUS=*NEW)
40 WR1TE(IO.99)FNAME
41 WRITE(10,%)NL
42 D O 10 J=1,NL
43 10 WR1TE( 10,120) (FMAP(J,K).K=I,5)
44 CLOSE(IO)
45 WRITE(*,98)FNAME
46 WRITE(*,96)NL
47 WRITE(*,I25)
48 125 FORMAT(/4X.*LOCATN\4X,*SNO(7r,4X.*SNO(6)\4X,'SNO(8)\4X.
49 I *SNO(8a)7)
50 D O 15 J=I.NL
51 15 WR1TE(*,I2O) (FMAP<J.K).K=1.5)
52 WR1TE(*,97)
53 120 FORMAT(FI0.2,4(F10.3))
54 96 FORMAT(I5)
55 97 FORMATS)
56 98 FORMAT(/6X,A10)
57 99 FORMAT(A)
58 STOP
59 END

- 3 -

2 C XEYLD1.FOR pfev WWTCFOR (4-04-88> *

10 SNOFLOATCALLS
11 SNODEBUG
12 DIMENSION DENS(l5.9),WWT<15.5hCOEF*6).FAC(6).A(5)
13 CHARACTER Amnamc*l6
14 CHARACTER wwtname*l6
I S C
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33 C
34 Cl
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43 C
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57 C
58 C3
59
60
61
62 C
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

1

2

3

50

51

52

93
1 _ - ,.

53

54

55

21

56

WRITE(*J)
FORMAT(8X,* Create filename WWTDATXXY., ,,:M

READ(*,99)WWTNAME
WRITE(*.2)

FORMAT(/8X,* Creuc filename DENSDAT XXV \Y)
READ(*,99)DENSNAME
1=0
1=1+1

WRITE(*,50)
FORMATS Filling No = \\>

READ(*,5I)NF
FORMAT(I4)

WRITE(*,52)
FORMAT(/40X,' dale: (MM DD YYJ \ \ )

READ(*,93)NM,ND,NY
FORMAT(I2,2(1XJ2))

—5th ord polynom corr to pressure as read on Tl gauge
WRITE(*,53)

FORMAT(/14X,* TI gauge pressure = \ \ )
READ(*,54)PRD

FORMAT(F7.3)
WR1TE(*,55>

FORMAT(14X/ TI "Vac" pressure = \\)
READ(*.54)PZRO

PR=PRD+I000.-PZRO

A(l)= .1004Q951E+1
A(2)= .66026854E-3
A(3)= -.68186902E-4
A{4)= -30356064E-5
A(5)= -.47229991E-7

SM=0.0
FAC(1)=1.
DO 21 K=2,6

FAC(K)=FAC(K-1)*PR
COEF(K-1)=:A(K-1)*FAC(K)
SM=SM+COEF(K-I)

CONTINUE
PT=SM

-apply van der Waal correction for hydrogen, write arrays:
WRITE(*,56)

FORMAT(6X,* bottle temperature, deg C = A)
READ(*,*)TC

H=.0820536*(TC+273.16)
ENZRO=PT/H/14.69594
AWAAL=.2444/H
BWAAL=.0266l
O=I7( I.+BWAAL*ENZRO>
ENTRU=ENZRO*Q*(1+AWAAL*ENZERO*Q**3)
AMOL=I80I53
WWT(l,l)sFtOAT(NF)
WWT(!,2>=2 40970»ENTRU*AMOL
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72 WWT(U)=2.4112!*ENTRU*AMOL
73 WWT<I,4)=2.40435*ENTRIJ*AMOL
74 WWT{I,S)=2.4I314*ENTRU*AMOL
75 DENS(U)=FLOAT(NF)
76 DENS(I.2)=FLOAT(NM)
77 DENS(1,3)=FLOAT(ND)
78 DENS(t,4)=FL0AT(NY)
79 I)ENS<I.5)=PR
80 OENS(I,6)=PT
81 DENS(I.7)=TC
82 DENS(I,8)=ENZRO
83 DENS(I,9)=ENTRU
84 WRITE(*,30)
85 30 FORMAT(/6X." More? (YES=O) \ \)
86 READ(*.*)Nl
87 IF(NI.EQ.0)GOTO 3
88 C4 -- -write on disc -
89 KMAX=I
90 WR1TE(*.98)DENSNAME
91 WR1TE(*,2O5)
92 205 FORMAT(/4X."NF,4X,'Date',6X,'p(rd)\5X.'p(coiT)\3X.T(C>\
93 1 4X,n(pg)\4X,'n(vW)")
94 DO 40 &=1,KMAX
95 40 WR!TE(*200) (DENS(KJ)J=I.9)
% 200 FORMAT(4X.F3.0.1X.3(F3.0)V2X.2(R».3.4X).R.I.1X,2(2X.F7,6))
97 WRITE(*,2I5)
98 215 FORMAT<//4X/NF.6X.*Weq(l)*.7X,'Weq(2)\7X.>Weq(3)\7X.*Weq(4r)
99 DO 42 K=1,KMAX

100 42 WRITE(*,2I0) (WWT(KJ)J=1,5)
101 210 FORMAT(4X.F3.0,6X.3(F6A7X).F6.4)
102 OPEN(10,FILE=DENSNAME. STATUS=*NEW')
103 DO 44 K=1.KMAX
104 44 WRITE( 10.200) (DENS(KJ)J=1,7)
105 CLOSE(10)
106 OPEN(10,F1LE=WWTNAME, STATUS='NEW')
107 WR1TE(1O,99)WWTNAME
108 WRITE(10.96)KMAX
109 DO 45 K=I.KMAX
110 45 WRITE( 10.210) (WWT(KJ)J=I,5)
HI CLOSEOO)
112 % FORMAT* 14)
113 97 FORMAT(/)
114 98 FORMAT(/5X.AI0)
115 99 FORMAT(A)
116 STOP
117 END

- 4 -
I £*•••*•*#••#•••**##*•••••*•*#*••****•***•••*#•#•##•***###**#•*#*#**•
2 C XEYLD2.FOR p«v EYLD-2.. YLDD. (064M-88) •

9 SNODEBUG
10 SNOFLOATCALLS
11 DIMENSION WWT(lS.5). YLLH50.I l>
12 CHARACTER y9dname*l6.wwtname*16
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
H7£.1
2829
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

C
Cl

5

6

210
C
C2-

20

21

22

100

23

25

26

60C
f\\ t
62
63
64
65
66
67

» J - - - •
30

31

32

- read in water equivalent wt from WWTDATXXY:
WRITE(*,5)

FORMAT(6X."RecaIl file WWTDAT.XXY: "A)
READ(*,99)WWTNAME

OPEN(10,F1LE=WWTNAMRSTATUS='OLD1
READ(10.99)WWTNAME

REACH IO.%)KM AX
DO 6 K=1,KMAX

REACH 10.210) (WWT(KJ)J=1.5)
CLOSE( 10)

FORMAT(4X,F3.0,6X,3(F6.4,7X),F6.4)

- produce sample No,date,filling,bodle,tafe,gross,nel.yld

N=N+1
WRITE(*,21)

FORMAT(/12X,' Sample No [N.XXXJ (O=quit) - \ \ )
READ(*,*)SNO

1F(SNO.EQ.O)GOTO 30
WRITE{*,22)

FORMAT( 20X,' Date (MM DD YY) :*A»
READ{*, !00)NM,ND,N Y

FORMAT(I2,2(1X,I2»
WR1TE(*,23)

FORMAT(/8X/ Filling & Bottle number : "A)
READ<*,*)NF,NB
WR1TE(*,25)

FORMAT(8X/ Vial tare & gross weight : \ \ )
READ(*,*>WT,WG

WN=WG-WT
WZ = WWT(NF,NB+1)
Y = WN/WZ

WR1TE(*,26)NF,NB,WT,WG.WN.WZ,Y
FORMAT(2(4X,I2).5F10.5)

YLD(N,1)=FLOAT(N)
YLD{N,2)=SNO

YLD(N3)=FLOAT(NM)
YLD(N.4)=FLOAT(ND)
YLD(N,5)=FLOAT(NY)

YLD(N,6)=FLOAT(NF)
YLD(N,7)=FLOAT(NB)
YLD(N,8)=WT
YLD(N,9)=WZ
YLD(N,10)=WN
YLD(N,11)=Y

GOTO 20

NMAX=N-I
WRITE(*,31)

FORMAT(/8X.*Cieate filename YLDDAT XXV - 'A)
READC.99)YLDNAME
WRlTE(*t32)NMAX

FORMAT(/5X/NMAX =M47)
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68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

33
220
225

1

34

%
97
99

WRITE**,22S)
DO 33 K=I,NMAX

WRITE(*,220) (YLD(KJ)J=!,I1)
FORMAT(5X,B.O,2X.F5J,1X,3(F3,0).1X,2(F4.0).FI0.4,3(F84)»
FORMAT(/4X,Toil Sple No\3X/Date\3X/Fill Bol\3X,
Taie wt\2X,*Eq.Wwt\2X/Net wt\3X,'Yield7)

GPEN(IO.F1LE=YLDNAME, STATUS=*NEW)
WRITE(10,99)YLDNAME
WRITE(10,96)NMAX
DO 34 K=I,NMAX

WRITE(1O,22O) (YLD(IU)J=M1)
CLOSEdO)

FORMAT(15)
FORMAT(/)
FORMAT(A)
STOP
END

- 5 -

2 C XLSC1.FOR. *
6 C USE THIS PROGRAM FOR 2 STD OPERATION AFTER XEYLDZFOR.

8 SNODEBUG
9 SNOFLOATCALLS
10 DIMENSION EFF(40J)
11 REAL DIFXAM.ATC.ATT.DFA.WA.DFB.WB.STODPSPG.STRDPMPG.
12 1 ZAR,ZBR,T,SA,SB,BJ,B2.B.DC.SAR,SBR.EA.EB.E,P
13 CHARACTER effname*l6
14 C
15 C\ --- calculate DIF the STD ref date/Count rcf date time interval ---
16 CALL INT(NDIF)
17 DIF=FLOAT(ND1F)
18 C
19 C2 --- catc decay factor; enter STD makeup, calc dec rate A & B
20 LAM=0.152673E-3
21 ATC=LAM*DIF
22 ATT=EXP(-ATC)
23 WRlTE(*,20)ATT
24 20 FORMAW,' Standard attenuation factor =*.F14.7)
25 WRITE(*,2I)
26 21 FORMAT(/6X.Dilolion factor, Std A = '\)
27 READ(*,93)DFA
28 WR!TE(* 22)
29 22 FORMAT(6X,*Weight of diluted Std A = 'V)
30 READ(*,93)WA
31 WR1TE(*.23)
32 23 FORMAT(/6X/Dilution factor, Std B = *\)
33 READ(*,93)DFB
34 WRITE(*.24)
35 24 FORMAT(6X.'Weighl of diluted Sid B - "V>
36 READ(*.93)WB

38 " STODPSPC=0.3406E4
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
o
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

25

26

27

28

C
c\

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

120

39

STRDPMPC=ST0DPSPC*ATT*60
ZAR=STRDPMPG*DFA*WA
ZBR=STRDPMPG*DFB*WB

WR!TE(*25)STODPSPG
FORMAT(/6X; Sid rcf decay rate =\EI3.5.'dps/g)

WRITE(*,26)STRDPMI>G
PORMAT(6X,' Q ref decay rate =\E13.5/dpm/g*)

WRJTE(*,27)ZAR
FORMAT(6X,' Std A dr. at CRT = ,E13.5/dpsfe)

WR1TE(*,28)ZBR
FORMAT(6X,* Std B d.r. at CRT =\E13.5/dps/g7>

paase

. « t*ntpr ^XF^ R n rrainte nil nine* t^klt* <»ff P - - - - „__

N=O
NRUN=O

WR1TE(*,32)
FORMAT(/8X,' Run # (enter 0 to terminate) *\)

READ(*,96)NRUN
IF(NRUN.EQ.0)GOTO 40
WR1TE(*,33)

FORMAT(/7X.'Number of days, CRT to run = \)
READ(*,95)T
WRITE(*,34)

FORMAT(18X/ Standard A C R = \ \ )
READ(*,*>SA
WRITE(*,35)

FORMAT(18X/ Standard B C R = \ \ )
READ(*.*)SB
WR1TE(*,36)

FORMAT(I8X/ Bg Sampl 1 CR = \ \ )
READ(*,*)BI
WR1TE(*,37)

FORMAT(18X,' Bg Sampl 2 CR = %\)
READ(*,*)B2

B=(BI+B2V2
WR1TE(*,38)B

F0RMAT(/18X,* Average Bg CR = %F6.4.*dpm7/)
DC=EXP(LAM*T)
SAR=(SA-B>*DC
SBR=(SB-B)*DC
EA=SAR7ZAR
EB=5BR/ZBR
E=<EA+EBV2
P=EADC

WR1TE(M2O)
FORMAT(6X,'DC'.6X/SAR\7X,'SBR*,7X."EA%6X.'EB\6X,'EM*,

WRITE<*.39)DC.SAR,SBR>EA,EB.E,P
PORMAT(F10.4,2<F10.2),4(F8.5))
N=N+I
EFF(N,1 )=FLOAT(NRUN)
EFF(N,2)=T
EFF(N,3)=EA
EFF(N,4)=EB
EFF(N,5)=E
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94 EFF(N,6)=B
95 EFF(NJ)=P
96 pause
97 GOTO 3!
98 C
99 C4 enter ihis info in EFFDAT
100 40 NMAX-N
101 WRITE(*,4I)
102 41 FORMAT(/4X,"Create filenumber EFFDAT.XXY. '\>
103 READ(*,99)EFFNAME
104 WRITE(*,98)EFFNAME
105 WRITE(*,235)
106 235 FORMAT(/5X/#ruiis\4X,'TCR,d\3X/Att,TCR\3X^DilfA\
107 2 5X,'Wt,A\6X,*DUflB\5X,*Wt,B7)
108 WR1TE(*,23O)NMAX,DIF,ATT,DFA,WA,DFB,WB
109 230 FORMAT(2X,17,5XJ4,4X»F6.5,4(3X,FX5)/)
110 WRITE(*,245>
HI 245 FORMAT(/5X/Ruii#\4X/t(ic)\4X/c(A)\4X,'e(b)'5X.*e\
112 3 6X/Bg\5X.*PV>
113 DO42I=1,NMAX
114 42 WRITE(*,240) (EFF(U)J=1 J )
115 240 FORMAT(6X,F3.0,5X,F3.0,4X,F6A2(2X,F6.4).2X,F4.2,2X,F6.4)
116 OPEN(10,FILE=EFFNAME,STATUS=*NEW)
117 WRITE(tO.99)EFFNAME
1 IS WR1TE(1O,23O)NMAX,DIF,ATT,DFA,WA,DFB,WB
119 DO 44 I=1,NMAX
120 44 WRITE(10,240) (EFF(U)J=1J)
121 CLOSEOO)
122 93 FORMAT(F9.6)
123 95 FORMAT(F4.0)
124 96 FORMAT(I5)
125 97 FORMAT(/)
126 98 FORMAT(/5X,A»0)
127 99 FORMAT(A)
128 STOP
129 END
130 C • -•
131 SUBROUTINE lNT(NDAYS)
132 C Calculates the interval NDAYS between a reference dale
133 C and a "current" date; prompts keyboard entry of these.
134 DIMENSION K(I2)
135 WRITE(*,12)
136 12 FORMAT(8X,' enter reference date mnvdd-yy : *\)
137 REACH*, 100)NRM,NRD,NRY
138 WRITE(*,13)
139 13 FORMAT(/8X; enter "current" date mnvdd-yy : *V)
140 READ(M00)NCM,NCD,NCY
141 C set up TaMe:----------- --
142 K(l)=0
143 K(2)=3I
144 K(3)=59
145 K(4)=90
146 K(5)=I2O
147 K(6)=15I
148 K(7)=I8I



149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

K(8)=212
K(9)=243
K(IO)=273
K(1I)=3O4
K(12)=334

C years :

1

2

NDAYS=0
J=NRY
IF(J.EQ.NCY)GOTO 4
IF(J/4.NE.FLOAT(JV4.)GOTO 2

NDAYS=NDAYS+1
NDAYS=NDAYS+365
J=J+1

GOTO 1
C months:

4

6

IF(NRY/4.NE.FLOAT(NRY)/4.)GOTO 6
IF(NRM.LE.2)GOTO 6
K(NRM)=K(NRM)+1

IF(NCY/4.NE.FLOAT(NCYV4.)GOTO 8
IF(NCM.LE.2)GOTO 8
K(NCM)=K(NCM)+1

C combine :
8

100
no

NDAYS=NDAYS+NCD+K(NCM)NRD-K(NRM)
WRITE(*,U0)NDAYS
FORMAT(I2,1X,I2,1X,I2)

FORMAT(/5X,*elapsed time in days = \W)
RETURN
END

- 6 -
1 £*******#****#*****#**************•**•**#*•*****••**••••**#*•***•••*••
2 C XLSC2.FOR prcv.LSCD-2., ARRF. rev of ARRCALC.frblwg. XLSC1.) 9/89
2| £•**********#*#**********#*#****•**#**#••***•***#•*#**•••*•••*•#**•••
4 SNODEBUG
5 SNOFLOATCALLS
6 DIMENSION ARR(200,5),EFF(40,7)
7 INTEGER NMAX.DIF.NUM
8 REAL ATT,DFAfWA,DFB,WB
9 CHARACTER cffnarne*l5,arrnamc*15

10C
11 Cl retrieve efficiency information from array EFFDAT.XXY:
12 WRITE(M4)
13 14 FORMAT(8X,' Recall filename EFFDAT.XXY. 'V)
14 READ(*,99)EFFNAME
15 OPEN(10,FILE=EFFNAME,STATUS='CLD')
16 R£AD(10,99)EFFNAME
17 READ(10,230)NMAX,DIF,ATT,DFA,WA,DFB.WB
18 DO 15 N=1,NMAX
19 15 REACH 10,240) (EFF(N.J)J=I,7)
20 CLOSE(10)
21 WRITE(*,I6)
22 16 FORMAT(/8X,' Retjpe EFFDAT ? (NO=I) \ \ )
23 READ(*,%)N1
24 IF(Nl.EQ.l)GOTO 20
25 WRITEC'̂ SJEFFNAME
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26 WRITE(*,235)
27 WRITE(*,23O)NMAX,D1F,ATT,DFA,WA,DFB.WB
28 WR1TE(*,245)
29 DO 17 N=KNMAX
30 17 WRITER* 240) (EFF(NJ)J5=1,7)
31 235 FORMAT(/5X,*#runs',4X,*TCR,d',3X,'Att,TCR*3X;DilfA\
32 1 5X,'Wt,A\6X,'DilfB\5X,'Wt,B7)
33 230 FORMAT(2X,I7,5X,I4,4X,F6.5,4(3X,R.5)y)
34 245 FORMAT(/5X,*Run#\4X,'t(ic)%4X,'e(A)*,4X/e(b)*5X,*e*,
35 3 6X,*Bg\5X,'PV>
36 240 FORMAT(6X,F3.0,5X,F30,4X,F6.4^X,F6.4,2X,F6.4,2X,F4.2,
37 4 2X.F6.4)
38 C
39 C2 Enter LSC printout data by run # NR & sample # SNO; count rate CR
40 C (for same discr level). B, P, e from EFFDAT. Enter NR=0 when all runs
41 C are done. Compile in array ARR(NR,SNO,SO,PO,BO).
42 20 M=043
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

21
22

23
24

25

26

27

28

C

30

31

255

WRITE(*,22)
FORMAT(/12X,'New run: enter run # (0 - quit) *,\)
READ(*,96)NR
IF(NR.EQ.0) GOTO 30
DO 23 N=1,NMAX

1F(IFIX(EFF(N,1)).EQ.NR) GOTO 24
CONTINUE
BO=EFF(N,6)
PO=EFF(N,7)
WRITE(*,25)
FORMAT(I2X,'Number of samples in run: \ \ )
READ(*,96)NSP
DO 28 N=1,NSP

WRITE(*,26)
FORMAT(/10X,'Sample Numben \V)
READ(*,*)SNO
WRITE(*,27)
FORMAT{ lOX.Xountralc: \\)
READ(*,*)CR
SO=CR-BO

ARR(N,1)=FLOAT(NR)
ARR(N,2)=SNO
ARR(N,3)=SO
ARR(N,4)=PO
ARR(N,5)=BO

CONTINUE
M=M+NSP
GOTO 21

„ write ARR nn dick -• .
MAR=M
WR!TE(*,3I)
FORMAT(/8X,' Create filename ARRDAT.XXY \\)
READ(*.99)ARRNAMIi
WR1TE(*,%)MAR
WRITE(*,255)
FORMAT(5X.*Run#\4X,*Samp#\5X,tCnt-Bg',4X/e/DF,3X,tBg")
DO 32 K=1,MAR



81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

32
250

33

96
97
98
99

WRITE(*,250) <ARR(KJ)J=I.5)
FORMAT(6X,F3.0,5X,F5.3.2X,F8,2,2X,F6.4,2X.F4,2)
OPEN(10,FILE=ARRNAME,STATUS=NEW)
WRITE* 10.99)ARRN AME
WRITE(10,96)MAR
1X> 33 K=I.MAR
WRITE(10,250) (ARR(IU),J=I,5)
CLOSE(J0)

FORMAT(15y>
FORMAT(/)

FORMAT(5X,AI0)
FORMAT(A)
STOP
END

- 7 -

2 C XLSC3.FOR prev LSCD-3., RESG.ed fr RESCALCX.(09-20-89), fol XLSC2.

4 SNODEBUG
5 SNOFLOATCALLS
6 DIMENSION ARR(200,5),RES(60,20,4),YLD(60,9),MS(60)
7 CHARACTER* 16 arrname,yldname,resname
8 C
9 Cl Read in YLD: NMAX=totai No of samples processed

10 WRITE(*,2)
11 2 FORMAT(8X,'Recall filename YLDDAT.XX : \\)
12 READ(*,99)YLDNAME
13 OPEN(10,FILE=YLDNAME,STATUS='OLD*)
14 READ(10,99)YLDNAME
15 REACH 10,96)NMAX
16 DO 3 K=1,NMAX
17 3 READ(10,220) (YUKKJ)J=IM)
18 220 FORMAT(5X,F3.0,2X,F5.3,1X,3(F3-0),1X,2(F4.0),F10.4,3{F8.4»
19 CLOSE(10)
20 WRITE(*,4)
21 4 FORMAT(/6X/ Reljfpe YLDDAT ? (NO=1) *,\)
22 READ(*,*)N1
23 IF(N1.EQ.1XK>TO 20
24 WR1TE(*,98)YLDNAME
25 WRITE(*,96)NMAX
26 WRITE(*,225)
27 225 FORMAT(/4X,'Foil Sple No\3X,>Date\3X,'Fill Bot%3X,
28 1 'Tare wt\2X,'Eq.Wwt',2X/Net wt't3X.'Yield'/)
29 DO 5 K=I,NMAX
30 5 WRlTE(*,220) (YLD(KJ),J=l,ll)
31 C
32 C2 Read in ARR : MAR=total No of entries —
33 20 WRITE(*,2l)
34 21 FORMAT(/8X,' Recall filename ARRDAT.XXY : \ \ )
35 READ(*,99)ARRNAME
36 OPEN(10,F1LE=ARRNAME,STATUS=*OLD)
37 REAtX 10,99) ARRN AME
38 READ(10,%)MAK
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39 DO 22 K=1,MAR
40 22 READ(I0,250)
41 CLOSE(10}
42 250 FORMAT(6X,F3.0,5X,F5.3,2X,F8.2,2X,F6.4.2X,F4.2)
43 WR1TE(*,23>
44 23 FORMAT(/8X/ Retype ARRDAT ? (NO=l> \ \ )
45 READ(*,*)N2
46 1F(N2,EQ.I) GOTO 30
47 WRITE(*,98)ARRNAME
48 WRITE(*,96)MAR
49 WRITE(*,255)
50 DO 24 K=I,MAR
51 24 WR1TE(*,25O) (ARR(KJ)J=1,S)
52 255 FORMAT(/5X/Run#\4X/Samp#\4X/Cnt~Bg\4X/e/DF,4X,'BgY)
53 C
54 C3 - — Pick the fust sample from file YLD:
55 30 WRITE(*,97)
56 L=0
57 31 L=L+1
58 IF(L.EQ.NMAX)GOTO 40
59 SNO=YLD(L,2)
60 Y=Yl D(L,11)
61 WRITE(*,315)
62 WRITE(*,310)L,SNO,Y
63 315 FORMAT(/5X,'Foil#\3X/Sample#\5X,'Yield')
64 310 FORMAT(6X,I3,6X.F5.3,6X,F5.4)
65 WRITE(*,265)
66 265 FORMAT(/8X,*Q-Bg*,7X,*e*DF,5X/Bg\8X,'M')
67 M=O
68 KB=0
69 32 M=M+I
70 DO 33 K=1+KB,MAR
71 IF(ARR(K,2).EQ.SNO) GOTO 34
72 33 CONTINUE
73 MS(L)=M-1
74 WRITE(*,97)
75 GOTO 31
76 34 KB=K
77 RES(L,M,1)=ARR(KB,3)
78 RES(L.M,2)=ARR(KB,4)
79 RES(L.M.3)=ARR(KB.5)
80 RES(L,M.4)=FLOAT(M)
81 WR1TE(*,26O)RES(L.M, I ).RES(L,M.2).RES(L.M.3),RES(L,M.4)
82 260 FORMAT(6X,F82,4X,F6.4,4X,F5.2,5X,F3.0)
83 GOTO 32
86 40 pause * 3D array RES done. Record as sample-2D array *
87 WRITE(*,4I)
88 41 FORMAT(/8X," make up filename RESDAT.XXY : \\)
89 REACH *.99)RESNAME
90 OPEN(10,F1LE=RESNAME,STATUS='NEW)
91 WRITE(l0.99)RESNAME
92 WRITE|IO.%)NMAX
93 DO 43 L=I,NMAX
94 WRITE(IO,27O)L,YLD(L,2),YLD(L,11),MS(L)
95 DO 42 M=I,MS(L)
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% 42 WRITE(1O,26O) (RES(L,M.K>,K=I.4>
97 43 CONTINUE
98 CLOSE* JO)
99 270 FORMAT(5X,I3,4X,F5,3.4X.F5.4.4X,13)

100 % FORMATU5)
101 97 FORMATS)
102 98 FORMAT(5X.A10)
103 99 FORMAT(A)
104 STOP
105 END

- 8 -

2 C XLSC4.FOR prcv Iscd-4.,F1NH cd from FINCALCX.(09-20-89) foil XLSC3 *

4 SNODEBUG
5 SNOFLOATCALLS
6 DIMENSION R£S(60,2O,4).nN(6O.4),S(60.20).P(6O.20),U(60.20).
7 1 SA(60) .BA(60) ,XA(60) .S1 (60 ,20API(60 ,20 ) .B(60 .20 ) .MS(60) .
8 2 SNO(60).Y(60),H(60,20XHA(60)
9 CHARACTER finnamc*15,resnamc*l5

IOC
11 Cl recall RES, a 2D way for each sample -
12 WRITE(*,5)
13 5 FORMAT(8X." Recall filename RESDAT.XXY W)
14 READ(*,99)RESNAME
15 OPEN(10JTLE=RESNAME,STATUS=*OLD')
16 REACH 10,99)RESNAME
17 READ(10.96)NMAX
18 DO 7 L=1.NMAX
19 READ(10.270)L,SNO(L),Y(L).MS(L)
20 DO 6 M=I.MS(L)
21 6 REACK 10.260) (RES<L.M.K).K=I.4)
22 7 CONTINUE
23 CLOSE(10)
24 260 FORMAT(6XJ=8.2,4X,F6.4,4X.F5.2.5XJ=3.0)
25 270 FORMAT(5X,I3,4X,F5.3,4X,F5.4,4X,I3)
26 WR1TE(*,8>
27 8 FORMAT(/8X, 'read back RESDAT ? (NO=l) \\)
28 READ(*,*)N1
29 IF(NI.EQ.IX3OTO If
30 WR1TE(*.98)RESNAME
31 WRITE<*.96)NMAX
32 DO 10 L=1.NMAX
33 WRITE(*^75)
34 WRITE(*,270)L,SNO<L).Y(L),MS(L)
35 WRITE(*,265)
36 DO 9 M=I.MS(L)
37 9 WR1TE(*,26O) (RES<LM,K).K=I.4)
38 10 CONTINUE
39 265 FORMAT(/8X.*Ct-Bf\5x.>e*DF\5x.'Bg\5x/Ms)
40 275 FORMAT(/4X:Foi\*'.2x:S»mpk*\3x:Yteld'.2x:Coonlt'J)
41 C
42 C2 •--- Array RES copied; next, setup for opt ave CR ------
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43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

11

12

13
160

375

370

14

15
380

DO 18 L=I,NMAX
WRITE(*,%)L
SMB=0
SMH=0
SMS=0
SMP=0
DO 13 M=I.MS*L)

S(L.M)=RES(L.M.I)
SMS=SMS+S(L.M)

P(L,M)=RES(L,M,2)
SMP=SMP+P(L.M)

H(L.M)=S(L.MVP(UM)
SMH=SMH+H(L,M>

B(L.M)=RES(L,M,3)
SME-sSMB+BmM)

Sl(L,M>=RES(L.M.l)
P1(L,M>=RES(L,M3

WR1TE(M6O)S(L,M>.P(L,M>.B(L.M).H(L,M)
CONTINUE

FORMAT(FI2.2,F10AFI0.2.FI2.4)
BA(L)=SMB/FLOAT(MS(L))
HA(L)=SMH/FLOAT(MS(L))
SA(L)=SMS/SMP
XA(L)=SMP

WRITE(*,375)
FORMAT(/4X,'SA(L)\6X.>BA(Lr.4X,'XA(L)\6X.'HA(Lr)

WRlTE(*,370)SA(L),BA(L),XA(L).HA(L)
FORMAT(/F12.4,F8.2.FI0.4.F12.4y)

WR1TE(*,14)
FORMAT(8X,* Approximation OK? hit 0, continue? hit 1 *,\)

READ(*,*)N2
IF (N2.EQ.0) GOTO 16
DO 15 J=1,MS(L)

U(L4M15*B(U)y(SA(L)*P(UI»
S(U)=S1(UV(I+U(L4»
P(LJ)=P1(UW1+U(U»
WRITE(*,38O)S(LJ),P(L4)

CONTINUE
FORMAT(FI2AF12.4)

CSOTO 12
83 C4 Succ appiox has produced ref decay rate SA(L) within 0.1%. Now
8 4 C
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96 C
97 Cf

compute per cent error of the result PCTERR :
16 WR1TE(*,97)

pause * Succappr. finished: enter; on to next SNO*

18

•

STRU=SA(L)
AA~l/SQRT(STRU*60.)
DENOM=SQRT(XA(L))
PCTERR=AA/DENOM

HN(L.1)=SNO(L)
HN(L,2)=Y(L)
RN(L,3)=STRU
RN(L,4>=PCTERR

CONTINUE

- write results in FIN - . . . - . - - . . - - » . - - . - > . » » -
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98
99

100
IAI1U1
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
HI
112
113
114
115
116
117

19

285

20

22

280
96
97
98
99

WRITE(*,I9)
FORMAT(/8X. * make up filename FINDAT XXY

READ(*.99)RNNAME

FORMAT(8X."Sainpr.5x,"ykld' 5x/s(rcfy 3x.'% error*
DO20L^l.NMAX *

WRITE(*.28O) <F1N(LJ)J=!,4)
OPEN( IO.RLE=HNNAME,STATUS=*NEW>
WRITE(I0.99)RNNAME
WRITE(10.%)NMAX
DO 22 L=1.NMAX

WRITEO0.280) (RN(LJ)J=I.4>
CLOSEUO)

FORMAT(8X.F5.3.5X,F5.3,4X.F8.2,3X,F5.3)
FORMATU5)
FORMAT(/>
FORMAT(/5X,AI0)
FORMAT(A)
STOP
END

- 9 -
1 £*****************************************#***#*******************#*
2 C XTPR1.FOR prcv TPRC-1..POST1. ed of LASTCAL2. (12-5-88 & 5-89) *

(4 Q*******+***********************************************************
15 $NODEBUG
16 SNOFLOATCALLS
17 REAL F1N(60,4),POST(60,7),FWT(80.4)£AMP(60.6).DEN(3)
18 CHARACTER* 16 finname.fwtname.iofooarac.postoaine.sampoaine
19 C
20 Cl Read airay FIN (SNO,Y,STRU,PCTERR): - - —
21 WR1TE(*,8)
22 8 FORMAT(8X,# recall filename FINDAT.XXV: *\)
23 READ(*,99)RNNAME
24 OPEN(10,HLE=HNNAME,STATUS=*OLD*)
25 READ(10,99)F1NNAME
26 REACH 10,96)NMAX
27 DO 10 K=1,NMAX
28 10 READ(10,280> (FIN(KJ>J=1.4)
29 CLOSE(10)
30 WRITECM2)
31 12 FORMAT(/8X,' retype file F1NDAT ? (NO=I) '\)
32 READ(*,*)N1
33 IF(NI.EQ.1)GOTO 20
34 WRITE(*,98)F1NNAME
35 WRITE(*,96)NMAX
36 WRITE(*,285)
37 DO 13 K=I.NMAX
38 13 WRITE(*,280) (RN(KJ)J=I,4)
39 285 FORMAT(#X,'Saiiv#\5X.*YfcM\5X.'S(reO\3X,'*enorY>
40 280 FORMAT(8X.F5.3.5X.F5.3.4X.F8.2,3X.F5.3)
41 C
42 C2 - - Read anay FWT: -
43 20 WRITEC21)
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44 21 FPRMAT</8X/ recall filename FWTMMYY X V>
45 READ(*,99)FWTNAME
46 OPEN(IO,F1LE=FWTNAME,STATUS=*OLD*>
47 READ(10.99)FWTNAME
48 READ(IO.%)1MAX
49 DO 22 1=I,IMAX
50 22 REAL* 10.110) (FWT(IJ)J=l,3)
51 CLOSE(IO)
52 WRITE(*,23)
53 23 FORMAT(/8X,* retype file FWTDAT ? (NO=I) *\>
54 READ(*,*)N2
55 IF(N2.EQ.l)GOTO 30
56 WR1TE(*,98)FWTNAME
57 WRITE(*,%)1MAX
58 WRITE(M15)
59 DO 24 1=I,IMAX
60 24 WRITE(MIO)(FWT(U)J=1,3)
61 110 FORMAT(12X,F3.0,8X,F5.3,8X,F6.5)
62 115 R3RMAT(/nX.Ser#\8X/Samp#\8X,"Weighl7)
63 C
64 C3 Calc comm.fact. BCOM; if already done, option to branch:
65 30 WR1TE(*,97)
66 WRITE(*,3I)
67 31 FORMAT(/8X.'calcutate BCOM(=0> or enter prccalc valuc(=l>: *\>
68 READ(*.*)N3
69 1F(N3.EQ.1)GOTO 40
70 CALL INT(NDIF)
71 TIR=FLOAT(NDIF)
72 ALAM= 0.152673E-3
73 COF=EXP(ALAM*T1R)
74 COR=COF/ALAM
75 WRITE(*,33XX>R
76 33 FORMAT(/5X,*COR = (1/Lambda)*exp(Lanibda*TIR) =*.E12.6/>
77 WRITE(*,34)
78 34 FORMAT(10X,'Neutron YicM : *\)
79 READ(*,35X)N
80 35 FORMAT(EI2.6)
81 CONV=1440.
82 AVN=0.60225E24
83 BCOM=CX)R*CJONV/QWAVN
84 WRITE(*,36)BCOM
85 36 FORMAT(/5X.'BCOM = 1440*COR/(N(Avg)*QN) =\E12.60
86 GOTO 50
87 C
89 40 WR1TE(M23)
9C 123 FORMAT(/7X,'Entcr precalculated BCOM (E12.6)......*V)
91 READ(*,94)BCOM
92 94 FORMAT(E12.6)
93 C
94 C 5 Read in (keybd) enrichment informaiion: - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -
95 50 WR1TE(*.5I)
96 51 FORMAT(/12X,*At<>m fr Li(6) in nuierial "6" *V)
97 READ(*.91)A6
98 WRITE(*,52)
99 52 FORMAT(/12X.'Atom fr Li(6) in material "7" '\)
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100
101
102
103
104

106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
111
I^J

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154

53

C

60

61

62

63

C
f*7

70

71
1

72

73

74

75

READ<*,9I)A7
WRITE(*.53)

FORMAT(/l2X/Alotn fir Li(6) in material "8" 1)
READC.9DA8

WRITE(*,60)
FORMATS create filename 1NFODAT.XXY *\)

REAIXV)INFONAME
OPEN(10.HLE=INFONAME.STATUS='NEW")

WRITE(10.6l)ALAM
PORMAT(/8X, Lambda = \EI0.6/)

WRITE* 10.120)COR
WRITE(10,62)IFIX(TIR)

FORMAT(/8X, 'days, irrad to ref = \\4J)
WR1TE(IO,63)QN

FORMAT(/8X. 'Neutiw yield = %E12.67)
WRITE(10,36)BGOM

WRITE(IO,93)A6,A7,A8
CLOSE(10)

rVunhinf* infntnutuin*
WR1TE(*,97)
WR1TE(*,7O)

FORMAT(IOX/ Display computations? (NO=1) \)
READ(*,*)N4
1F(N4.EQ.1) GOTO 72

WRITE(*,71)
FORMAT(>9X,*SNO\6X,>STRU*^X*YIELD\3X.*FWr,5X,
'SCOR*,5X,"DEN7)

DO 76 N=1,NMAX
SNOnN=RN(N,l)
Y1ELD=F1N(N,2)
STRU=FIN(N,3)
DO 73 I=1,IMAX

lF(FWT(1.2).EQ.SNOnN) GOTO 74
CONTINUE
GOTO 76

WTS=FWT(I,3)
DECRATE=STRU/YIELD/WTS
J=IHX(SNOF1N)
DEN(I)=7.016-1.001 *A(J)

IF(N4.EQ.1)GOTO 75
WRITE(M25)SNOFIN,STRU.YIELD,WTS,DECRATE,DEN(J)

SAMP(N.l)=SNOnN
SAMP(N,2)=STRU
SAMP(N,3»=DECRATE
SAMP(N,4)=YIELD
SAMP(N,5)=WTS
SAMP(N.6)=DEN(J)

SDECRATE=DECRATE*DEN(J)
TPERWT=SDECRATE*BCOM

POST(N. 1 )=SDECR ATE
POST(N.2)=SNOF1N
POST(N,3)=YIELD
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155
156
157
158
159
160
161
id"*

163
164
165
166
167
I6S
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
1%
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
210
211

76
125

C
v O

80

82

83

84

85

86
275

2
270
295

3
290
91
93
95
96
97
98
99

120

POST(N,4)=F1N(N.4)
POST(N,5)^A(J)
pQST(N,6KrreRwr
P0ST(N.7M>EN(J)

CONTINUE
FORMAT(8X,F5.3.F!0.2,2(F7.4).Fia2.F7.3)

Pfifpr inffhrmfhtiru* -**& s rravc PACT Mr CAMP"

WRITE(*.80»
FORMAT(/10X,*makc up filename POSTDAT XXV: \ \ )

READ(\99)POSTNAME
OPEN(10,F1LE=POSTNAME,STATUS='NEW)
WRITE(10.99)POSTNAME
WRIT£(10.%)NMAX
DO 82 N=1,NMAX

WKITE( 10.290) (POST(NJ)J=1,7)
CLOSE(IO)

WRITE<*.83)
FORMAT(/10X," make up filename SAMPDAT.XXY: *.\)

READ(*,99)SAMPNAME
OPEN( 10,HLE=SAMPNAME,STATUS=*NEW')
WR1TE( 10,99)SAMPNAME
WRITE(IO,96)NMAX
IX) 84 N=I.NMAX

WR1TE( 10,270) (SAMP(N,K),K=I,6)
CLOSE(IO)

WR1TE(*.98)POSTNAME
WRITE(*,96)NMAX
WRITE(*,295)
DO 85 N=1,NMAX

WRITE(*,290) (POST(NJU=1J)
WRITE(*,97)
WRITE<*,98)SAMPNAME
WRITE(*,275)
DO 86 N=I,NMAX

WRITE(*,270) (SAMP(N.K).K=1.6)
FORMAT(//4X,'SAMPLE#MX,*DECAYRATE%2X,'DR/G/YLDMX.'VIELD\
2X,'FWT*,3X,"DENOM7)

FORMAT(F10.3,2(F10.2),2(P6.4).F7.3)
FORMAT(4X/SDECRATE*,4X.'SNO*4X,'YIELD*.3X.'%ERR\4X,tA(Jr.
7X,'TPERWr,7X,*DEN7)

FORMAT(E12.5,4X,F53,2X,F5.3,3X,F5.4^X,F7.5,2X.E12.5^XJ7.5)
FORMAT(F7.6)
FORMAT(3(F10.5))
FORMAT(E10.6)
FORMAT05)
FORMAT(/>
FORMAT(/5X.A10)
FORMAT(A)
FORMAT(/8X,E12.6)
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE INT(NDAYS>
DIMENSION K(I2)

WR1TE(M2)
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212 12 F0RMATC8X,* enter reference dale mnMktyy ; 'V)
213 REAIXMOOJNRM.NRD.NRY
214 WRITE(M3>
215 13 FORMAT(/8X,* enter "current" dale mm-tid yy : \)
216 READ(*.100)NCM,NCD,NCY
2(8 K(!)=0
219 K<2)=31
220 K(3)=59
221 K{4)=90
222 K(5)=120
223 K(6)=151
224 K(7)-18I
225 K(8)=2I2
226 K(9)=243
227 K(1O)=273
228 K(ll)=304
229 K(I2)=334
231 NDAYS=0
232 J=NRY
233 1 IF(J.EQ.NCY)GOTO 4
234 1F(J/4.NE.FLOATW4.)GOTO 2
235 NDAYS=NDAYS+1
236 2 NDAYS=NDAYS+365
237 J=J+I
238 GOTO 1
240 4 IF(NRY/4.NE.FLOAT(NRYV4.)COTO 6
241 IF(NRM.LE 2K3OTO 6
242 K(NRM)=K(NRM)+I
243 6 IF(NCY/4.NE.FLOAT(NCYy4.)COTO 8
244 IF(NCM.LE.2)GOTO 8
245 K(NCM)=K(NCMHl
247 8 NDAYS=NDAYS+NCD+K(NCM)-NRD-K(NRM)
248 WRITE(M10)NDAYS
249 100 FORMAT(I2.1X,I2,1X,I2)
250 110 FORMAT(/5X,*elapsed time in days = M4Q
251 RETURN
252 END

- 1 0 -

2 C XTPR2 FOR prev TPRC-2 ,ENDJ. from TEECALCX. fol XTPRL. ed 5 89

7 SNODEBUG
8 SNOFLOATCALLS
9 DIMENSION POST(60,7),FMAP(20^),TR1T(20.7)

10 CHARACTER* 15 PQSinafne.Fntapnaine.Teaiaine
1! C
12 CO read in POST(SDECRATE,SNO.Y,ERR,A(J),TPERWT,DEN)
13 WR1TE(M)
14 1 FORMAT(8X.' Recall filename POSTDAT.XXY \ \ )
15 READ(*.99)POSTNAME
16 OPEN(10.nL£=POSTNAME,STATUS='OLD">
17 REACH 10.99)POS1 NAME
18 REACK IO.96)NMAX
19 DO 2 N-I.NMAX
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20 2 READ( 10,290) (POST(NJ)J=1.7)
21 CLOSE* 10)
22 WRITE(*,3)
23 3 FORMAW8X.* retype POSTDAT? (NO=1) \ \ )
24 READ(\*)N1
25 IF (Nl.EQ.l) GOTO 10
26 WRITE(*.98)POSTNAME
27 WRITE(*.%)NMAX
28 WRITE(*,295)
29 DO 4 N=I.NMAX
30 4 WRITE(*,290) (POST(NJ)J=IJ)
31 295 FORMAT(/3X/SDECRATE\3X/SNO<4X/YIELD\3X/% ERR\4X.
32 I *A(J)\7X,*TPERWT\7X,*DEN7)
33 290 FORMAT(EI2.5,4X,F5.3.2X,F5J,3X.F5A2X,"r7.5.2X,E12.5^X.F7,5)
34 C
35 Cl Read in the foilmap:
36 10 WR1TE(*,97)
37 WRITE(M1)
38 11 FORMATC/8X,* Recall filename FMAPMOYR.XXY \ \ )
39 READ(*,99)FMAPNAME
40 OPEN( IO.F1LE=FMAPNAME.STATUS= OLD >
41 READ(10.99)FMAPNAME
42 REACH IO.96)NL
43 DO 12 1=1,NL
44 12 READ(i0,l20) (FMAP(I,J)J=1,5)
45 CLOSE(10)
46 WR1TE(M3)
47 13 FORMAT(/8X,* Retype FMAP ? (NO=1) \ \ )
48 READ(*,*)N2
49 IF(N2.EQ.1)GOTO 16
50 WRITE(*,98)FMAPNAME
51 WRITE(*,96)NL
52 WR1TE(*,125)
53 DO 14 1=1,NL
54 14 WRITE(*,120) (FMAP(UU=1,5)
55 125 FORMAT(/4X,*LOCATN',4X,*SNO(7)\4X/SNO(6)\4X,'SNO(8)\
56 2 4X,'SNO(8a)7)
57 120 FORMAT(5(F10.3»
58 WR1TE(*,97)
59 C
60 C --- Start first sample pairing 7.X --
61 16 WR1TE(*,97>
62 WRITE(M85)
63 185 FORMAT(/8X,*LOCATN\6X,T(6)\IOX,'T(7)\2X.>SAMPt\8X,
64 3 *M(#)\7X,*A#*,/)
65 17 M=l
66 WRITE(*18)
67 18 FORMAT(/8X/ is OTHER Sample 6Li-cnriched? (NO=l) \ \ )
68 READ(*,96)N3
69 IF(N3.EQ.1)GOTO 30
70 C
71 C2 - - - Pick SN7»SNX from FMAP, other data from POST . . . . . . .
72 C
73 22 DO 28 I=1,NL
74 TRIT(M)=FMAP(I,I)
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75 SN7=FMAP<I.2)
76 DO 23 K=!,NMAX
77 IRPOST(K.2).EQ.SN7>GOTO 24
78 23 CONTINUE
79 GOTO 28
80 24 KS=K
81 EM7=POST(KS,6)
82 A7=POST(KS,5)
83 SNX=FMAP(I.M+2)
84 DO 25 J=I,NMAX
85 1F(POST(J,2).EQ.SNX)COTO 26
86 25 CONTINUE
87 GOTO 28
88 26 JT=J
89 EMX=POST(JT,6)
90 AX=POST(JT,5)
91 WRITE(*,170)SN7,EM7,A7
92 WRITE(M70)SNX,EMX,AX
93 170 FORMAT(40X,F5.3,4X,E12.5,4X,F6.5)
94 C
95 DENO=AX-A7
96 TEE7=(EM7*AX-EMX*A7VDENO
97 TEE6=TEE7+(EMX-EM7VDENO
89 TRIT(I,2*M)=TEE6
99 TRIT(1,2*M+1)=TEE7

100 C
101 WrdTE(*,180)TRIT(l,l),TRIT(I,2*M),TRlT(I.2*M+l)
102 28 CONTINUE
103 180 FORMAT(/8X,F6.3,2(E14.6y>
104 M=M+1
105 IF(M-3)3O,32,4O
106 C
107 C3 Alternative OTHER samples
108 30 WRITE(*3!)
109 31 FORMAT(/8X; is OTHER Sample natural Li ? (YES=I) 'A)
110 READ(*,%)N4
111 IF(N4.EQ.1)GOTO 22
112 GOTO 40
113 32 WR1TE(*,33)
114 33 FORMAT(/8X,' are there additional nat Li Samples ? (YES=I) *,\)
115 READ(*,96)N5
116 IF(N5.EQ.1)GOTO 22
117 C
118 C4 - — Write T6 & T7 vs LOC in TMOYR.XXY - - - - - - - - -
119 40 WRITE(*41)
120 41 FORMAT(/8X,'cieate filename TMOYR.XXY \\)
121 READ(*,99)TEENAME
122 OPEN(IO,F1LE=TEENAME,STATUS='NEW>
123 WRITE(10,99)TEENAME
124 WRITE(10,96)NL
125 WRITE(IO,4IO)A6,A7,A8
126 DO 42 I=1,NL
127 42 WRITE( 10.420) (TRIT(U)J=1.7)
128 CLOSE(10)
129 410 FORMAT(2X,3(F8.5,2X))
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130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

420

45

48
425
415
96
97
98
99

FORMAT(8X.F6.3.6(EI5.6))
OPEN( IO.F!LE=TEENAM&STATUS='OLD'>
REACH 10,99)TEEN AME
READ(10,96)NL
READ(]O.4IO)A6,A7,A8
DO 45 I=I,NL

READ(IO,42O) (TR!T(I,J),J=1,7)
CLOSER 10)
WR1TE(*,97)
WR1TE(*,98)TEENAME
WR1TE(*,%)NL
WRITE(*,415)
WR1TE(*,41O)A6,A7,A8
WR1TE{*,425)
DO 48 K=1,NL

WR!TE(*,420) (TRIT(KJ)J=I,7>
FORMAT(/l0X,*LOCATN\8X, 3('T(6)M0X,*T(7r. 10X))
FORMAT(/8X/A6\8X,'A7\8X,*A87)
FORMAT(I5)
FORMAT(/)
FORMAT(/5X,A10)
FORMAT(A)
STOP
END
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APPENDIX D: REVIEW OF COMPUTATIONS

The basic arithmetic of computation prognuns reproduced in the preceding
appendix is briefly reviewed here.

(1) Let

Nj = number of atoms of isotope j in the sample, j = 6.7,
Dj = mass defect (listed in Seaborg/Ledercr Tables),
Aj = atomic mass in AMU,
K = Mev/AMU = 931.478 MeV,
W = foil weight (g) ,
N - Avogadro's number = 6.0225 » 1(P ,
a$ .- atom fraction, 6Li, in the foil material,

then, :

[I -a6l/a6 = N/N 6 (D-l)

and

(A, + D /K)N + (A, + D /K)N = N x W. (D-2)

o 6 6 7 7 7

Substituting (D-l) into (D-2),

N. = a6 W M I I A 7( l , - a6) + A6a6 + [D?(l-a6) + a ^ V K } . (D-3)
From fef (72),

D,
6

hence, for sample k,

D? = 14.907 McV,

= 14.088 MeV,

F = 7.0160 - 1.0009 a L (D-4)
k ok

specifies the number of sample atoms of either isotope in terms of the sample
weight Wk, enrichment \ in *Li and known constants.

(2) Tritium is extracted from each sample and converted to THO with a
measured yield Y(k). The yield calculations, already covered in Appendix A,
correct the TI gauge reading to true pressure in atm. and then use van der
Waal's equation to convert to density (mol/lit). Multiplying by the calibrated
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volume of the reservoir flask thai was used, and by the molecular weight of
water, one obtains the "equivalent water weight" of the carrier; the yield
Y(k) is the ratio of the collected water weight to this number.

The collected sample is mixed with scinttllator and counted as described
in Ch. IV. The LS system computes individual count rates of sample, background
and diluted standard vials for each "run", involving 12-24 vials of all 3
types, a fixed counting interval and a preset number of recycles. Recounts of
the same sample from different runs are combined according to a statistically
optimized formula discussed in Appendix B: Let

Aj = Std activity (dps/gm) at tj = 03-09-78 (or, date appropriate for a
more recently issued NIS tritiated water standard),

Aj, = tr - ti (days),

tr = reference time near start of count series,

ts = mean time of count run s,

Ap. = time interval, ref to run s,

DF = dilution factor (gm/gm), diluted standard stock,

W} = weight of Std sample j taken from diluted stock (gm),

X = decay constant (day1)

then the Std activity at reference time conies to

Af = A.exjK-AA )̂ ; (D-5)

the count rate of Std sample j , run s, in dpm comes to

c.(O = [60 A£jtDF W.HexiK-AAJ] + <b> (D-6)

in terms of the run (s) counting efficiency e-j (determined with Std j) and
mean background < t » . The latter is averaged over, say, n background vials:

<b> = average BG countrate, run s = \ b / n . (D-7)

Combining these equations yields the run s efficiency:

e> = W * **J exptfA^f / Wp (D-8)
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in terms of the reference lime/dilution Standard adjustment factor

f = exjXAA )]/[60 DF A ] . (D-9)
r

As discussed in the foregoing, the counting efficiency varies somewhat
from one run to the next and is thus remeasured for each run, using at least 2
diluted Standards (over which the mean run efficiency is averaged):

<B>, = [ £lS + 62S+ "Vn- ( D * I O )

The decay rate of sample k at reference time 6^0,) is computed from the

entire series of sample, standard and background count rates.

dk(tf) = £ [ĉ - <b>]/(l + uj

u^ = 2

Eq (D-l l) is solved by successive approximation with a trial decay rate
that omits u s; this is then is inserted in Eq (D-13), yielding u^ which is
used in turn in Eqs (D-ll) & (D-12) to recompute Dfc etc,

(3) The reference time sample decay rate d (dpm) is converted to H, the
Triton number in sample k at irradiation time t^ per target neutron, through
multiplication with a combined constant (including 1440 = min/d):

K ^ expf lAJ/ 1440QAY(k); (D-14)

Kk,m,X,0)=

the number of tritons measured in sample k (of weight Wk & material m, con-

taining Nft atoms ^ i ) exposed at location X, time l^.

(4) The triton number/neutron M(k,X) or the triton numberlneutronfgram
M(k,X) = H(k,X)AV(k), together with enrichment information, constitute the ex-
perimental information for which an overall experimental error can be fairly
evaluated. This information can thus be compared to calculated values obtained
by explicit modelling of sample (and immediate environment) geometry and com-
position in sufficient detail - the latter evidently depending on the neutron
mean free path. That comparison affords a direct test of the calculation pro-
gram and supporting cross section set, produced by neutron spectrum-specific
averaging techniques from a library such as ENDFB-V1, against a set of mea-
surements that is as accurate as one can make it.
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As pointed out elsewhere in this report, the calculaiional scheme adopt-
ed in a recent series of experiments that involved the ARML1D system did not
follow this direct path. Instead, the tritium production rate per atom of 6-Li
and per atom of 7-U that would obtain in the absence of all samples was cal-
culated. To convert the set of H values to these numbers requires:

(a) a pair of samples of different enrichment, irradiated at the same lo-
cation (in practice, emplacement at similar locations, i.e., same distance
from the assembly front and near the assembly axis, will have to do);

(b) corrections of the measured data for the disturbance caused locally
by the presence of the samples). As these collections must make use of calcu-
lated information, the error of measurement becomes mixed up with the error
inherent in the calculations; moreover, as the correction scheme makes use of
certain approximations, discrepancies between these doctored measurements and
calculated TPR values become difficult to evaluate.

These matters arc reviewed in detail in Appendix E).To find a simple ex-
pression for the sample tritium production rate, we may suppose that the blan-
ket mockup geometry is essentially cylindrical (as typically, though certain-
ly not universally the case) with axial, external neutron source and axial set
of samples emplaced at Zj, j=l,2,...N. Let

\i = cos d,

4KE;r,z,u.) = vector neutron flux at neutron energy E and radius r, dis-
tance z, time t;

£ro(E) = Macroscopic tritium production cross section, material type
m, for neutron energy E,

then the triton production rate at time t in a cylinder of height h. radius R
and material of type m, per target neutron and per unit volume is

Z+h/2 R I

R(k,m,Z) = J Sm(E) dE Jdz J r drjdu. 4>(E,r,d,zy2QjcR2h (D-16)
Z-h/2 0 0

or, in terms of microscopic cross sections a, atom numbers N and time-averaged

neutron flux «fc>, sample volume V = xR2h,

F(k,m,Z) = N fa6(E) dE fJf<*(E,r,d,z)>(r dr dz du72QV +

N f c ^ E ) dE ffjr<*(E,r,d,z)>r dr dz du72QV. (D-17)

The undisturbed assembly T.P.RJatom 6Li (7Li)/source neutron, T6 & 17,
are defined as

T/Z) = Ja.(E) dE JJJ<«i>o(E,rAz)> r dr dz du/2QV ; j = 6,7, (D-18)
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where < • > s time-averaged, — dktmrhtd flux, which applies to Eq (D-17) if and
only if

(a) samples are thin relative to the neutron MFP in the sample material
at all energies E where cross sections a are significant. h/A(E) « 1;

(b) samples consist of assembly material (natural lithium oxide).

For all other types of sample, the flux entered in Eq <D-I7) differs from
the flux 4>0 for which T6 and T7 is defined: dropping carets.

= 1 - (4»o(E) -

Insetting Eq (D-19) into Eq (D-17) and making use of Eq (D-18). one ob-
tains a relation between what can be measured (ft) and what is to be inferred
for the undisturbed assembly (T6 and T7) in terms of correction factors G :

R(k,m) = N J 1 * - G^ + N^fn - G^); (D-20)

JJJ
The calculation of correction factors is discussed in Appendix E.

(S) Considering now two samples of different enrichment, exposed at the
same site Z, we denote sample-variable quantities by subscripts I A 2 and
omit other subscripts, to simplify the notation. Referring to Eq (D-4). let

f = 7.016a Q = 1.00888. (D-22)

Introducing Eqs (1-3), one obtains the pair of equations

- G,) + (1-^)07 - GJ, (D-23a)
Gft) + (l-a2)O7 - GJ (D-23b)

which directly yield

T6 = Gft

T7 = G7 + [R^-Qapa, - Rff-Qtjijfa^ (D-24b)

It is worth pointing out that, as indicated by Eqs (D-21). the selfshkld-
ing/flux depression correction factors G can be calculated independently,
(i.e., before or after measurement results are ready) from the map of irra-
diated samples, geometry, enrichment information and calculated neutron flux.
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APPENDIX E: CORRECTION FOR FLUX DISTURBANCE

(A) Introductory

Introduction of a strongly absorbing sample into a weakly absorbing, ho-
mogeneous medium subjected to neutron irradiation has two specific effects on
the Socal neutron population: firstly, as the sample represents a neutron sink,
the flux is depressed in its general vicinity; secondly, as nemrom penetrat-
ing into the sample are strongly absorbed, the flux within the sample, hence
the activation rate, strongly declines with depth.

Irradiation of probe samples and measurement of the induced activity was
originally employed to map thermal neutron fields in predominantly scattering
media (such as water or graphite). In that work, it became apparent that the
mentioned effects could produce substantial errors unless sample dimensions
were kept small compared to the neutron absorption Mean Free Rath in the sample
and/or transport MFP in the surrounding material. In early work of this type,
when available neutron sources had limited strength and ionizalion counters
were inefficient, that option was not practical. Instead, experimenters were
constrained to seek a correction formula that could be applied to deduce flux
levels Fo in the undisturbed medium from a set of measured sample activation
rates R:

Let

Zm - sample macro cross section for prod, of the measured activity.

V = sample volume = xt\ (h = thickness, r = radius),

<p = overall correction (selfshiclding + flux depression),

then

ME) = R(E,h)/<p(EJi) V IJE) , (E-l)

noting that <p =» 1 as b => 0, hence, the correction can be determined experi-
mentally by extrapolating measurements with foils of diminishing thickness.

(E-2)

The derivation of formulae for 9 was initiated by Bothe (§•). Skyrme (11)
and Cbrinaldesi (82); further refinements were subsequently introduced by Vigon
and Wirtz (83), Meister (84-8**), Tittle (87). Ritchie and Eldridge (88), awl
Hanna (89). Ref (82) makes use of an argument mat does not yield an iategrabfe
expression. AH cited reports agree on the selfshielding component of •>.

As tegards the flux depression component, refs. (St. 8341) derive that
correction by solving the tkmtnUay diffuil— emiaiioo in spherical or cy-
lindrical geometry (as further discussed in ref (ft)). Refs (Sl).(tt). (89) and
(91), equating flux depression to a fictitious negative neutron source, imke
use of BoMzaumn transport theory. Common assumptions of refs (8Mt) are:
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• a [herrnal-rnoaoenergetic, isoiropic neutron distribution,

• absorption strongly dominating over scattering in the sample.

• i suirounding material that is primarily a scanner.

Most of the cited reports calculate both correction* for a semi-infinite
slab. Coin-shaped samples for which h/r > 0.05 require a further connection,
given explicitly in ref (99) for isotropic-thermal neutrons. An extension of
the Transport-based monoenergetic flux depression treatment of ref(SS-89) to a
Maxwellian energy distribution (isotroptc) was described by Walker and Koelling
(91). Thus, by the early sixties, agreement between correction factor measure-
ments (92-95) and a combined correction, alternatively known as the ""modified
Skyrme" (MS) or "Bothe" formula, achieved an acceptable level of accuracy for
the scenario described above, specifically excluding samples featuring appre-
ciable scattering cross sections (especially difficult to correct for by a sim-
ple formula) and/or surround media with large absorption cross sections (for
which the argument on which the fomula derivation is based becomes invalid).

With the proliferation of digital computers, an alternative to formula cor-
rection, detailed calculation of the sample regional neutron population by
Boltzmann transport theory, became possible. The overall correction factor (in-
cluding flux depression and seifshielding and allowing strong scattering within
the sample) calculated by this procedure is the ratio, averaged over the sample
volume, of the neutron flux in the presence/absence of the sample. The first
such calculation (96) specified moooenergetic neutrons and isotropic scattering
but imposed no limit on sample dimensions; anjsotropy effects are discussed in
ref (97). Formula correction, direct calculation and experimental data were
reviewed and compared by Osborn (98).

Correction factors needed for resonance absorber foils were first calcu-
lated by assuming a 1/E spectrum Fo, together with a narrow Breit-Wigner ab-
sorption resonance cross section <r. The correction was determined from the
reaction rate ratio

= Jo(E)F(E) dE/Jo(E)r^E)dE. (E-2*)

As Muliigroup, Discrete Ordinate Transport codes became available, they were
applied to this problem and to the related problem of scattering resonances
(96-162). Alternatively, die correction ratio was calculated by Monte Carlo
simulation (169,104). Recently, correction factors have been obtained as well
for overlapping and broad resonances (It5,lt6).

To provide the necessary corrections for lithium sample assays of the local
tritium production in a Fusion device breeder blanket mockup. the foregoing
formula or analytical schemes must be revised to fit a scenario in which:
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• the neutron energy distribution ranges from thermal to IS Mev with a more or
less strongly anisotropic angular distribution;

• sample and surrounding materials are both absorbers and scaKerers, with a
relative strength that varies with neutron energy;

• geometry is essentially cylindrical with external-axial neutron source and
coin-shaped, axial or off-axial samples.

This scenario can certainly be dealt with by Multigroup Transport or Monte-
Carlo calculations; however, the complexity as well as cost of doing this for,
say, 20 sample locations and 2 or 3 different isotopic compositions is not in-
considerable, making the alternative attempt to obtain an approximate cor-
rection by means of a revised M-S formula attractive. If, moreover, 6-Li-cn-
riched samples can be made thin enough (say, 0.5 mm), such a formula correction
could be sufficiently accurate; for samples of "natural" composition or samples
enriched in 7-Lt, flux depression and selfshielding should be relatively weak.
For irradiation sites deep within the lithium-rich blanket material, the cor-
rection should be small enough to render even an approximate formula acceptable
(noting here that, in contrast, all types of sample must be expected to affect
the local flux severely in or near a medium such as beryllium, incorporated in
breeder Manket mockup assemblies to enhance the neutron flux).

These matters are discussed in detail in the following section, beginning
with a review of corrections for the thermal-isotropic case. Modifications of
those corections that are argued to be appropriate for the fusion blanket sce-
nario are then suggested; their practical application is discussed; the alter-
native means of obtaining corrections, Transport/Monte Carlo calculations, is
briefly described and some numerical examples are presented. The self-
shielding/flux depression issue is highlighted in a brief summary.

(B) The Bothe (M-S) Fonmda

The combined correction formula gives 9 as the product of separately derived
and calculated selfshelding, flux depression and edge-effect correction fac-
tors:

* = * , % *e • ( E 3 )

where

<j>( = seifshielding factor (ratio of sample-averaged to incident flux)
<p = flux depression correction, F / F ,

F = real flux incident on sample .
Fo = flux at sample location in the absence of the sample,
<p = edge-effect correction for sample of Radius r and thickness h.
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- I -

The nlftfclildhn factor was first derived in rcfs (7f-7§) by am argumem
that is reviewed by Wirtz and Beckhurts (8f). To somewhat simplify this argu-
ment, we consider a vector neutron flux symmetric with respect to the sample
axis, expanded in spherical harmonics:

4>(r,ftz) = \ (2«+l) F ^ z ) P^cos ftV2 (E-4)
where

F|, = ^-component of die local flux at r.z.

Let |i = cos ft u = 1/u; let it be assumed that:

(a) R » h : neutrons passing through die sample edge may be neglected.

(b) die local flux varies negligibly with radius. F(r.z) = F(0.z).

At z within die sample, die flux consists of exponentially attenuated for-
ward and backward components F, and F . such that, for t = 0,

F0(r,z) = F(b,p) = FfjTxp(-pu)du/2u2 + FbjTxp[-u(b-p)l
i i

(E-5)

E. = jth order exponential integral; b = £h,fJ = Ez.

Similar expressions are readily obtained for I > 0. For b < 1, the expansion

E2(b) = e"" - b Efit) = c b + bfy + ln(b) + V(-b)'/n.n!l;

(y = Euler's constant, 0.57722...)

is valid. Assuming isotropic incident flux, F̂  = Ffc = Fo. the expansion formula

predicts the flux at the front face and at die cenierplane. respectively.

F(E,0) = Fjil+EtQi)V2 = FO{1 (b/2)[0.42278 - Inb + b/2 -

F(E.b72) = F ^ h t t ) = FO{1 - (W2)[1J1593 - Inb + b/4 - b2M8 ... |) .

indicating an internal flux depression that becomes much stronger at die cen-
terplane (flux depression outside die sample, discussed below, results from
scattering in die surround and thus is absent for samples irradiated within a
cavity).
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The sample activation (tritium production) rale It (isottopic-monoenerget*c neu-
tron flux) is calculated by integrating Rz) over r,z and multiplying by the
activation cross section £ :

R(E) = (F^V/WJlE^fl) + E(b-p)] dpV2 = FO(E) J J

9W = U - 2E3(b)V2b = ofcb (E-7)
where

a/2 = sample absorption probability per incident (isotropic) neutron.

Expanding E (b) for the limiting case of small b,

(fm = 1 - 0.46139b<l • 1.08368 Inb - 0.180614 b...);

as required by Eq (2), <p approaches unity with declining b:

B|iBi(E,V)= Fo(E)Zm(E)V.

- I I -

Following Skyrme(77), we consider the flux dcprftriow caused by the sam-
ple as a negative neutron source and argue that the unperturbed absorption
rate in the sample must equal the sum of the perturbed (actual) rale and this
ficticious source: Let

F'= ficticious source flux,

P4, P and P* = absorption probabilities associated with FO,F and F%

then

POFO = PF + P'F\ (E-8)

Defining a parameter G that scales the surface-avenged "missing neutron"
flux to the sample absorption rale.

F' = ©(PF). (E-9)

and making use of Eq (E-7) according to which Po/P = a/2b,

<p = F/FO = (a/2bV(l + P*©) (E>IO)

(monoenergetk-isotropic neutrons incident on a semi-infinite slab). The fac-
tor P'G is proportional to bq>0 by a function g that is variously estimated:
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F © ^ (ct/2) * = bf^, (E-U)

g « (3£)(UAM) 5(y). y = r/L; (E-I2)

ICL = diffusion length for the surround = (A A /3)IC./

A = transport MFP, surround =

ji = 2/3A, A = mean atom wt.,

AA = absorption MFP, surround,

A.. = total MFP, surround.

As mentioned earlier, icfs (80) & (83-86) use Diffusion theory to derive
S(y). Refs (81), (88-89) and (91) use Boltzmann transport theory, treating flux
depression as a perturbation or relying on a variational scheme. Three forms
of S(y) given in the literature are quoted below, for comparison:

S(y) = y/(l+3y/2) - 2AM«L Refs (80) & (87) (E~l3a)

= 1 - cxp{-8y/33t) Ref (83) (E-13b)

= (8y/3)t)(l - 3xy/16 ...) Refs (88) & (89) (E-13c)

The difference between these (and other, semi-empirical) expressions is
small. It has already been noted that no flux depression correction obtains for
cavity irradiation or for resonance absorbers. One thus would expect that flux
depression should be negligible for the "lithium-glass"" traversing detector
(which operates within a cavity); for ARMLID samples, the correction cannot be
neglected as easily.

- I I I -

The finite radius of the sample results in some neutrons passing through the
sample sidewall. An approximate formula that corrects for this edge effect and
is valid for h « R has been derived by Hanna (89) (isotropic flux):

q>V = 1 + e , (E-14)

e = (2b2/axRMl - Kb/6) - (b/qycRXl - nb/6). (E-15)

noting that R = 1.x.
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- IV-

Scattering within the sample attenuates the incident neutron beam, yet can
result in the absorpion of the scattered neutron along the section of its path
connecting the point of scattering and the surface. This can be readily cal-
culated by a Monte Carlo simulation. An analytical treatment was attempted by
Meister (82): introducing assumptions that are approximately valid only for
thermal-isotropic neutrons, he obtains an expression that must be integrated
numerically. Calculations by Hanna (85) demonstrate that the net effect is neg-
ligibly small for a thermal spectrum (whether this remains true for a fast
spectrum has not been established). In the pursuit of a correction formula, one
thus has little choice but to neglect scattering within the sample, except for
adjusting the total cross section to include scattering:

= 2 + ; B = XTh. (E-16)

Combining both corrections,

<P* = [<P0 + (B/*R)U- KB/6)J/(1

where g is given by Eqs (E-12) and (E-13). Hence, the reaction (tritium pro-
duction) rate for a sample located within a homogeneous, predominantly scatter-
ing medium at point Z (where an isotropic neutron flux Fo(E,Z) would exist in
the absence of the sample) is given by

R(Z) = V fc (E)Fo(E,Z)<p*(E) dE. (E-18)

Introducing
Em(E) = n6or6(E) + n ^ E ) . (E-19)

where, approximately,

n7 = *W(l-a6V(7-a6)V,

(W = sample weight, afi= enrichment in *Li of the sample, H = 6.02E(23)), we now
insert Eq(E-19) into Eq (E-18),

= [aJo6(E)Fo(E,Z)dE + (l-a6)j07(E)Fo(E,Z)dE] - G(Z). (E-20)

G(Z) = aJa6(E)(l-q>J)Fo(E,Z)dE + (l-a6)[a7(JEXl-9*)F.(E^>dE

= a6G6(Z) + (l-a6)G7(Z). (E-21)
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G(Z) is a correction to the reaction rate (bracketed first term of (E-20);
the surrounding medium here is still a scatterer, the flux isotropic. Note
that, to make practical use of Eq (E-20). Fo must be known.

(C) Formula Modifications for a Fusion Blanket scenario.

The formula derived in the preceding section applies to samples embedded
m weakly absorbing media, exposed to a thermal-isotropic neutron environment.
In contrast, a Fusion blanket scenario places samples in a strongly absorbing
surrounding medium irradiated by a fast, anisotropic neutron flux to which the
formula must somehow be adapted. Further and especially difficult problems
arise in accounting for the tritium activity generated in samples that were em-
placed at boundaries between different media.

An attempt to apply Eqs (E-20 & E-21) directly to this scenario encounters
the following basic inconsistencies and problems:

• firstly, one notes that corrections should vanish if surrounding
material (say, natural lithium oxide) is substituted for the sample
material (natural lithium oxide samples cannnot produce a flux de-
pression or selfshielding effect, q> = 1). Yet, insertion of sur-
rounding lithium oxide parameters into Eqs (E-20 & E-21) does not
make the formula correction vanish.

• secondly, the correction formula must be modified to provide for
flux anisotropy and a wide neutron energy spectrum.

• thirdly, for samples exposed at boundaries, parameters of surround-
ing media must be appropriately adjusted or averaged over the an-
isotropic spectrum. How this is best done is not clear: at a beryl-
lium interface, the neutron flux is so strongly anisotropic and has
such a steep gradient that the activity induced in a sample em-
placed there becomes too sensitive to tine details of the local
geometry to allow prediction.

To cope with the requirement that corrections must asymptotically vanish if
and when surround and sample materials become identical, two different reme-
dies, neither supported by a sound argument, are available: fixing up cross
sections or doctoring the formula(*). In the first stratagem, the sample ab-
sorption cross section is fixed up by subtracting the absorption cross section
of the surrounding medium, thus making the parameter b vanish (and the cor-
rection go to unity) if surrounding material replaces sample material. Like-
wise, a sample embedded in a pure scatterer (say, a PE layer, present in some
assemblies to simulate a coolant channel) is correctly processed. However, the
correction becomes negative for a mild absorber embedded in stronger absorber.

(*) It is worth repeating that neither of the two schemes seems trustworthy in
beryllium, a predominantly scattering medium featuring an especially soft spec-
trum that is difficult to calculate. Neither stratagem provides guidance how to
handle samples placed at boundaries. As already stated, neither can be sup-
ported by a valid argument or has been verified experimentally.
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Let subscript m refer to the sample, M to the surrounding medium; let

Bni=Lj-nih; BM-ZTMII; Z^ = neutron removal cross section, medium j .

The cross section fixpp scheme substitutes

B = B B . (E-13*)
01 M

for B in ail calculations leading to Eqs (E-2Q/E-21).

The doctored formula scheme replaces the correction for the sample medium
by its ratio to the correction calculated for the surrounding medium. The ratio
also goes to unity if sample medium is leplaced by sunound medium, becomes the
unmodified correction term for pure scatterer but remains positive for weak ab-
sorber surrounded by stronger absorber. To implement this stratagem, we define
the correction ratio

+ B ^ B J g ] (E-22)

and substitute this for <p* in Eqs (E-20) and (E-21), obtaining

(7-a6)R(Z))/*W = [aJa6(E)Fo(E,Z)dE + (l-a^Jo/E^E.ZJdE] - G*(Z),
(E-20f)

G*(Z) = a6Ja6(E)(l-Tio)Fo(E,Z)dE + (l-a6)J<T7(EXl-i)0)Fo(E,Z) dE

= a C* + (l-aJG\ CE-2D
O O D 7

The parameters B in Eq (E-22) are ratios h/A (sample thickness h/MFP) in
either medium. For ARMLID samples, h ranges from 0.05 (6-Li-enriched) to 0.20
cm (other samples). FIG(E-l) shows the MFP in 6-Li and in natural lithium
oxide; plotted data are also listed in Table E-l. Evidently, the h/A ratio in
either medium is far from small for a soft spectrum, hence, the corrections be-
come large and uncertain in regions where the spectrum is especially soft.

Addressing the second concern, the foregoing formulae, appropriate for
isotropic neutrons, must be elaborated to account for flux anisotropy. In prin-
ciple, this calls for introducing weighted Legendre terms of higher orders, cf.
Eq (E-4). In principle, calculation of Legendre weights requires that which the
correction formula approach aims to avoid: detailed modelling. In practice,
one must resort, instead, to an approximation that at least suggests the ex-
pected angle-energy correlation qualitatively.
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KeanFreePath (ci), calculated fro* TID-4500 CEHDL) 10-11-30

UMAX DEMS(natl) 0EIS<7«nr> D0S(8rar) DESS<Li2O)
20 .5340 .5399 .4663 2.0130

k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

E(k), iteV
.209100E-01
.470400E-Q1
.832200E-01
.130700E+Q0
.256200E+00
.512300E+00
.117600E+01
.209100E+01
.470400E+01
.832200E+0i
.130700E+02
.256100E+02
.512300E+02
.102500E+03
.209100E+03
.470400E+03
.832200E+03
.158100E+04
.334500E+04
.S76300E+04

MFP(natl)
-300860E+00
.463499E+00
.592224E+00
.71996SE+00
.969037E+00
-138421E+01
.195917E+01
.254250E+01
.352162E+01
-439457E+01
-519108E+01
-652379E+01
.811708E+01
.987557E+01
.119147E+02
.135472E+02
.147758E+02
.160494E+02
.172420E+02
.182193E+02

HFF(7enc)
.178676E+02
.182607E+02
.184913E+02
.188895E+02
.188768E+O2
.190671E+02
.191987E+02
.192876E+02
.193911E+02
.194704E+02
.195047E+02
.195590E+02
.195735E+02
.195841E+02
.195925E+02
.195795E+02
.195647E+02
.196386E+02
.198213E+02
.201376E+02

FHP.001 Xport cross sections

HFP(6enr>
.243781E-01
.378520E-01
.486691E-01
.595359E-01
.811208E-01
.118305E+00
.172454E+00
.230780E+00
.337239E+00
-442388E+00
-548325E+00
.7507652+00
.104694E+01
•146963E+01
.215790E+01
-297429E+01
.388377E+01
.516270E+01
.689286E+01
.867924E+01

SIGMA(Tr)

MMAX Dens(6Li> Dens(7Li) Dens<Li20)
20 0

E(k),keV
2.091E-Q2
4.7Q4E-02
8.322E-02
1.307E-01
2.562E-01
5.123E-01
1.176E-00
2.091E-00
4.704E-00
8.322E-00
1.307E+01
2.561E+01
5.123E+01
1.025E+02
2.091E+02
4.704E+02
8.322E+02
1.581E+03
3.345E+03
5.763E+03

.4629

SIGHA(6Li>
9.242E+02
5.952E+02
4.829E+02
3.784E+02
2.777E+02
1.904E+02
1.306E+Q2
9.758E+01
6.676E+01
5.088E+01
4.104E+01
2.996E+01
2.147E+01
1.528E+01
1.039E+01
7.524E+00
5.780E+00
4.313E+00
3.213E+00
2.546E+00

0.5399

SIGMAC7L1)
1.130E+00
1.122E+00
1.120E+00
1.117E+00
1.114E+00
1.111E+00
1.109E+00
1.107E+00
1.104E+00
1.101E+00
1.100E+&0
1.098E+00
1.098E+00
1.098E+00
1.098E+00
1.099E+00
1.100E+00
1.096E+00
1.086E+00
1.069E+00

2.0130

SIGHAC160)
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.700E+00
3.7COE+C0

MFP(L£20)
.167701E+00
.254885E+00
.322244E+00
.387702E+00
-511518E+00
.707374E+00
-958860E+00
-119317E+01
-154591E+01
.182408E+01
.205271E+01
.239040E+01
.273432E+01
.305476E+01
.336643E+01
.357957E+O1
-372260E+01
.385747E+01
.397298E+01
.40607SE+01

TABLE (E-l): neutron cross sections and MFP for lithium media
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* Neutrons with energies less than a certain cutoff energy E\ say 1 MeV,
may be assumed to be isotropically distributed;

* Neutrons above E* are given a forward cosine distribution.

For the forward distribution, edge-corrections as well as local flux de-
pression can be ignored; integration according to Eqs (E-2) and (E-S) yields

Ri = S m F i V *V ( E - 2 3 )

(p, = 2[1 - 3E4(B)]/3B, (E-24)

noting that © converges to unity as B becomes small. Proceeding as above,

The O-E(max) energy integrals thus yield the activation rate

E' Em»

R(Z) = V f Pn (E)Z (E)Fo(E,Z) dE + fn.(E)2 (E)Fo(E,Z) dE 1 (E-25)
I J O m J i m J

0 E*

where T|o and T̂  are given by Eqs (E-22) and (E-22'), respectively; Emax=15 MeV.

As already noted, the undisturbed flux Fo(E), used for computing the cor-
rection, must be calculated (presumably using those computation programs, cross
section libraries and calculational procedures that it is the basic purpose of
this endeavour to compare with the "experimental" results). Introducing micro-
scopic cross sections according to Eq (E-19) and Q = number of neutrons/irra-
diation, one can express Eq (E-25) in terms of TRITIUM PRODUCTION RATES T6, T7,

(7-a,)R(Z)/QAfW = a T6(Z) + (1-a >T7(Z) - G*(Z), (E-26)
6 6 6

g* Em ax

G*(Z)=a6Ja6(E)[l-^E)]Fo(E,Z)dE+|[a606(E)+(l-a6)o7][l-il(E)]Fo(E,Z)dE

0 E'

= a6G6(Z) + (l-afi)G7(Z), (E-27)

T6(Z) = Jo6(E)Fo(E,Z)dE/Q, T7(Z) = Ja?(E)Fo(E,Z)dE/Q, (E-28)

neglecting conversion constants. A FORTRAN program sketch based on these Equa-
tions (107) was submitted to UCLA personnel (whose responsibilities included
such calculations). UCLA duly produced a set of corrections for the most recent
experiment but, owing to a misunderstanding, still failed to furnish similar
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experiment but, owing to a misunderstanding, still failed to furnish similar
corrections that were needed for earlier measurements; the latter thus remained
uncorrected. Pending the resolution of this problem, some analytical calcula-
tions were initiated at ANL. These efforts are now briefly described.

(D) Boltzmann equation-based correction calculations

As funds for computation had been assigned to UCLA, only trial calculations
could be made at ANL. For this preliminary exercise, the discrete ordinate-mul-
tigroup Transport codes ANISN (108), ONEDANT and TWODANT (109) and the Monte
Carlo code MCNP (110) were available (the first two 1-D, the third, 2-D, the
last, 3-D). These programs were employed in two analytical correction studies.

Calculations started with the neutron spectrum incident on the assembly,
directly calculated or inferred from measurements. Samples of specified compo-
sition were modelled as layers of specified thickness (1-D) or, in true geome-
try (2-D), embedded in a Semi-infinite slab or cylinder of lithium oxide. The
local energy spectrum <JKE,z) was calculated for this assembly and the undis-
turbed spectrum On(E,z) was calculated for the same assembly, without samples.
The next calculations involved,

(i) averages <O(E,Z)> over sample thickness h at sample locations Z.,
(ii) reaction rates and rate ratios (given by Eq (2')):

32.(Z.) = s|a.(E)<O(E,Z.)>dE; ^(Z.) = Ja{E)«&o(E,Zj)dE ; j=6,7; (E-29)

(E-30)

According to the foregoing, this yields, for a given sample,

(7-a)X(Z)/QlW = a9T6(Z) + (1-aWT7(Z)
o o O 7
6T6(Z)[la /6T6(Z)[l+

For samples enriched in 6Li, the term in brackets is negligible:

T6(Z) = (7-a)R(Z)/Q#Wa.9 (E-32)
o o

(in terms of measured reaction rate R(Z) and calculated correction ?(Z)).

In a preliminary study (111), the assembly front input spectrum was calcu-
lated by modelling the source-assembly geometry in considerable detail, using
MCNP (110) and descriptive details from ref (112). To calculate the cor-
rections, cost considerations suggested a one-dimensional ANISN treatment (re-
presenting foils as semi-infinite slabs). Edge-corrections were provided by ap-
plying the Hanna formula (89). The corrections, some or which are reproduced in
Table E-l, turned out to be too large. The cause of this discrepancy was sus-
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(that tends to exaggerate flux depression) but could not be evaluated more
quantitatively, further work having to be abandoned for lack of funding.

A second round (112) in early 1988 modelled the samples in r.z geometry.
The neutron spectrum impinging on the assembly front was based on NE-213/
Proton-recoil PC measurements down to about I keV. The unexplored spectrum be-
low that energy was ignored, thus underestimating corrections for samples em-
placed near the assembly front (no correction was calculated for fronMrmplaced
samples). Elsewhere, neglect of the soft incident spectrum component, absorbed
in a thin front layer, should make little difference.

With regard to angle, incidence was assumed as normal for E > 10 MeV,
75% direct and 25% isotropic —1.0 < E < 10.0 McV.

100% isotropic. -E < 1.0 McV.

With regard to geometry, a fixed source was assumed for all neutrons, di-
rect or isotropic. Multigroup cross sections were prepared by the MC2-2 code
(112) from ENDF/B-V library data. 7 U cross sections were based on Revision 2
of ENDF/B-V. 9Bc(n,2n) cross sections had to be based on an earlier library
(ENDF/B-III) as the MC?-2 processing codes could not handle the ENDF/B-V form
of these data. The cross section sets for the assembly materials were prepared
in 77, 36 and 19 groups; Legcndre terms included P5.

Calculations used the Discrete Ordinate Boltzmann Transport codes ONEDANT
and TWODANT (109). The former, one-dimensional, is not quite adequate to the
task but has a considerable cost advantage; it was thus used in a preliminary
examifiination of the sensitivity of calculations to:

1. the angular quadrature order, S

2. the Legendre scattering order, P,

3. the angular distribution of the fixed surface source

4. the number of energy groups used.

As indicated by these one-dimensional calcuIations.6Li-enriched sample
corrections were relatively insensitive to any of die enumerated factors:

1.& 2. may have a significant effect on samples emplaced near the front, not
readily estimated in the absence of information on the soft spectrum component
below 1 keV (this component is quickly filtered out as one moves deeper into
the assembly). Supplementing the experimental spectrum with a calculated source
spectrum below 10 keV may provide better corrections for near-front samples.

For reasons of economy, these calculations were restricted to So. P». 19
groups (use of the ANL CRAY-X/MP. for which TWODANT is now operational, would
reduce cost by a factor of 7-10). Better beryllium data have become available
since these calculations were made while improvements in MC*-2. or use of some
other means of recompiling the ENDF/B database, should produce more accurate
modelling at an attractive cost
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Table E-l shows some selected correction factors, calculated by different
schemes. The assemblies for which these factors were calclated differ in de-
tail: (a) and (b) concern "reference assemblies", 60 cm by 60 cm by 60 cm of
Li,O; (c) compares corrections for a "beryllium sandwich" assembly featuring an
additional 5-cm Be layer and covering 5-cm LijQ layer in front of the reference
assembly. UCLA and JAER1 calculations were described in Ch.V; 2 mm thickness
was assumed for all ARMLID samples (including those enriched in *Li).

As already discussed, corrections (a), based on one-dimensional
modelling (for which samples are treated as slabs) are too strong, by a factor
of =» 2: at a depth of about 20 cm (where Be-sandwich and bare-assembly neutron
spectra should be very similar), this would mate corrections (a) about 0.89.
closer to the other corrections. Set (b) corrections lie between JAERI and
UCLA. Corrections for 7Li samples are negligible except for set (b) near-front.
For various reasons (*), corrections within the Be layer as well as on its sur-
face fail to yield even rough agreement between measured and calculated T6 and
T7 values.

Detailed modelling, TWODANT corrections for the next-to-last (1988) ex-
periment that deployed ARMLID samples were calculated by H.Watanabe (UCLA)
(115); for comparison, Watanabe also calculated MS formula-based corrections
with three different Flux depression prescriptions. Not surprisingly, the for-
mula corrections turned out to be too small, the discrepancy worsening with
sample thickness. As that assembly was an unusually complex one. these correc-
tions are not reproduced here. Self-shielding corrections for Li-glass detec-
tors included in that very thorough set of calculations were of the order of 1%
for 0.1 mm glass thickness***).

(*) A general source of this discrepancy is the continuing lack of evaluated
and reliable microscopic 9Be(n,2n) cross sections and secondary neutron-angular
distributions. The dean confrontation approach could perhaps be useful in
resolving this kind of conundrum .

(**) Other calculations by the same author revealed a considerable sort-spec-
trum void effect due to the traversing channel, in qualitative agreement with
measurements; flux disturbance due to the presence of other materials (light
coupler, photomultiplier, etc.) also appeared to be quite largedlf). Just
like emplaced sample schemes, this convenient, rapid measurement scheme re-
quires very carefully calculated corrections to obtain accurate T6 and T7
values.
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TABLE E 2: SELECTED ARMLID SAMPLE CORRECTION FACTORS

Location

07.5
-02.5
01.25
05.0
10.0
19.75
41.5

-04.0
20.36
40.61
50.86

I Medium I HJ-cnr; I -natri-
(a) ANISN Calculations (ANL)
A
B
A
A
A
A
A

0.768
0.210
0.648
0.746
0.753
0.77
0.77

(b) TWODANT Calculations (ANL)
A
A
A
A

0.842
0.955
0.954
0.952

1.017
0.999
0.999
1.000

hLi^nr.

1.062
1.004
1.003
1.004

(c) Adapted M-S formula Calculations (UCLA) &
JAERI conections for

-10.28
-8.50
-7.74
6.40

-5.20
-2.40
-2.00
0.12
1.00
3.50
4.96

10.05
25.29
40.56
55.79
60.85

A
A
A
A

A/B
B
B

B/A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A/C

UCLA
0.397
0.739
0.784
0.809
0.758
0.629
0.631
0.784
0.839
0.904
0.916
0.938
0.946
0.945
0.932
0.756

the "Bc-sandwich" experiment
JAERI

0.142

0.820

0.649
0.454

0.698

0.941
0.960
0.969
0.968
0.957
0.624

UCLA
0.608
1.020
1.009
1.007
1.016
0.849
0.850
1.011
1.005
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.002
1.027

UCLA
0.999
1.006
1001
1.001
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.009

A = lithium oxide, B = beryllium, C = lithium oxide
UCLA: E* = 0.6 MeV; corrections do not include flux depression.

(D) Cooduskm.

The foregoing review of formula corrections for sdfshielding, flux depres-
sion and edge effects as well as conections produced by Multigroup Transport
calculation with sample modelling, suggests the following observations with
regard to "M-S formula" corrections:
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• the flux depression correction, designed for thermal neutrons, is
unconvincing in a fusion blanket environment and neutron spectrum,

• no coiTection at all can be provided for scattering in the sample, white edge-
corrections can be done only for isotropic flux;

• adjustment stratagems for samples embedded in absorbing media can
eliminate the more obvious inconsistencies of a direct, unmodified application of the
M-S formula, yet remain unsatisfactory in beryllium and at boundaries,

• angular distribution of the flux can be properly dealt with only if needed
Legendre weights are provided. The elaborate calculations this requires make
crudely improvised distribution modelling practically necessary.

As concerns TWODANT (or other multigroup two-dimensional
Transport) calculations, it appears mat, in contrast to the above:

• the flux in the vicinity of the sample is directly calculated, father than inferred
from the undisturbed flux (thus taking care of both flux depression and
self shielding),

• scattering in the sample is likewise directly dealt with,

• no angular distribution etc., only an input neutron spectrum is needed,

• the "reaction rate ratio" correction scheme encounters no logical difficulty
when applied to samples in a beryllium layer.

These observations seem to apply equally to a Monte-Carlo (MCNP)
simulation of Boltzmann transport with continuous energy selection that models the
emplaced sample and surrounding media and geometry in adequate fine detail

While the superiority of Multigroup or equivalent Monte Carlo calculation
over modified M-S formula correction is beyond question, the former involve
considerable effort as well as machine time, overall cost increasing steeply with
lethargy group, Legendre term number and geometry detail. Calculations that are
based on M-S formula corrections are comparatively simple, yet require spectrum
predictions at each sample site (in addition to the integrations indicated by the
equations derived in die preceding). As faster computers become available, the cost
of Multigroup or Monte Carlo calculations is expected to decline while the cost and
effort involved in Formula correction remains nearly constant Thus, die M-S
formula approach should eventually offer no significant advantage.

At this writing, all calculated corrections still need experimental confirmation,
e.g. by a series of tests with ARMLID samples of different thickness and
enrichment, irradiated in some simple geometry (to reduce error as well as cost of
supporting computations).

As regards the correction of lithium-glass traversing measurements, offering,
as mentioned, a significant advantage over tritium extraction from emplaced
samples with regard to cost and speed:
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(a) The detector thickness of OJ nun chosen for this instrument reduces;
the selfshielding correction to * 1 % in a typical blanket spectrum, but con-
siderably more in an especially soft spectrum (near the assembly front);

(b) Measurements are not immune to distortion by the inevitable presence
of an axial void channel as well as of system construction materials (pbofo-
multiplier, etc) While selfshielding per se can thus be corrected for to •suf-
ficient accuracy with any convenient formula, a detailed-modelling calculation
still seems to be needed to account for material and void effects,.
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APPENDIX F: LITHIUM COMPOSITION UNCERTAINTY EFFECT

As discussed in the foregoing, mass-spectrometer analyses of "natural""
lithium metal, repeated for several sample fabrication runs at 6-12 month in-
tervals, yielded a considerable range of different isotopic compositions. This
Appendix reviews the impact of composition uncertainty on T-6 and T~7. A partial
record of analyses is presented in Table P-l.

TABLE F-l: RECORD OF LITHIUM STOCK ANALYSES 1984-1989

Sample

N-18/1
N-18/2
N-19
N-22
N-27
N-71
N-1087
N-1088
N-0988
N-0389
N-1440
N-1439
N-49

7-83
7-*
7-0988
7-1288
7-1289
7-21
7-24
7-77

(Notes:

6-83
6-36
6-21
6-1488
6-1489
6-1187
6-14

No atom pet 6Li
(A) Natural

7.30
7.63
7.978
7.932
7.655
7.621
7.619
7.578
7.499
7.539
7.668
7.628
7.54

Date (reed) File reference
Lithium

05/09/84 (G.dl.)

02/01/87 fwtdat.88
M

07/18/86

10/11/88 fwtdat.89 8.150/8.168
04/11/89

foilwls.89 8.301/8.316
09/19/86

M

03/10/87 JAERI

(B) 7-Li enriched

0.01
0.018

<0.003
0.0099
0.0096
0.018
0.021
0.016

7-204 not irradiated, 7-210

07/10/84 (G dl)
10/11/88 fwtdat.89 7.200/7.220

09/19/86
M

02/01/87

03/10/87 JAERI
left in glovebox)

(C) 6-Li-enricbed

95.58
95.528
95.544
95.32
95.337
95.448
95.44

02/01/87 fwtdat.89 6.001.6.002
M M

09/19/86
«

03/10/89 JAERI
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The equations by means of which T-6 and T-7 numbers are calculated from
the measured information were reviewed in Appendix D: measurement yields the
variables M}, M2 for a pair of samples of different enrichment, exposed at ap-
proximately equal neutron flux levels (same distance from the front face in the
vicinity of the assembly axis); variables M are combined with formula self-
shielding corrections G (discussed in Appendix E).

In the following, subscript V denotes the sample of higher enrichment in
6-Li, subscript "2" the lower-enrichment sample:

(F-l)

= G? + M2H2of - M ^ ; (F-2)

H. = (P-Qa.V(afa2). (F-3)

The effect on T & T, by errors in a and M is determined by the set
6 7

ayaG6 = ayaG7 = l;

= BHta-at).
= - HjO-ap, a T / a M i = " Hiar

= H 2 a , (F-4)

B = (MrM2V(ara2). (F-5)

Count rates (which dominate the combined measurements M) scale with the
en-richment. Note that, e.g., for a pairing of 7Li-cnrichcd (subscript 2) and
"natural" lithium (subscript 1), one finds that

1 - a * 1, 1- <2j « 1;

Other errors depend on whether V designates "natural" or *Li samples.
Equations (F-3)-(F-5) can be more conveniently expressed in terms of fractional
errors 6,

= (G/T6)€(G6) -

+(MJHl/T6)g(M|) - WLpjX-ayrjB&fy (F-6)
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(H2M2a,/T7)«?(M2> . (F-7)

Comparing the magnitude of individual tenns in Eqs (F-6) and (F-7);

(a) Owing to flux depression, the first term of Eq (F-6) is always much larger
than the first term of Eq (F-7), the latter being typically less than 0.01.

(b) For "6" stock, the first term of Eq (F-6) may be large enough to consti-
tute the principal error; if thinner (0.5 mm) foils of this enrichment are pro-
vided, the term shrinks to less than .01 (correction, 5-10%; uncertainty in the
correction, < 10%).

(c) For "natural" stock, the first term of Eq (F-6) may be 1-2% for standard"
(2mm) foils; a selfshielding correction should thus be calculated.

(d) The second and third terms of Eq (F-6) vary with the absolute rather than
per cent uncertainty in the enrichment; the second and third terms of Eq (F-7),
on the other hand, vary with per cent enrichment error, but are small. Table F-l
indicates a consistently much smaller absolute enrichment error for stock of "na-
tural" type, as compared to type "6". Enrichment error, whether absolute or per
cent, is negligibly small for stock enriched in 7Li.

(e) The last two terms of Eq (F-6) reflect experimental errors in yield and
counting, discussed in the preceding Text. With the possibility of extended
counts (barring deterioration of the scintillator or similar problems of long-
term counting), the per cent errors should both be negligible and these two
terms of Eq (F-6) can thus be neglected.

(0 Eq (F-7) features a negligible first term; other terms are rendered small
by the common factor a^, the last term only merits attention.

These remarks are summarized in the error survey Table (F-2), presented below,
in terms of causative factors.

Table F-2: T-ti/T-7 error type: causative factors

Material Selfshieldg. corr. Enrichment err. Exptal meas. error

6Li possibly significant,
needs calc. effort

nat Li typ. small, neg.
(except in Be, bound)

7Li negligible (except
in Be, nr. boundary)

typ. low
(cf Mass Spec)

may be signfct.
(cf Mass Spec)

typ very low

easily made small
(high Count Rates)

easily made small
(med-high C.R.)

needs long counts
(low C.R.)
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To reduce selfshielding effects, "6" samples must be made significantly
thinner; in turn, this calls for care especially in weighing. To a limit of
about 0.2 mm (beyond which thickness of extruded metal tends to become non-uni-
form), use of a balance that indicates weight to 0.1 mg still yields a weighing
error < 0.15%. In view of the enrichment uncertainty that seems to be an inherent
feature of "natural" stock, this suggests that overall accuracy is about the same
when 7-enriched samples are paired with "6" or with "natural" samples.

AH samples result in local flux distortion when emplaced within, or on the
surface of, alien material layers, especially beryllium. Thinner samples cause
less flux distortion but, since thinning also reduces induced activity, it is not
a viable strategy for 7Li-enriched samples. As pointed out repeatedly in this
report, it follows that a correction based on detailed-modelling calculations is
the best means of achieving overall accuracy.
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APPENDIX G: ERROR ANALYSIS

(1) The errors treated in this section are random and associated with measure-
ment, hence, subject to the well-known error propagation formula, assuming only
that effects higher than second order can be neglected and that all errors are
statistically uncorrelated.

To estimate individual contributions to the combined error, we may neglect
small errors that are attached to the decay-corrected and efficiency-adjusted re-
ferral of Sample and background counts to reference time t r The processing equa-
tions (discussed in Appendix D) thus lead to the simplified expression

" V * [ Si / Yi ] « Ac DF *»«*•*,> / Ca ' <GI>
<d. > = average decay rate of sample j at reference time,

C = total signal count, sample j ,

Y. = extraction yield, sample j ;

A = reference Std activity, t days before ref. time, in dps/g;

W = Std aliquot weight in g;

DF = Standard dilution factor,

C = total St count (same count interval);

Now, put

<d. > = <&>

= sample decay rate at irradiation time t ; then

<d. > = X N (G-2)
JI aj

where X is in min'1 to match <s>; N = Number of tritons/sample at I.
I Sj I

(2) The experiment measures the Number of tritons at end of irradiation/gram
sample weight/source neutron for given sample enrichment and location Z (number
of delivered neutrons Q is also measured):

= 8.64 x lO*\c A W 1 ! A W DFe^w/C I / i n (G-3)
L si i sij L ° St StJ /AV v '

(where now X is in days', t = irrad to ref time interval in days).
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Equation (3) is convenient for calculating the error attached to the measure-
ment:

U/H2 = var{C }/C2 + var{C }/C2 + var{A \/A2 + varfDFJ/DF2

var{Y }/Y2 var{Q}/Q2 . (G-4)

The first two terms are Poisson variances of Sample & Standard counts. The
third is the uncertainty of the tritiated water standard decay rate, quoted by
NIST as 0.63%. Tritiated-water Standard Calibrations obtained by several dif-
ferent methods are reviewed in ref (117), from which Table G-l is quoted:

TABLE G-l CALIBRATION OF NIS Tritiated Water Standard SRM-4927

Date Method ref random'...syst2... tot error3

8/20/541- Microcal

9/03/61 Int

3/63

4/01/66

8/01/75

9/03/7*

1/79

9/03/78

3He

; int

gas ctg

«

growth

gas ctg

Int gas ctg

3He

References:

a ref
b ref
c ref
d ref
e ref
f ref
g ref
h ref

118
119
120
121
122
123
124
117

growth

1:
2.
3.

a,b

a

c,d

e

f

g

g

h

0.61

0.78

0.26

0.39

0.73

0.18

0.70

0.25

0.20

0.65

0.28

0.25

not known

0.20

Notes:

0.30

Random error: 99% confidence
Systematic error as estimated
Errors are combined by N.I.S.

1.3

1.0

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.4

1.6

0.5

level (30)

method

The dilution factor uncertainty includes errors in the weighing ratio and in
mixing, commented on below. The next two terms are weighing errors, commented on
below. Th next term involves decay constant uncertainty, about 0.3% and roughly
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doubled by the weighting factor (1 + At) when an old standard (1978) is used. The
uncertainty in Q is commented on in Section VI of the preceding Text.

(i) Typically, Standard count statistical error is < 0.1%. Sample count stat-
istical error depends on sample signal/background ratio and counting time:

sVC^t<s>ntl!.+ — ^ ] (0-5)
Sa Sa c < s > m

where

n = number of repeat counts of the same sample,
<s> = average signal count rate,

<b> = average background count rate,

t = normal system counting interval,

tb = effective background counting interval = mtc-

(m background vials are included in a run of one or more "trays", together
with a number of sample and standard vials; typically, m = 3).

For a sample that counts at just twice "normal" background (say, b = 4.5
cpm), let ntc = 1440 min = 24 h, then [<s>ntc]

1 = 7.72 x 10"5. The other factor
comes to 1.667: the random counting error for this sample thus conies to 1.13%.

(ii) The balance that is available for foil weighing within the glovebox has
a weighing range of 0.0001 to 25 g. 6Li-enriched foils (0.5 mm truck) typically
weigh about 0.06 g; other (2 mm thick) samples 0.2 g. The overall weighing error
is partly a matter of care in setting up and calibrating the balance, weighing
technique, and avoiding sample surface oxidation through maintaining a clean ar-
gon atmosphere in the glovebox, noting that the effect of oxidation on sample

. weight is inevitably more serious for the thinner samples.

(iii) Vial weighing error should be negligible. A buoyancy correction, dis-
cussed in the foregoing, may be applied. Vial forceps should be grounded; the
balance should be located in a laboratory with good temperature as well as hu-
midity control.

(iv) Standard mixing as a potential source of error was commented on in the
foregoing: As liquids diffuse relatively slowly, an aliquot of tritiated water
standard does not mix rapidly with distilled water dilutant. To produce accurate-
ly diluted secondary standards, vigorous shaking and allowing the mixture (sealed
to prevent evaporation) to stand overnight before withdrawing an aliquot is re-
commended. Standard that has been repeatedly tapped cannot be relied on to main-
tain its original composition as it exchanges water with the ambient atmospheric
moisture every time the ground glass seal of the ampoule is opened. Fresh stan-
dard should thus be used when possible, or, at least, an accurately measured ali-
quot of the old standard carefully intercalibrated with one of fresh standard.
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Adding all random errors, one finds the random fractional error of N,

e{n} = 2.47 % (1.25% from o(l+At) and o(A))

as an average-conditions estimate; other estimates are given in Section VI.

(3) Thus far, errors were directly associated with measurement, hence could be
assigned numerical values. We turn now to errors involved in the calculation of
the T-6 and T-7 set on the basis of two TPR/g/n measured values. Assuming that
the irradiation proceeded at a quasi-constant neutron source intensity, a con-
stant flux <EKE,Z) obtains at sample location Z. Tritium production/sec in a sam-
ple of volume V thus comes to

oil J dE, (G-6)

£(E) = macro-cross section of sample material for tritium production. The
rate of tritium decay during irradiation equals -A.N (t); N = triton number; at

the end of irradiation time t (sec),

NSa(x) = (RS>M.)[1 - exp(-a.x)] * Rsx [1 - M2 ..]

The number of tritons per gram per source neutron thus comes to

N = VSaT J <&(E,Z)Z(E) dE/Q W^

s [ * t /(7-a)] [ a J a6 & dE + (1-a) J a? <& dE 1/ Q (G-7)

and with a quasi-constant triton rate of increase R,

K-hfx = [^/(7-a)][aTPR6 + (l-a)TPR7 - CORR 1, (G-8)

CORR = a\ a (O - O) dE/Q -(l-a)f a (4> -*) dE/Q , (G-9)
J 6 O J 7 O

where a denotes enrichment in ""Li; N = 0.602 x 1023.

The assumption of constant source strength yields an error that is ordi-
narily negligible (actually, source strength declines with tritiated target de-
pletion, then suddenly increases when the operators switch to a fresh target
"track"). A considerably larger error, difficult to estimate, is implied in the
assumption that the neutron flux at two different locations where samples be-
longing to a pair are emplaced is exactly identical: for samples deep within the
assembly, that error could amount to 1-2%; for samples irradiated on the surface
of a beryllium region, 10% is not unlikely. The error in the correction integrals
CORR, Eq (G-9), depends on sample location as well as on sample enrichment and
above all on details, discussed in Appendix E, of the corrrection calculation.
The overall effect of enrichment error is discussed in Appendix F.
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APPENDIX H: PULSE-HEfiGHT SPECTRUM EVALUATION IN LS COUNTING

Considerable progress over the last 10-20 years in Liquid Scintillation
Counting techniques has resulted in the development of increasingly sophisticated
commercial LS Systems, facilitating applications of that technique in routine
biological, medical or engineering assays. Much of this work, usually employing
technicians to do the actual processing of what often conies to a large number of
samples, tends to be relatively undemanding with respect to accuracy; conse-
quently, menu selection of pulse-height windows and other parameters, provided in
vendor software packages, is adequate as well as convenient.

More infrequently, LS counting is used for scientifically oriented work
(as, for example, the subject of the present report). Since accuracy is of cru-
cial importance in that kind of endeavour, one would wish to make effective use
of any additional information, e.g., the pulse-height spectrum, the instrument
produces.

The measured spectrum is the convolute of the beta spectrum with a highly
complex system response. The beta spectrum is well-known; specifically, for tri-
tium decay, the spectrum can be accurately described by a simple analytical
function of the kinetic energy or momentum of the beta particle and the decay
energy. Thus, a comparison of this formula and the measured pulse-height spectrum
appears of some interest, supposing that the distortion of the beta spectrum by
the system response can be accounted for. The overall response consists of the
following stages:

(a) conversion of kinetic energy into primary ionization,

(b) conversion of primary ionization into solvent excitons

(c) transfer of excitation to the solute scintillator and generation of
photons within the frequency range of good photocathode response

(d) distribution of the total number of generated photons into three
categories: those that impinge on either of two photocathodes and
those that are lost to the process

(e) release of a photoelectron by an individual photon

(0 electron multiplication

(g) charge pulse shaping, summing, pulse-height digitization and multi-
channel registration.

Beginning with the emission of a beta particle of specified energy E,
processes (a),(b) and (c) can be conveniently combined to yield n photons. The
average number <n> is proportional to E, with a constant that depends on the mix-
ture and type of cocktail. The second moment of n is that of a Poisson dis-
tribution, modified by a Fano factor (125).
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The number of pbotoekctrons released through this event at a pair of
photocathodes of individual quantum efficiency p,, pj is determined by a Tri-
nomial or double Bernoulli distribution function

T(«,pI,p2d£.j) = •!(pJ/k!Kpji!Kl-PJ-P2)
tk V k j)? (HI)

Systems vendors have learned to optimize system performance by careful
selection and matching of photomultipliers: thus, one may assume that

P, = P2 * P

whence Eq (H-l) becomes

T(a,p;k,j) = n!rpk/k!Hpi/j!l(I-2prkV(n-kj)! (HI*)

To develop the average delivered charge pulse <Q> from the indicated se-
quence of events, the Trinomial must be summed in a manner that accounts for the
coincidence requirement, discussed below. We may then further suppose that photo-
multipliers have been set to equal input stage gains Gi and follow-up stage gains
G. such that for m stages, each photoelectron input number is multiplied by
GiG"-1. Pulses are then shaped (a process that can be reasonably assumed to con-
tribute no distortion) and added, such that, apart from coincidence requirement
distortion, the two photomultiplier pulses are simply summed.

The average anode charge pulse sum <Q> for all events that release a mean
number <n> of photons comes to

<Q> = * <GixG>ak'I<N>: (H-2)

" l "£* (k+j)T(n,pJcj) = 2<»p[l - < d - P r ' > ] . (H-3)

e = 1.6 x lfrw Coul;

N = number of photoeUctrons released at bom photocathodes.

The sum in Eq (H-2) specifies that both k and j be 2 1 (o that the event
triggers a coincidence gate, admitting the pulse to analysis; his requirement
has become a standard means of discrimination against "dark current" pulses,
(generated in the individual photoraultipliers) for LS-counting systems.

Eq (H-3) indicates an asymptotic mean 2ap for large values of n (as well as
p), or, a mean pulse height that varies asymptotically with the event energy.
For small values of n, the pulse height/energy ratio becomes considerably smaller,
owing to the term in brackets. One can estimate that term by assuming,
first, a reasonably realistic value for the quantum efficiency p : for
selected photomultipliers, p « 0.25. Trie bracketed term then become 0.99 torn* 16,0.76
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for n = 6 and 0.58 for n = 4. Assuming an average energy conversion constant <n,>
~ I keV per photoeleciron (for an efficient and unquenched scintillator and high-
ly efficient photocathode), one finds that, with

<n(E)> = E/<n> * <N>/2p,

and for <ip» = 1 keV, p = 0.25, the pulse height should be approximately propor-
tional to the energy down to perhaps 7-8 keV. More accurate values are difficult
to obtain (and would require access to instrument electronics that is spe-
cifically prohibited under the terms of the current maintenance contract with the
vendor).

Summing Eq (H-3) from 0 to n and subtraction yields the non-detected frac-
tion of events that release n photons,

^ = 2(!-p)" - (l-2p)*. (H-4)

To illustrate how f varies with n, we let p = 0.25; Eq (H-4) predicts

n f

4
6
8

10

.570

.346

.196

.111

Other relations are summarized in Table H -1 below.

TABLE H I : DETECTION PROBABILITIES FOR AND-SUV LS SPECTRA

overall nondetection probability Fad * 2(l-p)' - (i 2p)*

prob of detectg all n (pulseheight - n) F = 2(2" '-l)p"

n-1 (ph. - B-b F B ) « 2n(2*2-l)p* l(l-2p)

k!

The quoted numerical estimates assume efficient scintillator, i.e. unquenched
samples. The principal difference for quenched samples is an increase of <f)>,
hence decrease of <n>, resulting in turn in a more severe loss of linearity and
corresponding increase of the non-detected fraction for low values of E. In the
limit of large E, and for relatively modest quenching (1-2 g aqueous and 16-18 ml
scintillator), the upper half of the spectrum should still be adequately linear
and thus portray the beta spectrum with a certain shift to the decay tutrgy.
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amounting to the ratio

Aside from the question of linearity, the upper end of the pulse-height
spectrum is subject to statistical spread (Fano-modiftcd Poisson statistics of
input photons convolved with electron multiplication statistics). Multiplication
is governed by a Polya or negative-Binomial distribution (126) whose factorial
moments 9 are given by the recursion formula

fk = «d(i-lXi-2)..(Mc+i)> = Gk(l+bXl+2b).4l4(k-l)b) (H-5)

where b is a small "contamination" constant. The central second moment ft thus
comes to

ji = G + bG2 (H-6)

or, for the combination fust-stage gain G{and following stage gain G"\

u A G ^ 1 ) 2 . (G/G^Kl+bMG-t)) + b, (H-7)

as compounded by the generating function scheroe(127), applied to photomuhipli-
cation by Breitenberger (128) and Prescott(129). The deconvolution of this high-
energy tail is complicated by the need to estimate the distribution parameters,
as further discussed below.

Next, we briefly review the calculation of the beta spectrum which (aside
from the distortions discussed in the foregoing) should be revealed by the mea-
sured pulse-height distribution.

Let W(e) de = (dN/de) de = beta energy spectrum in terms of die nondimen-
sional energy

8 = E /me2 rnc2= 511 kcV.
Ui 0 0

The momentum spectrum can be expressed as

W(p)dp = [2«/hl2[ J V* H Vs dt ] 2 p dp, (H-8)

the product of an interaction term and the electron &. neutrino phase space den-
sity p dp. The former involves a Coulomb interaction between the emerging elec-
tron and the residual nucleus and is discussed below; the latter is readily shown
to come to

p dp = const x p\e - ef dp (H-9)
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where
e = electron energy =

Introducing non-dimensional variables,

£ - y - 1 = EA^c2,
E = kinetic energy =

= py = X ;

*? = -f - | = (l+e)2- 1 = e(2+e),

one can convert Eq (H-9) to energy,

W(e) de = A x R -yie^- e)2de (H-10)

where A is a constant. The "Fermi'' Factor F resulting from the Coulomb inter-
action that slows down emerging electrons (or speeds up positrons) has been ex-
pressed by complex gamma functions, evaluated and tabulated (130-131). For tri-
tium, the low nuclear charge allows an alternate, straightforward analytical ap-
proximation in tems of the Gamow Factor

y = (2*)2(Z/p"Xe2/nc) = liOxcfll , (H-ll)

where
a = 2xe2/hc = 1/137.036;

F(y) = I \f.m I2/ | y j 2 « y/(l - cy) (H-12)

(wave functions y are evaluated at the nuclear surface and at a great distance,
respectively). Note that Z = 2 for the residual 3He nucleus. The complete spec-
trum thus comes to

W(e) = const x PyR(e - e)2. (H-13)

For any spectrum that permits use of the approximate Fermi factor, Eq (H-
12), Eq(H-13) can be directly differentiated to obtain a relation between the
electron energy at the spectral maximum and the decay energy. That relation was
verified for a tritium spectrum P(e) measured by means of a gas proportional
counter, described in the preceding text. For a LS-measured unquenched spectrum
U(e), and a fortiori for a quenched LS spectrum Q(e), the coincidence require-
ment-related loss of efficiency at low beta energies shifts the apparent peak
upward; as a consequence, the maxima of the measured spectra become meaningless.
However, for energy-weighted aeasund spectra eU(e) and £Q(e), peaks occur at
energies that are high enough above the severe coincidence-loss region to place
them just at the corresponding energy-weighted beta spectrum maxima.
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The relation between the decay energy and the peak energy of the energy-
weighted measured spectrum, obtained by differentiation of the energy-weighted
beta spectrum eW(e), is:

(

""* 1 + 3e* + H/(2 + e*)

where

e* = spectrum peak energy in m e 2 units,

H = F - y.
To apply Eq (H-14), e* is located on the measured energy-weighted quenched

spectrum, then e , ^ is calculated: for the unquenched spectrum,

= 18.60 keV,

for the quenched spectum, e ^ represents the effective decay energy of its cor-
responding beta spectrum.

Now, since the effective decay energy is entirely determined by scintil-
lator and vial, it should be identical for all vials of a series, made up with
the same cocktail in the same aqueous/cocktail proportion, and with the same vial
preparation, sealing etc. techniques. Only the aqueous components of series vials
differ, some consisting of aliquots of unknown samples and others, of accurately
diluted NIS tritiated-water standards. The latter, made up to provide a conve-
niently high count rate, can thus be used to irmeasure the effective decay energy
during a long series of counts. An effective decay energy shift in the course of
this measurement series unequivocally points to sample deterioration, independent
of decay or possible loss of tritium content; if such a shift is indeed detected,
then it is likely that other vials of the series are deteriorating as well.

In addition to the use of Eq (H -14) as a means of sample quality sur-
veillance and monitoring, there is another, more routine task thai can be based
on spectrum interpretation: automatic determinaton of window settings. That job
now involves inspection of the graphics provided in the vendor software package;
then, a "best guess" choice is entered in the "protocol".

The spectrum interpretation presented in this Appendix is illustrated in
FIGS (HI ) and (H-2). FIG ( H I ) is a plot of the Unquencned, energy-weighted an
unweighted experimental spectra U(E) and UE(E). together with their correspond-
ing beta spectra W(E) and WE(E). Measured points are shown as Mack squares (un-
weighted) and open squares (weighted spectrum), connected by broken lines. Calcu-
lated theoretical spectra are indicated by small crosses connected by solid
lines. Statistical tails originally present in the measured data were removed by
a somewhat arbitrary procedure.
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As the Figure clearly demonstrates, the measured and theoretical energy*
weighed spectra match almost perfectly at and above the peak > 8 keV, in
agreement with the linearity estimates presented in the preceding discussion of
electron/photon statistics (according to which the photoelectron number should
be proportional to the beta energy in that energy region). In contrast, the
peak of the unweighed experimental spectrum is noticeably shifted, as the coin-
cidence requirement takes its toll.

FIG (H-2) shows the same energy-weighed and unweighted, experimental
and theoretical spectra for a Quenched Standard (l .S mg of diluted NIS
tritiated water Standard with 16.5 ml of PACKARD PICOFLUOR-15). The effective
decay energy, calculated by Eq (H-14), came to 10.50 keV. The weighted spectrum
peak near 4.3 keV falls within the region of coincidence-requirement losses;
even so, peak locations of the equivalent energy-weighted beta spectrum and the
energy-weighted experimental spectrum match. Large low-energy losses are evident
in the difference between the two unweighed spectra.

Both Figures and all calculations made use of the energy scale provided
by PACKARD software. Pulse-height spectra offer two channels/keV, hence, aver-
age channel energy comes to N ± 0.25 keV, N = 1,2... plus first channel cen-
tered on 0.25 keV. Peaks were fitted by quadratic interpolation; essentially
the same result was obtained from 186-point and 38-point theoretical beta
spectra (indicating the validity of this procedure). Using the peak energy e*
found by this routine, the effective decay energy was calculated for die
Quenched spectrum by Eq (H-14) (as a test, the equation was applied to the Un-
quenched/cnergy-weighed spectrum, yielding a decay energy of 18.601 keV).

The material in this Appendix is preliminary; it still needs confirma-
tion and calls for additional software development It is our hope that this
can be done eventually. For the present and near future, lack of funding has
mooted any further work.
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FIG(H-l): Unquenched LS Pulse-Height Spectra, energy-weighted (open squares) and unweighted (black ŝquares).
Also shown: theoretical spectra (cross lines). All spectra normalized to 1000; abscissa: keV.
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FlG(H-2): Quenched LS Pulse-Height Spectra; plotting information & Scaling as in FIG (H-l). Note that the
energy-weighed spectrum peak still matches the theoretical spectrum peak.
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